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PREFACE

tJr^^ "^^'^ "* '" i"«™<'»''«On to psychology

C,»d cU««, for rtudents in .eeo„da,T schools, „„™rf'«hooIs or colleges, and for general reader. Its appearance
» « .n.ed.ate „„.gr„„th of various courses of I« ur«on psychology and education giyen to classes of teache«and elen,en.a^ students in education. More re^o.eTy

"
owes rta ong,n to a suggestion received from Prof. J^hnDewey when the writer was a student in his classes. SmProfessor Dewey: " The teacher is equally under the nce«.ty of knowing each of the two f.cto. in the educat „n!i

P>ychaogy-n„t the technicalities and controversial no.nt,of psychology, hut its broad and fundament., Zh 'uT„n

Z^^tT 1 "" '*"^' '"" --""• '---
™

are simple and easily understood " tv„c * x

nishw th. a* A .
^'^^^^^^ This statement fur-nishes the standpoint, in the following pages for bothsubject-matter and method of treatment

P^rst, the attempt has been made to present onlv f..^-n.^ t^ths, Which, let us be thanlcful' arTb^:! ;itject to controversy. No space has been devoted to thp
trove.ial, speculative, or hypothetical .urs^V:!;!:;::



VI PREFACE

vexing the soul of the advanced student of psychology.
Considerable emphasis has been placed on the physiological
processes which accompany our mental life, but always for
the purpose of throwing light on our mental processes and
without losing sight of the fact that the discussion has to
do primarily with psychology rather than with physiology.

Second, the aim has been to state these fundamental
truths simply, that the student may clearly understand
them; and also to state them attractively, that he may cul-
tivate the desire for reading them. These two considera-
tions have had much to do with determining the style and
method of treatment. The more popular, if less literary,
lecture style has been used in preference to the essay style!
This was done because of the eagerness with which young
students, who are afraid of the average work on psychology,
will seize upon the very same subject-matter when it is
stripped of all unnecessary abstruseness, and presented
with a sufficient amount of illustration to clothe the skele-
ton of dry facts with something of vitality.

Third, it is recognized that if the student is really to
make use of the psychology he learns, he must have prac-
tical and useful truths presented to him, and must be led
to a comprehension of these truths through their relation to
his own actual experience. This criterion dictates that the
subject-matter presented shall be of such a nature that its

counterpart can be found in the experience of the student,
and discovered by him through the process of introspec-'
tion

;
that the psychological truths and laws discovered must

find application m acquiring new experience—that is, in



PREFACE

eduction; that the pvehology mart b. applied, or better
rt must be rtudied with the individual .tudent himself asus center and subject, so that the application i. never sepa-
rated from the process of its discovery.
The foregoing views account for the fact that the tert

» much more descriptive than explanatory; that a eon-^t appeal « made to the experience of the student tovenfy the statements of the text; that the matter presented
« so largely concrete and so iittle abstract; that the appli-oat^n of psychological truths and laws is continually m^eto development and education.

teJt«tT '^7°^ '"^'^'^ " "' »* 0' ae chap,
ters w,ll be found useful not hecauae they outline the ,^.^pec^ve chapters in any ^tematic way, but becau^JyW.1I encourage .ntrospeCio,, without which psycholo^may be «,mm.tted to memory but can never^icome^drrecfve factor in education. The reading referen„rwillbe servceable to the student who desir« to pu«u ThJ siject beyond the scope of this book

abi?w!I"^''
'^'- '""^ ^- ^*^'' ^ "-Oe^d valu-

mZT" Z y '"^""^ »' «' m«,uscripttrth» book, for which gratrful «4nowIedgment i. given.
COETOX CoLLEOa, JJOUOT VlM,0K, loWi

Ftbniary, 1006.
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CHAPTER I

THE MIND, OR CONSCIOUSNESS

The mind and its education. But how ar« w. /.

t^r.*w '\'* ''°'^' ^^' "^^^ i« not izthing that can be wen or felt or weighed. You aTdI may look into each other's face Ld there reid

discover the real you of the other. I may learn torecopiize your features, to know your^oL t^respond to the clasp of your hand; but Zmild or"consc^ousness, which does your tkinking a^ lis
TndiT

""' ""°"^' ' ''^ °-- know completely-mdeed can never know at all except throujfh yourvarious acts and bodily expressions. Nor can you
"

anyjay reveal you«elf to me except thTghThe::

Between your consciousness and mine there exists -n.

7.1 *t^ '

^'""^ *^^^t*»«'' co°»e to love or hate
°'*-

«ma apart. Only ,«, ean ever know you, and onlv

aMer certain eircmnatances, I am really but inter-

' "aular crcmnWanees, and attributing then, to
1



When tht
mind re>
•idu.

Introspec-
tioo the
means of
•tudying
our own
minds.

2 THE MIND AND ITS EDUCATION

you. I must alway, judge you in term, of mywlf orelse not at all.
-•/•^** w

I dwell somewhere in this body, but where? Whenny finger tips touch the object I wiah to examine Ijeem to be in them. When the brain grows wearyfrom overstudy, I seem to be in it. When the hearthrobs the breath comes quick, and the mJf^ growtense from noble resolve or strong emotion I Hem tobe in them all. When, filled wfth the buoya'Hi ^of vigorous youth, every fiber and nerve is a-ting"with health and enthusiasm. I live in every part ofmy marvelous body. Small wonder that the ancient,
oca ed the soul at one time in the heart, at anothe^n the pineal gland of the brain, and at another made

Jt coextensive with the body

!

Later science has taught that the mind reside, in

central office i» the brain. And the reason why /«eem to be m every part of my body is because the

Mgea of sight or sound or touch to the brain, andbearing m return orders for movements, which iwt
tir. feet a-dancmg or the fingers a-tingling Butmore of this later. ^ ^

^
What is the mind? What is that which we call

consciousness? No definition can ever make it clearer
than It IS now to each one of us. And, indeed if Iwere to attempt to define mind or consciousness, fromany immediate knowledge of it, I should have to de-
fine my mind and not mind. The only mind which
J have ever known, or can know, is my own; and theonly one which you have ever known, or can know
IS yours It is true that I may judge something of
the working of your mind from the fact that you
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»eem to act, ll,i„k, low and hate, doliboratc aud ,kcid- much a, I do; but yet I judge the,e thiu« con

m my own. Thu, it follow, that the o„ry wav ,^know what mind i,, i, ,o look in „p„„ Jr ow^coi-ou»ne« and „l„o™. what i, tran^pirinj ,h ?e or"

For ,ou ™n never eome to understand the workinmo your n,„,d fron. liatening ,„ leelurea or studying

«"J «pe.t, but every «tatement must be tested bvyour own experience before you ean un.V^H Znuaninit In or,ler to introspect you „t catch

it i ,h« ™ ^"*- ''"•' '" "" •"" »°d o'"-'"-^ what.is that ,s going on. This is not so easy a» it appearsfor the moment we turn to look in .fpon the m7n"'

nlneT' " ""T' ""'' "" """«»•" -™° to

place All that IS left to us then is to view the men
« object while it is still fresh in the „,e„To y orTo'catch It again when it returns
Nor are we to be discouraged if, even by introsnec l„.,tan, we cannot discover preci..dy u,kal the131 «°-'-t

one „°L r """
f"""'' "• '"""gl. nearly eve,^: Xf.h.

one uses ,t m one form or another. We study the
°"°''"-

dynamo the motor, and the conductor tht^uTwhlh
clec r,e,ty manifests itself. We observe its effcrtn
.ght. heat, and mechanical power, and so lear^ ti"

as far from .mderstanding its true nature as werethe ancients who knew nothing of its uses. "heTnamo does not create the electricity, but only furn,shes the conditions which make it ^possiblc"^ e J
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4 THE MIND AND ITS EDUCATION

tricity to manifest itself in doing the world's work

the Zd V\'rr °^ '^^"^"^ «>'^*- ^- -t -eathe mmd, but it furnishes the machine through whichthe mmd works. We may study the nervoiS system

XwL^f"^^' ''' ^°^'^^^^- -^ ""^t^-
SI thJ i !T^ °P''^*^' ^"* '^^ i« °ot study-ing the nund Itself. As in the case of electricity

tt acTLr
'"-'''"^.'^ "^' "^ --* ^-™«

can know r '^.'"''''^ '' °^'°^^^"^^ itself-these wecan know, for they are in the experience of all. It

^
then, only by studying these processes of con-ciousness that we come to know the laws which gov-ern the mmd and its development. What it is thatthmks and feels and wills in us is too hard a p oblemfor us here-mdeed, has been too hard a problem fo^the ph, osophers through the ages. But the th nkingand feelmg and willing we can watch as they occur!and hence come to know.

'

In looking in upon the mind we must expect to dis-cover, then not a thing, but a process. Vlthtg
forever eludes us, but the process is always presentCon.c,

i ,.,^ ^ ^^^^^^^ so far^s we

ha irrTsrftr' 'ir * P^^^^^^-^-l discussion,has Its rise .t the cradle and its end at the grave Itbe^ns with the babe's fir.t faint gropings after iighW UJ'T "^ '^ ^"'^^ ''' «^^ -ds with Lman s last blmd gropings after light in his old worldas he leaves it. The stream is very narrow at fiit

bS ^J"'"*'/'
'^' ^'^ '^°^^*^°^« ^hich come to the

ItoL "^
'' '''' '^' "^^* ^^ ^^^« the «ound; itgrows wider as the mind develops, and is at lastmeasured by the grand sum total oVlife's experience

This mental stream is irresistible. No power outsideof u- can stop it while Ufe lasts. We cannot stop It
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5

ourselves. When we try to stop thinking, the streambut ehanges it, direction .„d Bows on WWe w"wake and wh.le we sleep, while we are uneonseiolunder an an^hetic, even, some sort of mentalTrTess eontmues. Sometimes the stream flT™ sloXand our thoughts Iag_we ' feel slow "; Tgat t^estream flows faster, and we are lively and oir fCght
comes on; then the stream runs wildly onward defv

the place of our usual orderly array. In different^rsons, abo, the mental stream moves at ZlZlrates, some minds being naturally slow moving andsome naturally quick in their operations
^

ticuCTr "''""''''^
" ^'^™'" »'» '» »«" par.uculari A stream is an unbroken whole from its JT""-^ree to .ts mouth, and an observer stationed a"oL^ 'felS

point cannot see all of it at once. He sees but theone litt e section which happens to be pa^^g hi sta.on point at the time. The current may l4 mud"the same from moment to moment, but the component

enanging. So it is with our thought. Its stream i,
eontinnous from birth till death, but we e^not se"any considerable portion of it at one time. Wh» we

^e but the little section of consciousness which ^n.pies the present moment Th»t „f . t
"<.u occu-

i« <mno r„j .1
""'• '"« of a few seconds agoIS gone and will never return. The thought which

Itlm^r. '» '". "" *'' ^"^'"^'^ composing a

nTeo„^^"'°"""'^ ?'' "'»'*'' " P«^ • «i'en pointm Its course m precisely the same order and relationto one another as before. This means, then that C^

Points of
resem-
blance to
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The wave
in the
•tream of
conscious-
ness.

can never have precisely the same mental state twice-
that the same thought never comes to us a second time'
with just the same associates that it had the first time-
that the thought of this moment will never be our^
again; that all we can know of our minds at any one
time is the part of the process present in conscious-
ness at that moment.
The surface of our mental stream is not level but

IS broken by a wave which stands above the rest-
which is but another way of saying that some one
thing is always more prominent in our ti'iought than
the rest. Only when we are in a sleepy reverie or
not thinking about much of anything, does the stream
approximate a level. At all other times some one
object occupies the highest point in our thought to

FlQ. 1.

the more or less complete exclusion of other things
which we might think about. A thousand and one
objects are possible to our thought at any moment
but all except the one thing occupy a secondary place'
or are not present to our consciousness at all They
exist on the margin, or else are clear off the edge of
^nsciousness, while the one thing occupies the centerWe may be reading a fascinating book late at nightm a cold room. The charm of the writer, the beauty
ot the heroine, or the bravery of the hero so occupies
the mma that the weary eyes and chattering teeth
are unnouced. Consciousness has piled up in a high
wave on the points of interest in the book, and the
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level. But let the book grow dull for a moment andthe make-up of the stream ehanges in a &S C^_

ani'Wifovne;/

Fig. 2.

heroine or literary style no longer occupies the waveThey forfeit their place, the wave is taken by thebodily sensations, and we are conscious of the smart-g eyes and shivering body, while these intrn g^^e"

Fio. 3.

way to the next object which occupies the wave Fi«1-3 Illustrate these changes.
"« ^ave. J^igs.

The consciousness of any moment has been less h«n n

cent Ms X^^^^^^
*'^° ^'^^—^-^ let "h S.^

whTch s ^f^f
;^°«"«"«°e«« i« piled up on the object

TheoVrrX-e^^nrr^"""* '"^ ^"^ *^-^»^*-

gin of the fipW f T T^'°"«°ess are on the mar-
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The "piling
up " of con-
sciousness
is atten-
tion.

The con-
tents of
our mental
stream.

may occupy the center of the field, while a trouble-
some tooth begets sensations of discomfort which lin-
ger dimly on the outskirts of our consciousness- but
a shooting pain from the tooth or a random thought
crossing the mind, and lo! the tooth holds sway, and
the resolve dimly fades away to the margin of our
consciousness and is gone.

This figure is not so true as the one which likens
our mmd to a stream with its ever onward current
answering to the flow of our thought; but whichever
figure we employ, the truth remains the same. Con-
sciousness is always piled up higher at some one point
than at others. Either because our interest leads us
or because the will dictates, the mind is withdrawn'
from the thousand and one things which we might
thmk about, and^ directed to this one thing, which for
the time occu, 'es chief place. In other words, we
attend, for this piling up of consciousness is nothing
after all, but attention.

We have seen that onr mental life may be likened
to a stream flowing now faster, now slower, ever shift-
ing, never ceasing. We have yet to inquire what con-
stitutes the mass of the stream, or, in popular phrase,
what is the " stuff " which makes up the current of
our thought, what are the contents of our minds
This cannot be answered completely at this point, but
can best be understood by each referring to his own
experience to verify the description of the text If
we are sitting at our study table puzzling over a dif-
ficult problem in geometry, reasonina forms the wavem the stream of consciousness—the center of the field
It IS the chief thing in our thinking. The fringe of our
consciousness is made up of various sensations of the
light from the lamp, the contact of our clothing, the
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sounds going on in the next room, some bit of memory
seeking recognition, a " tramp " thought which com^
along, and a dozen other experiences not strong enough
to occupy the center of the field.

But instead of the study table and the problem
give us a bright fireside, an easy-chair, and nothing
to do. If we are aged, memories-images from out

It ni'7 r^'^^^
'°"^' thronging in and occupy

the field to such extent that the fire burns low and theroom grows cold; but still the forms from the pasthold sway^ If we are young, visions of the futuremay o^nwd everything else to the margin of the field
while ..e " castles in Spain " occupy the center.

'

Our memories may also be accompanied by emo-

field tht.r''' "'"^ ^ completely occupy the

driven to\J
'""'?'' *^'"^^^^^ "^ ^°' th« t^edriven to the margm, and the mind is occupied with

Its sorrow, Its love, or its joy
Once more instead of the problem or the memoriesor the castles m Spain," give us the necessity ofmakmg some decision, great or small, where con-tendmg motives are pulling us now in this direction,

Lfipr K '
^ *

*^^ ^""^^^^^^ fi°»"y has to be

7 S/ T.*- ''^^T'
'^'^ '"^"^'^ "P i^ the words,Ivnll This IS the struggle of the will which eachone knows for himself, for who has not had a raging

battle of motives .ccupy the center of the field while

JLlZ'
'^^\*^%««°«« °f ti«^e, place, and existence,

gave way in the face of this conflict! This struggle
continues until the decision is made, when suddenly
all the stress and strain drop out and other objectsmay again have their place in consciousness.
Thus we see that if we could cut the stream of con-
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feeling,

mndinll
ing,

foi<fr.^ceas f^°"«f«^
across as we might cut a stream of water

-knowing, from bank to bank with a huge knife, and then look at
the cut-off section, we should find very different con-
stituents in the stream at different times. We should
at one time find the mind manifesting itself in per-
ceiving, remembering, imagijiing, discriminating, com-
paring, judging, reasoning, or the acts by which we
feain our knowledge; at another in fearing, loving,
hating, sorrowing, enjoying, or the acts of feeling-
at still another in choosing, or the act of the will.'

These processes would make up the stream, or, in
other words, these are the acts which the mind per-
forms in doing its work. We should never find a
time when the stream consists of but one of the proc-
esses, or when all these modes of mental activity are
not represented. They will be found in varying pro-
portions, now more of knowing, now of feeling, and
now of willing, but some of each is always present in
our cons'-'ousness. The nature of these different ele-

ments '> mental stream, their relation to each
other, !ae manner in which they all work together
in amazing perplexity yet in perfect harmony to
produce the wonderful mind, will constitute the sub-
ject-matter we shall consider together in the pages
which follow.

EXERCISES

Think of your home as you last left it. Can you see
vividly just how it looked, the color of the paint on the out-
side, with the familiar form of the roof and all; can you
recall the perfume in some old drawer, the taste of a favorite
dish, the sound of a familiar voice in farewell?
When you say that you remember a circumstance which

occurred yesterday, how do you remember it? That is, do
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you see jn your mind things just as they were, and hear
again sounds which occurred, or feel again movements which
you performed? Do you experience once more the enac-
tion you then felt?

Try occasionaUy during the next twenty-four hours to turn
quickly about mentally and see whether you can observe
your thinking, feeling, or willing in the very act of takine
place.

*

What becomes of our mind or consciousness while we are
asleep?

How are we able to wake up at a certain hour previously
determined? '

Can a person have absolutely nothing in his mind?

SUGGESTED READINGS

James, " Psychology," Briefer Course, Chapter XI.
James, " Principles of Psychology," Chapter IX.
Baldwin, " The Story of the Mind," Chapters II-IV.
Morgan, " Introduction to Comparative Psychology," Chap-

Dewey, " Psychology," Chapter II.

Royce, " Outlines of Psychology, " Chapter IV, sees. 34-36.



CHAPTER II

ATTENTION

i The nature
of atten-
tion.

Some de-
gree of at-
tention al-
ways pres-
ent.

mon or lecture thp ,«oJl.i-
' ® interesting ser-

tion. We live in fh<.«, 7 ™P®^ '^"^ a^en-

what is going on abouTrrr '^.^* ""*™« °*

them than not B„tl / k*
"" '''^'' *° *«««d to

«Iow gan^rthe ul:'' ^1^1'"."^^' *^^

conversation which is I bo-T ,

''*" '^™^' *^«

or interest? Th^e mav ,^r^*^^^«««>° without life

but in this caseTe^Jf f"^ ^^' '''''^' *««°«o°.

things frr'ts^eent?^^ ^ *^°^-^^

require the ^tnt '^^^^^^^^
each is familiar to bring oSvL back to tf

^"^^^
when broueht bant »- * w^ *° *^®™; a°d

the mmd^t J;:';,':^
"' *"' """"' "«"«"»'

""Other, is became th/.« . ?^
"""^ '"'" "**

other. That rrt.?« f"™ " '""""^ ^y »"«
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w^ r^^f Z '°"~!r°«» »* that moment. Indeedwithout this condition it is doubtful whether we can

oui thin. '
'"'^.^'-^'^'y «P-J^-^. the efficien y o?

ZJ^^^f?^ " **'''*'*^^ proportional to our abflity

all others. I say " to the exclusion of all others ''

because when we are attending to a certa n ob'^ctthe mmd must be withdrawn from a multitude ofother objects upon which it might resr and hf
foci^ed on this one thing. Attention is TleraU amuch attending areay from unnecessar^r reWantho^ughts as It is attending to necessary' and relevant

A state of attention gives us the " wavP " in *\.. ^|*r«™ „, c„n.cio,»,es, piled up high Zl tuZ «^«'-

"

of the field rismg vivid and clear above the remainderof c„nseion.n«s. And rtatever the wave orTnter-.y be, whether it be a bit of a memoJ m .1'
e««Ie, . sensation from «, aching tooth tte^7»g on an algebraic formula, a choice ;hich wH^e
obS^'to ir."''

"' " ™»tion-whatever b thObject to which we are attending, that object isllumined and made to stand out from its felC «the one prominent thing in the mind's eyeXuZattenuon res,, on it. It is like the one bufldilg „h1
L«n iS "'"^ ™* '™°'^ ' «"y '»" of build

.otteCof tt's'rwhTch'h' T" ™^ " ""-^-^ °°'-"»-

. burning gla« Ctlv leJIn^"
'"^' """"«' -"'"'""

npon the paper lymg on your desk, and no marked
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Oeoraetric-
•I increkse
of effi-

ciency.

effecte follow. But let tho same amount of sun-light be passed through a lens and converged to apom the size of your pencil point. andX pa^ewU at once burst mto flame. What the diffused raysn .
''

i"
^"" "'• •" "^^ '^ °«- accomplishedm seconds. Likewise the mind, allowed to scatterover many objects, can accomplish but little. We may

sit and dream away an hour or a day over a pag^ora problem without securing results. But let iis call

i::\:t'Z^''7
wclgatheHng and ^.L^le

tZLil f 1" °"' "''^^*' withdrawing ourthoughts from everything else but this one thing and
concentrating our mind on it. More can ntZ
accomphshed in minutes than before in hours. Naythmgs whtch couM not be accomplished at all beforenow become ponible.

"»/"'<!

wbtr*"'
""

f'""*
""^ *" """"P""! t» « steam enginewhich « conrtruced to run at a certain pre«ure of

.nch of bojler snrface. Once I ran such an engineand we I I remember a morning during mv eariv
apprenticeship when the fo^m.^ called'f^p:^^
to run some of the lighter machinery, while my stelmgauge registered but seventy-five poinds. " Su^t "

™ha^2«" t""^' r""^-«''«
Voun6s shouldrun half of It, so I opened the valve. But the power-Mengme could do but little more than turn iteT™

wheels and refused to do the required work. Notnntil the pressure had risen above one hundredpounds could the engine perform half the work wh"h
rt could at one hm.dred and fifty pounds. xTd somth our mu.d If it is meant to do its best wor^mider a ecrtam degree of concentration, it cal^^t
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in a given time do half the work with half the atten-
tion. Further, there will be much which it cannot
do at all unless working under full pressure. We shall
not be overstating the case if we say that as attention
nicreaws in arithmetical ratio, mental efficiency in-
creases in geometrical ratio. It -s in large measure a
difference in the power of attention which makes one
man a master in thought and achievement and another
his humble follower. One often hears it said that

genius IS but the power of sustained attention "
and this statement possesses a large element of truth
Some one has said that if our attention is properly How *.

trained we should be able " to look at the point of a """>'»•

cambric n.edle for half an hour without winking "
But this is a false idea of attention. The ability to
look at the point of a cambric needle for half an hour
might indicate a very laudable power of concentra-
tion; but the process, instead of enlightening us con-
eerning the point of the neodle, would result in our
pacing into an hypnotic state. The monks of Mount
Athos had discovered the effect of long concentration
on a single point, but misunderstood its import They
are said to have had an exercise in which each retired
to his cell alone, drooped his head until the chin rested
upon his breast, and solemnly " contemplated the
center of his abdomen." After a time the holy man
saw a majestic and ethereal light." It is safe to
say, however, that no additional light was thrown on
the object of his contemplation.
When we are attending strongly to one object of

thought it does not mean that consciousness sits star-
ing vacantly at this one object, but rather that it
uses It as a central core of thought, and thinks into
relation with this object the tb! gs which belong with
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It. In working out some mathematical solution the
central core is the principle upon which the solution
IS based, and concentration in this case consists in
thinking the various conditions of the problem in
relation to this underlying principle. In the accom-
panying diagram (Pig. 4) let A be the central core
of some object of thought, say a patch of cloud in a

-ajf\ --?-

Fig. 4.

picture and let a, h, c, d, etc., be the related facts,
or the shape, size, color, etc., of the cloud. The arrows
indicate the passing of our thought from cloud to
re ated fact, or from related fact to cloud, and from
related fact to related fact. As long as these related
facts lead back to the cloud each time, that long we
are attending to the cloud and thinking about it It
IS when our thought fails to go back that we " wan-
der in our attention. Then we leave a, 6, c, d, etc
which are related to the cloud, and, flying off to x yand z, finally bring up heaven knows where
The two chief types of inattention have already

been mentioned. First, we may be thinking about
the right things, but not thinking hard enough. We
lack mental pressure. Outside thoughts which haveno relation to the subject in hand may not trouble
us much, but we do not attack our problem with vim
The current in our stream of consciousness is moving
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00 .lowly. We do not gather up all our uiental
force, and man them on the .ubject before u. in away hat mean, victory. Our thought, may be .uf-
ficiently focuwd, but they fail to "

.et fire
"

It i«

JtZ t r"^- ^^'^ ^'" °°' ^'^^^^^ the paper
after they have pawed through the len.. Thi. kindof attention mean, mental dawdling. It mean, in-

ItagJatfon."^
'" ''* "'^"° '' "^"^ -^-"^y and

A college profe«or wid to hi. faithful but poorlyprepared clas., " Judging from your worn andTed
appearance young people, you are putting in twicetoo many hours on .tudy." At this commendation

t nucd, judging from your preparation, you do notstudy quite half hard enough " >
you ao not

resfed'and^f!!'?*"^'"*
^^"' *''^^°^ ^"^ ^^ ^^ ^^^rested and fresh can study with such concentration

that an hour of steady application will leave him

triumph for him, no matter what else he may have
accomplished or failed to accomplish during the ^meHe can afford an occasional pause for rest, for dl'
ficulties will melt rapidly away before him. He pos.se^es one key to successful achievement

ableTttrk rj ^T r^ "^^"*^^ P°^^^ ^^^ be Me„t.,

b,. l!!w^
^'^ °"^ '®""°*^y °° «°y one point,

''-''•"-«•
but lack the power to think in a straight line Everrstray thought that comes along is I "

wlll-o'-thZ

rm •
*° ^'^*^ ;» «W from the subject in handand mto lines of thought not related to it. Who haanot started in to think on some problem, and after^
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Cultivation
of atten-
tion.

few moments, been surprised to find himself miles
away from the topic upon which he started ! Or who
has not read down a page and, turning to the next,
found that he did not know a word on the preceding
page, his thoughts having wandered away, his eyes
only gomg through the process of reading! Instead
of sticking to the a, h, c, d, etc., of our topic and re-
lating them all up to A, thereby reaching a solution
of the problem, we often jump at once to x, y, z, and
und ourselves far afield with all possibility of a solu-
tion gone. We may have brilliant thoughts about
X, y, z; but they are not related to anything in par-
ticular, and so they pass from us and are gone-lgstm obhvion because they are not attached to some-
thing permanent.

Such a thinker is at the mercy of circumstances,
following blindly the leadings of trains of thought
which are his mrster instead of his servant, and
which lead him anywhere or nowhere without let or
hindrance from him. His consciousness moves rapidly
enough and with enough force, but it is like a ship
without a helm. Starting for the intellectual portA by way of o, 6, c, d, he is mentally shipwrecked at
last on the rocks x, y, z, and never reaches harbor.
J^ortunate is he who can shut out intruding thoughts
and thmk m a straight line. Even with mediocre
ability he may accomplish more by h:s thinking than
the brilliant thinker who is constantly having his men-
tal tram wrecked by stray thoughts which slip in on
his right of way.

While attention is no doubt partly a natural gift
yet there is probably no power of the mind more sus-
ceptible to training than is attention. And with at-
tention, as with every other power of body and mind,
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thp secret of its development lies in h , ns^. Stated
briefly, the only way to train attention is by ait'nd-
ing. No amount of theorizing or .?s /iving cbi take
the place of practice in the actual prc-fc-'? of ittei^ding.

Attention may be secured in three ways: Either
(1) it is demanded by some sadden or intense sen-
sory stimulus or insistent idea, or (2} it follows in-
terest, or (3) it is compelled by the will. If it comes
in the first way, as from a thunderclap or a flash of
light, or from the persistent attempt of some un-
sought idea to secure entrance into the mind, it is

called involuntary attention. This form of attention
is of so little importance, comparatively, in our men-
tal life that we shall not discuss it further.

If attention comes in the second way, following
interest, it is called nonvoluntary or spontaneous at-
tention; if in the third, compelled by the will, volun-
tary or active attention. Nonvoluntary attention has
its motive in some object external to consciousness, or
else follows a more or less uncontrolled current of
thought which interests us; voluntary attention is
controlled from within—wg decide what we shall at-
tend to instead of letting interesting objects of thought
determine it for us.

In nonvoluntary attention the environment largely
determines what we shall attend to. All that we
have to do with directing this kind of attention is
in developing certain lines of interest, and then the
mterestmg things attract attention. The things we
see and hear and touch and taste and smell, the
things we like, the things we do and hope to do-
these are the determining factors in our mental life so
long as we are giving nonvoluntary attention. Our
attention follows the beckoning of these things as the

A

How at-
tention ia

secured.

Interest
and non-
voluntary
attention.
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Nonvolun-
U ry atten-
tion takes
the line
of least

resistance.

h,!f'%?' I*^'*- " '" "' 'ff»rt t" "t^-d to them

ing to them. Who does not remember readmit a storvperhaps a forbidden one, «, interesting "hat wSm^her ealled np the stairs for us to come down t!attend to some duty, we replied, •' Yes, i„ a minute "

stop at that place. The minute lengthens into ten

we tu^tv" ^°"'" "•
"
^- 1'" -";

cannot Hp ll • . ^ ^° imperative that itcannot be longer agnored, and we lay the book downbut open to the place where we left off, and where we'

Ah nor it 7^ iu
'^ '^^'^ *° «««°d to the reading?Ah no It took the combined force of our will and ofmother's authority to drag the attention away ThifIS nonvoluntary attention.

^'

aws and follows the line of least resistance. By farthe larger portion of our attention is of this typeThought often runs on hour after hour when we arenot conscious of effort or struggle to compel iL tl easethinking about this thing and begin thinking abo^hat Indeed, it may be doubted whether this
'

no

01 Hours. The things that present themselves to the

he thought IS determined by the character of ourmterests. It is this fact which makes it so vitally

nou/h th7 .''' 'I
^' '' '"^^ *^«- It i^^ot^ugh that we have the strength to drive from ourininds a wrong or impure thought which seeks en-
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trance. To stand guard as a policeman over our
thougrts to see that no unworthy one enters, requires
too much time and energy. Our interests must be of
such a nature as to lead us away from the field of un-
worthy thoughts if we are to be free from their
tyranny.

In voluntary attention there is a conflict either
between the will and interest or between the will and
the mental inertia or laziness which has to be over-come before we can think with any degree of con-
centration. Interest says, " Follow this line, which

ILT /n"^ ^^^J^f^'^'
or which requires but little

effort-follow the line of least resistance. '
' Will says

Quit that line of dalliance and ease, and take this
harder way which I direct-cease the line of least
rmstance and take the one of greatest resistance."When day dreams and " castles in Spain " attempt
to lure you from your lessons, refuse to follow; shut
out these vagabond thoughts and stick to your task.When intellectual inertia deadens your thought and
clogs your mental stream, throw it off and court force-
tui effort. If wrong or impure thoughts seek entrance
to your mind, close and lock your mental doors tothem. If thoughts of desire try to drive out thoughts
01 duty, be heroic and insist .hat thoughts of duty
shall have right of way. In short, be you the master
of your thinking, and do not let it always be directed
without your consent by influences outside of your-

It is just at this point that the strong will wins
victory and the weak will breaks down, letween the

eont^l .r°°r
°^ ''"''' **^""^^*« ^"^ '^' inability tocontrol them lies all the difference between right ac-

tions and wrong actions; between withstanding temp-

The will
and volun-
tary atten-
tion.

Value of
the power
to control
attention.
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Not really
different
kinds of
atteation.

tation and yielding to it ; between an inefficient, pur-
poseless life and a life of purpose and endeavor;
between success and failure. For we act in accord-
ance with those things which our thought rests upon.
Suppose two lines of thought represented by A and B,
respectively, lie before you; that A leads to a course
of action difficult or unpleasant, but necessary to sue-
cess or duty, and that B leads to a course of action
easy or pleasant, but fatal to success or duty. Which
course will you follow—the rugged path of duty or
the easier one of pleasure? The answer depends
almost wholly, if not etatirely, on your power of atten-
tion. If your will is strong enough to pull your
thoughts away from the fatal but attractive B and
hold them resolutely on the less attractive A, then A
will dictate your course of action, and you will re-
spond to the call for endeavor, self-denial, and duty;
but if your thoughts break away from the domination
of your will and follow the beckoning of your inter-
ests alone, then B will dictate your course of action,
and you will follow the leading of ease and pleasure!
For our actions are finally and irrevocably dictated
by the things we think about.

It is not to be understood, however, from what has
been said, that there are really different kinds of at-
tention. All attention denotes an active or dynamic
phase of consciousness. The difference is rather in
the way we secure attention; whether it is demanded
by sudden stimulus, coaxed from us by interesting
objects of thought without effort on our part, or com-
pelled by force of will to desert the more interesting
and take the direction which we dictate.

A very close relationship and interdependence exists
between nonvoluntary and voluntary attention. It

IH
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would be impossible to hold our attention by sheer int i

force of will on objects which were forever devoid of I'""^''
interest; likewise the blind following of our interests '^^'^n^L
and desires would finally lead to shipwreck in all our
lives. Each kind of attention must support and reen-
force the other. The lessons, the sermons, the lectures
and the books in which we are most interested, and
hence to which we attend nonvoluntarily and with
the least effort and fatigue, are the ones out of which
other things being equal, we get the most and remem-
ber the best and longest. On the other hand there
are sometimes lessons and lectures and books, andmany things besides, which are not intensely inter-
esting but which should be attended to nevertheless
It IS at this pomt that the will must step in and take
command^ If it has not the strength to do this, it
IS m so far a weak will, and steps should be taken
to develop It. We are to " keep the faculty of effortahve m us by a little gratuitous exercise every day "
We are to be systematically heroic in the little points
of everyday life and experience. We are not to
shrink from tasks because they are difficult or un-
Peasant. Then, when the test comes, we shall not
find ourselves unnerved and untrained, but shall be
able to stand in the evil day.

Finally, one of the chief things in training the tk.k k*
attention is to form the haMt oTatteL7g\t^ o7a\fet'*
habit IS to be formed only by attending whenever

°°-

and wherever the proper thing to do is to attend,
^hether " m work, in play, in making fishing fliesm preparing for an examination, in courting a sweet-

or tt Ur'^"^ ' ^°°'-" '^^^ '^'-^ «^ the sermon,or the lecture, may not be very interesting; but ifthey are to be attended to at all, our rule should be
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to attend to them completely and absolutely. Not by
fits and smarts, now drifting away and now jerking our-
selves back, but all the time. And, furthermore, the
one who will deliberately do this will often find the
dull and uninteresting task become more interesting;
but if it never becomes interesting, he is at least form-
ing a habit which will be invaluable to him through
life. On the other hand, the one who fails to attend
except when his interest is captured, who never exerts
effort to compel attention, is forming a habit which
will be the bane of his thinking until his stream of
thought shall end.

EXERCISES

Look in upon your thought occasionally and discover
what constitutes the "wave,"
Did your attention follow your interest, or was it com-

pelled by your wiU? Which type of attention can you sus-
tain the longer?

Which gives you the better immediate results?

If you find it impossible to hold your mind down to study,
where does the difficulty lie?

Is it possible that some things may be uninteresting to us
only because we do not know enough about them?
Are you improving in your power of attention?

SUGGESTED READINGS

Angell, "Psychology," Chapter IV.

James, "Psychology," Briefer Course, Chapter XIII.
James, " Principles of Psychology," Chapter XI.
SuUy, "The Human Mind," vol. i., pp. 74-79.
Dewey, " Psychology," Chapter IV, sec. 5.

Stout, "The Groundwork of Psychology," Chapter VI.
Royce, "Outlines of Psychology," pp. 257-268.
Oppenheim, "Mental Growth and Control," Chapter III.



CHAPTER III

THE BRAIN AND NERVOUS SYSTEM

A FINE brain, or a good mind. These terms arp w a .
often used interchangeably, as if they were s^"! ^^^'-"'

mous. Yet the one stands for a material thing-somany cells and fibers combined in a soft, pulpy massof gray and white weighing some three 'pounds, a^shut away from the outeide world in a closed casketof bone; the other stands for a spiritual thing-for
the sum of the processes by which we thinV and feeland will, and which have made man the master o

totalTr"'"* 'f ^^"^^ """^ *^« -«^ifi«-t «umtotal of human culture and attainment. How, thencame these so widely different facts, the mind and the

we t^' Z7t^ ':
""'"^' ^° °"^ ^P^^«^' How cam

the mZ ^ i'T \°*«^«h«°geably? It is becausehe mmd and the brain are so vitally related and soinseparably connected in their work. We have neve^known a mind except in connection with some brain,

dead matter, of no more value than so much clay.

site of
l^""""

K^
'°^ ^'"'^°P^^ ^'^^^ ^*« P^^^-t

other it r'"^
^^ ^''^^°^ ^^ conjunction with theother not only m each individual from birth to matu-rity but also in the race, through the countless ages of

o thatof th^'^^f
^' *'^ '^'^ '' - mucriXior

mind l^if 1"'* "' '"^ ""^^ '' ^^^^^ the adult'mmd likewise the same law holds if we compareprimitive men with civilized.
^
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The brain
as the
mind's
machine.

Relation of
nervous
system to
mind.

M

In the first chapter we saw that the brain does not
create the mind, but that the mind works through the
brain. No one can believe that the brain secretes
mind as the liver secretes bile, or that it grinds it

out as a mill does flo r. Indeed, just what their exact
relation is has not yet been settled. Yet it is easy
to see that if the mind must use the brain as a machine
and work through it, then the mind must be subject
to the limitations of its machine, or, in other words,
the mind cannot be better than the brain through
which it operates. A brain and nervous system that
are poorly developed or insufficiently nourished mean
a low grade of efficiency in our mental processes, just
as a poorly constructed or wrongly adjusted motor
means loss of power in applying the electric current
to its work. We will, then, look upon the mind and
the brain as counterparts of each other, each perform-
ing activities which correspond to activities in the
other, both inextricably bound together at least so far
as this life is concerned, and each getting its signifi-
cance by its union with the other. This view will lend
interest to a brief study of the brain and nervous
system.

But can we first see how in a general way the brain
and nervous system are primarily related to our thinks
ing? Let us go back to the beginning and considtr
the babe when it first opens its eyes on the scenes of its

new existence. What is in its mind ? What does it

think about ? Nothing. Imagine, if you can, a per-
son bom blind and deaf, and without the sense of
touch, taste, or smell. Let such a person live on for
a year, for five years, for a lifetime. What would he
know? What ray of intelligence would enter his
mind ? What would he think about 1 All would be
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dark to
;
is eyes, alJ silent to his ears, all tasteless to

his moutn, all odorless to his nostrils, all touchless to
his skin! His mind would be a blank. He would
have no mind. He could not get staHod to think He
could not get started to act. He would belong to a
lower scale of life than the tiny aumal that floats with
the waves and the tide in the ocean without power to
direct Its own course. He would be but an inert mass
of flesh without sense or soul.

Yet this is the condition of the babe at birth It isbom blind and deaf, without the sense of temperature
taste, or smell. Born without anything to think
about, and no way to get anything to think about until
the senses wake up and furnish some material from
the outside world. Born with all the mechanism of
muscle and nerve ready to perform the countless com-
plex movements of arms and legs and body which
characterize every child, he could not even start on
these activities without a message from the senses to
set them going. At birth the child probably has only
the senses of contact and temperature present; taste
soon follows; sight in a few days; hearing about the
same time, and smell a little later. The senses are
wakmg up and beginning their acquaintance with the
outside world.

And what a problem the senses have to solve' On
the one hand the great universe of sights and sounds
ot tastes and smells, of contacts and temperatures and
whatever else may belong to the material world in
which we live; and on the other hand the little
shapeless mass of gray and white pulpy matter in-
capable of sustaining its own shape, and shut awaym the darkness of a bony case with no possibility of
contact with the outside world, and no means of com-

The mind
at birth.

The work
of the
senses.
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municating with it except through the senses. And
yet this universe of external things must be brought
into communication vith the seemingly insignificant
but really wonderful thing we call the brain, else th3
mind could never be. Here we discover, then, the two

Via. 5.—A neuron from a human spinal cord. The central nortionreprewnu the cell body; A', the nucleus; P, a p°«n,nTJd orcolored spot; D. a dendrite, or relatively ekortX^^ich
branches freely; A, an axon, or long fiber, which branck* but

great factors which first require our ^tudy if we would
understand the growth of the mind-*/ie material
world without and the brain within. For it is the
action and interaction of these which lie at the bot-
tom of the mind 's development. Let us first look a lit-
tle more closely at the brain and the accompanying
nervous system.

r
^ »

The nervous system, including the brain, is made up
of nerve cells and their outgrowing fibers. Each sep-
arate cell body, with its filamentous elongations is
called a neuron. The cell may be thought of as the
original or fundamental part of the neuron, for the
fibers are in all cases formed by an outgrowth from
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cells. The cells are of various shapes, gray in color,
and are found for the most part in the brain and
spinal cord, and little masses of them called ganglia
are found distributed at intervals along the nerves
which lead to the periphery of the body. The cells
form that part of the brain and cord usually called
the " gray matter." They vary from j^^ to j^^
of an inch in diameter. In man's brain and spinal
cord alone there are some three thousand millions of
neurons.

Like the battery cells in an electrical apparatus, the Nerv.ceiu
nerve cells are generators of energy, supplying the

"<*fi'»«"-

force which governs our movements, interprets our

Fio. «.—Neurona in diflFerent stages of development, from o to «. In
a. the elementary cell body alone is present; in c, a dendrite is
shown projecting upward, and an axone downward.—After
Donaldson.

sensations, and does our thinking; for these things re-
quire the expenditure of energy quite as much as does
the running of wheels and pulleys or the lifting of
weights. The fibers, which, as said above, are but elon-
gations of the cells, are, like the wires in an electrical
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apparatus, the conductors of energy. They carrv th*
force aupplied by the cells, servin^'^o connectThTdiff rent parts of the nervous system with each otherfuncfonally so that they may work in harmonyThey bear the messages from the outside world to the*bram and spinal cord, and finally connect all with themuscles, thtis making possible the harmonioJ Ive-

B

Central and

in*. «he.th"wSii^" Tr"*f »»« medullary, or envelop-

mente of the body. Something may be guessed of thenumber and size of the fiber, from the LtThat m re

itirrth?b^i'""'^°"^^^---«^-^'-

.yteou. t on conveniently be divided into two parts : (iTThecenfal nervous system, consisting of the brain and

of tL3 afferent or in-bearing and efferent or out-bearng branches which connect the central system wth

ach'l'fTH "^
'^ *^^ '"'^- ^ ^"^^ description of

hnw\. T P""*' ^"^ *^^'P "« *« understand betterhow they all work together in so wonderful a wav toaccomplish their great result.
^ *°

The spinal cord proceeds from the base of the brain

rided for It in the vertebra of the spinal column It

^
composed of white matter, or fibe«, on the^sideand gray matter, or cells, within. A'deep L« on

The spinal
oord.
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the anterior side and another on the posterior cleave
the cord nearly in twain, resembling the brain in this
particular. The gray matter on the interior i. in theform of two crescents connected by a narrow bar

n the brain we easily distinguish three major divi-
8.on»-the ntedulla oblongata, the cerebellum, and the
cerebrum. The medulla is but an enlargement of the

LT ^t!"^
°1 '^' '""'^ ""^''^ ''' ^^'^"^^ts with thebram. It is about an inch and a quarter long, and iscomposed of both white and gray matter, but noj

regularly arranged as in the cord. For here the graywhich IS on the inside in the cord, is passing to the
outside, which .8 its location in the cerebrum; and the

Th«
brain.

white is passing inward, where it is found in the cere-
brum. Here also the fibers are crossing or changing
sid^, so that those which pass up the right side of the
cord finally connect with the left side of the brain
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The cere-
bellum.

The cere-
brum.

Lying just back of the medulla and at the rear part
of the base of the cerebrum is the cerebellum, or
" little brain," approximately as large as the fist, and
composed of a complex arrangement of white and
gray matter. Fibers from the spinal cord enter this

FiQ. 9.-View of the under side of the bmin. B. baaU of the crura;
i', pona; Mo, meduUa oblongata; Ce, cerebeUum; Se, apiaal cord.

mass, and others emerge and pass on into the cere-
brum, while its two halves also are connected with
each other by means of cross fibers.

The cerebrum occupies all the upper part of the
skull from the front to the rear. It is divided sym-
metrically into two hemispheres, the right and the left.
These hemispheres are connected with each other by a
small bridge of fibers called the corpus callosum. Each
hemisphere is furrowed and ridged with convolutions,
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an arrangement which allows greater surface for the
distribution of the gray cellular matter over it. Be-
sides these irregularities of surface, each hemisphere
is marked also by two deep clefts or fissures—the fis-

sure of Rolando, extending from the middle upper
part of the hemisphere downward and forward,
passing a little in front of the ear and stopping on a
level with the upper part of it; and the fissure of Syl-
vius, beginning at the base of the brain somewhat in

i-J'O

Fio. 10.—Diagrammatic ride view of brain, showing cerebeUum (CB)and medulU oblongata (MO). F' F" F'" are placed on the firtt
•econd, and third frontal convolutions; AF, on the ascending
frontal; AP, on the ascending parietal; M. on the marginal^
on the angular. T' T" T'" are placed on the first, second, 'and
third temporal convolutions. R-R marks the fissure of Rolando:
S-S. the fissure of Sylvius; PO, the parieto-ocdpital Oman.—
After Anoxll.

front of the ear and extending upward and back-
ward at an acute angle with the base of the hemi-
sphere.

The surface of each hemisphere may be thought of
as mapped out into four lobes : The frontal lobe,which
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includes the front part of the hemisphere and extends
The lobes
of the u I i. 1 r.

—' "" vAvtuvus

I'Terea
^"^^ °^ Rolando and down to the fissure8p,ere«.

^f Sylvius
; the parietal lobe, which lies back of the

fissure of Rolando and above that of Sylvius and ex-

Centr,

The
cortex.

Fig. ll.-The projection fibers of the brain. I-IX, the first nine
pairs of cranial nerves.

tends back to the occipital lobe; the occi^itgl lobe
which includes the extreme rear portion of the hemi'
sphere; and the tejnporal lobe, which lies below the
fissure of Sylvius and extends back to the occipital lobe

Ihe gray or cellular matter in the hemispheres un-
like that in the cord, lies on the surface. This rind
ot gray matter is called the corUx, and it varies from
one-twelfth to one-eighth of an inch in thickness.
(See Figs. 11 and 12.) The greater part of the mass
of the hemispheres is formed by the white matter or
nbers.
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These fibers are of three kinds: (1) Projection Th.fibers which are the fibers from the spinal cord and ^^which spread out fanlike to all parts of the hemi-
spheres, bnngmg sensory impulses in and carryingmotor impulses back to the muscles; (2) association
fibers which connect the different convolutions of thesame hemisphere with each other, and thus make itpossible for the different senses to work togeXer iwhen some object we see calls up in the mind a s

L"
or taste, or smell, or touch which was at a former time
associated with it; and (3) commissural fibe^wS
connect the corresponding parts of the two Lmtspheres w.th each other, and thus make it possibleTor
the two sides of the body to work in harmony

On^U^'t""^^ "^'T^
''^'*'"^ ^°"^^^*^ «^ thirty- Thepe-one pairs of nerves branching off from the spinal "P*"*^

cord a e ,erve root from the posterior and a
'"""^

motor from the anterior part of the cord at the same
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The end
organs.

level. (See Fig. 8.) Soon after their emergence from
the cord, these nerves are wrapped together in the
same sheath and proceed in this way to the periphery
of the body, where the sensory nerve usually ends in
a specialized end organ fitted to respond to some cer-
tain stimulus from the outside world. The motor
nerve ends in minute filaments in the muscular organ
which it governs. Both sensory and motor nerves con-
nect with fibers of like kind in the cord and these in
turn with the cortex, thus giving every part of the
periphery direct connection with the cortex. Twelve
pairs of nerves arise from the brain itself, and extend
either to the periphery of the body or else to certain
of the visceral organs.

The end organs of the sensory nerves are all alike in
one particular: namely, that each is fitted for its own
particular work, and can do no other. Thus the eye is

the end organ of sight, and is a wonderfully complex
arrangement of nerve structure combined with re-
fracting media, and arranged to respond to the rapid
ether waves of light. The ear has for its essential
part the specialized endings of the auditory nerve,
and is fitted to respond to the waves carried to it in
the air, giving the sensation of sound. The end organs
of touch, found in greatest perfection in the finger
tips, are of several kinds, all very complicated in
structure. And so on with each of the senses. Each
has some form of end organ specially adapted to re-
spond to the kind of stimulus upon which its sensation
depends, and each is insensible to the stimuli of the
others, much as the receiver of a telephone will re-
spond to the tones of our voice, but not to the touch
of our fingers as will the telegraph instrument, and
vice versa. Thus the eye is not affected by sounds, nor
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touch by light; yet by the means of all the senses we
are able to come in contact with the material world in
a variety of ways.

Division of labor is the law in the organic world m, n- • • ,

in the industrial. Animals of the lowesUypesuh ^ ^"^
he amcBba, do not have separate organs for^Tpir^ ^^

tion, digertion, assimilation, elimination, etc., the one
'""•

tissue performing all of these functions. But in the
higher forms each organ not only has its own specific
work, but even within the same organ each part has
Its own particular work assigned. Thus we have seen
that the two parts of the neuron perform different
functions, the cells generating energy and the fibers
transmitting it. It will not seem strange, then, that
there is ako a division of labor in the cellular matter
rtself in the nervous system. For example, the little
masses of ganglia which are distributed at intervals
along the nerves are probably for the purpose of reen-
forcmg the nerve current, much as the battery cellsm the loca telegraph office reenforce the current from
the central office; the cellular matter in the spinal
cord and lower parts of the brain has a very impor-
tant work to perform in receiving messages from the
senses and responding to them in directing the simpler
reflex acts and movements which we learn to execute
without our consciousness being called upon, thus
eaving the mind free from these petty things to busy
Itself in higher ways; the cellular matter of the cor-
tex performs the highest functions of all, for through
ite activity we have consciousness-thought, feeling,
and will. The gray matter of the cerebellum, the me-dmla, and the cord may receive impressions from the

rZir ^""^""f
*' '^'"^ ''''^ movements, but their

response is in all cases wholly automatic and uncon-
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i

scious. A person whose hemispheres had been injured
in such a way as to interfere with the activity of the
cortex might still continue to perform most if not
all of the habitual movements of his life, but they
would be mechanical and not intelligent. He would
lack all higher consciousness. It is through the activ-

J.iti* indicatei J(*tur»
(if Rolando

Paritiul
lob*

J'Vontai
lob*

Occipital

Fisauri of
Sylviu*

Tkimporat
tote

Di'^aion of
labor in
th« cortex.

Fio. 13.—Side view of left hemisphere of h»unan brain, showing th«
principal localized areas.

ity of this thin covering of cellular matter of the
cerebrum that our minds operate; here are received
stimuli from the different senses, and here sensations
are experienced. Here all our movements which are
consciously directed have their origin. And here all
our thinking, feeling, and willing are done.
Nor does the division of labor in the nervous sys-

tem end with this assignment of work. The cortex
itself probably works essentially as a unit, yet it is
through a shifting of tensions from one area to an-
other that it acts, now giving us a sensation, now di-
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reeling a movement, and now thinking a thought or
feehftg an emotion. Localization of function is the
rule here also. Certain areas of the cortex are de-
voted chiefly to sensations, others to motor impulses

way that all work together in perfect harmony, each
reenforcing the other and making its work sign^cant.

Jot^d . .^f r''"" °' *'^ ^^'-^^^ ««^«>« ^ be de-voted to the higher thought activities; the region on

itl ?;.
*'' "^"^^ "' ^"'«"^"' to "^"t"' activ-

ities; and the rear and lower parts to sensory activ-
ities; and all are bound together and made to worktogether by the association fibers of the brain

probable that one section of the frontal lobis of thecortex IS set apart for thinking, one for feeling, and

talnr^^'f r.^'
'*'•' ^"* ''''''' *»^«t the whole fron-

tal part of the cortex is concerned in each. In themotor and sensory areas, however, the case is dif-ferent; for here a still further division of labor

a"ea""eemr
"'"?'!' " *'^ ""^^^ ^^'^ «- -a"

one w?h thT^^^
^^ ""*^ "^''"^"^"^^ °^ the head,one with the arm, one with the leg, one with the

m the sensory region, one area is devoted to visionone to hearing, one to taste and smell, and one totouch, etc. We must bear in mind, however tha?these regions are not mapped out as a;curaterisa
the l^undanes of our States-that no part of the brainIS restricted wholly to either sensoiy or motor nerves

rest f tlrr'^ T'" '^ ^^"'^ independently of the

nance of no
''• !^\"*'"' ' ''''' ^"-""^ *»>« P^^^^o^i-

Wioi wh T.r'''''
'"^ ""'•^' "^ ''^^ the chieffunctions which the area performs. The motor locali-
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zation seems to be the most perfect. Indeed, experi-
mentation on the brains of monkeys has been success-
ful in mapping out motor areas so accurately that
such small centers as those connected with the bend-
ing of one particular leg or the flexing of a thumb
have been located. Yet each area of the cortex is so
connected with every other area by the millions of
association fibers that the whol^ brain is capable of
working together as a unit, thus unifying and har-
monizing our thoughts, emotions, and acts.
Let us next inquire how this mechanism of the nerv-

ous system is acted upon in such a way as to give us
sensations. In order to understand this, we must first
know that all forms of matter are composed of minute
atoms which are in constant motion, and by impart-
ing this motion to the air or the ether which surrounds
them, are constantly radiating energy in the form of
minute waves throughout space. These waves, or radi-
ations, are incredibly rapid in some instances and
rather slow in others, .a sending out its energy in the
form of these waves, the physical world is doing its
part to permit us to form its acquaintance. The end
organs of the sensory nerves must meet this advance
halfway, and be so constructed as to be aflfected by
the different forms of energy which are constantly
beating upon them.

Thus the radiations of ether from the sun, our chief
source of light, are so rapid that billions of them
enter the eye in a second of time, and the retina is of
such a nature that its nerve cells are thrown into ac-
tivity by these waves; the impulse Is carried over the
optic nerve to the occipital lobe of the cortex, and the
sensation of sight is the result. The different colors
also, from the red of the spectrum to the violet, are
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the result of different vibration rates in the waves of
ether which strike the retina; and in order to perceive
color, the retina must be able to respond to the par-
ticular vibration rate which represents each color
Likewise in the sense of touch the end organs are
httcd to respond to very rapid vibrations, and it is
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possible that the different qualities of touch are pro-
duced by different vibration rates in the atoms of the
object we are touching. When we reach the ear, wehave the organ which responds to the lowest vibration
rate of all, for we can detect a sound made by an ob-

second. The highest vibration rate which will affectthe ea, « some forty or fifty thousand per second.Thus It IS seen that there are great gaps in the dif-
ferent rates to which our senses are fitted to respond-a sudden drop from billions in the case of the eye
to millions m touch, and to thousands or even tens
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in hearing. This makes one wonder whether ih.r.

the fl«ger fp^ready to receive eaeh ito ^.rtcX

A touch. Thus does the miod come to know tk.

out of «,h,eh ^emory, maginstion, and thought begiuThu, aud only thus does the mind secure L crude
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CHAPTER IV

SENSORY AND MOTOR TRAINING

Education was long looked upon as affecting themind only. If what we have been saying abouf thedependence of the mind on the nervous system is rue

except as the nervous system is trained and developedFor not sensation and movement alone, but memo^'

rtrmL"d^"''T' ""^"^"^' «°^ -«^ o"eT-tof the mind, are dependent on the nervous svstem
finally for their efficiency The mind «nH?v. ^
svstPm «ro o« jjT. ^"®™'°d and the nervous

r!t ^T
""^^^^ '° ^^'''^ »^«^th and develop-

to eH;,T:i^
"" '° '^''' '**'*'^^*^'««' *hat it is impostib^

tL othe? andT-lf"' ^^^'°^"^"^ « "'^^ ««-
'-

the other; and it is likewise impossible to neglect theone without causing the other to suffer
Ignoring the native differences in nervous svstemathrough the influence of heredity, the effic^„ flf^

ImZTr '' ''''''' '^P^°^-* onlrfTctoL
(1) The development of the cells and fibe« of whiTh

i^^r ThTt; ",'
^'^J^

^^°^'^^ *-^ «^ health andvigor, ihe actual number of cells in »,« «
oTv, ;~ 1

"'"wct ui ceiis m the nervous svs.tern increases but little if at all after hirfV. t~i ^
J.

i» d^btfu, Wiethe. Edi.n.:'l,;r.XJr^.

mT;i, . .
''ff'™™ between the brain of a genius

cella wh.ch ,t eontaina, but rather in the devXpmem
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H
Undevel-
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}

Of the cell, and fibers which are prewnt. potentially.

u. tw '•'"r''^
°'"'°"' *^'*'"- '^^' histologist telh,

18 that in the nenrous syitem of every child there are
tens of thousands of cells which are so immature and
undeveloped that they are useless; indeed, this is the
case to some degree in every adult person's nervous
system as well. Thus each individual has inherent in
h,8 nervous system potentialities of which he has never
taken advantage, the utilizing of which may make hima genius and the neglecting of which will certainly
leave him on the plane of mediocrity. The first prob-
lem m education, then, is to take the unripe and ineffi-
cient nervous systems, and so develop them in connec^on with the growing mind that the possibilities

amL '
'*°'''* '° *^'"* "^^^^ ^^'"^"^^ *^t"-

"A^vT" ^f'^««° *^»« "« on this point that:At birth, and for a long time after, many (nervous)
systems contain cell elements which are more or less
immature, not forming a functional part of the tissue
and yet under some conditions capable of further de-
velopment For the cells which are continually
appearing m the developing cortex no other source
18 known than the nuclei or granules found there in
Its earliest stages. These elements are metamorphosed
neuroblasts-that is, elementary cells out of which the
nervous matter is developed-which have shrunken toa volume less than that which they had at first, and
which remain small until, in the subsequent process of
enlargement necessary for their full development, they
expand into well-marked cells. Elements intermediate
between these granules and the fully developed cells
are always found, even in mature brains, and therefore
It 18 mferred that the latter are derived from the for
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mer. The appearances there also lead to the conclu-
sions that many elements which might possibly de-
velop m any given case is far beyond the number that
actually does so. . . . The possible number of cells
latent and functional in the central system is early
nxed At any age this number is accordingly repre-
sented by the granules as well as by the cells which
have already undergone further development. During
growth the proportion of developed cells increases
and sometimes, owing to the failure to recognize po-
tential nerve cells in the granules, the impression is
earned away that this increase implies the formation
of new elements. As has been shown, such is not the
case

^thT:j!fr'.r.!!!',.'_'L«' ."'^-'^ »-»« «<> -...^,
- '—"f "" '^^ man me cells, must go

through a process of development. It has already »«»«
been shown that the fibers are the r«,ult of a branch l^».
ng of cells. At birth many of the cells have not yetthrown out branches, and hence the fibers are lack-
ing; while many of those which are already grown out
are not sufficiently developed to transmit impulses

T^TwJ^"^ ''J''
'^^^^ ^^"°^ *^«* >»«* chil-

dren at birth are able to support the weight of the

^,fnH J 'Zr^T""^' ^y '''"^P^"^ *he fingers

child to become able to stand. It is evident that it
requires more actual strength to cling to a rod than to
stand; hence the conclusion is that the difference is in
the earlier development of the nerve centers which
have to do with clasping than of those concerned in
standing. Likewise the child's first attempts to feed

^r,"^ >°\ u
'°^ °°' °^ *^^ ^^^'^"^ ««le things

about which he is so awkward, are partial failnrp« not
> I>onald8on, " The Growth of the Bmin," pp. 74, 238.
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SO much because he has not had practice aa because
his nervous machinery connected with those move-ments IS not yet developed sufficiently to enable him tobe accura e. His brain is in a condition which Flech-
sig calls " unripe." How, then, shall the ner^u^
system ripen f How shall the undeveloped cells and
fibers grow to full maturity and efficiency t
Like all other tissues of the body, the nerve cells and

fibers are developed by judicious use. The sensory cells
require the constant stimulus of nerve currents run-ning m from the various end organs, and the motor
cells require the constant stimulus of currents run-nmg from them out to the muscles. In other words
the conditions upon which both motor and sensory
development depend are: (1) A rich environment of
sights and sounds and tastes and smells, and every-
thing else which serves as proper stimuli to the sense
organs; and (2) no less important, an opportunity for
the freest and most complete motor activity. An iUus-
tration of the effects of the lack of sensory stimuli on
the cortex is well shown in the case of Laura Bridjr-
man. whose brain was studied by Professor Donaldson
after her death. Laura Bridgman was bom a normal
child and developed as other children do up to the
age of nearly three years. At this time, through an

and dso the sight of her left eye. Her right eye was
80 badly affected that she could see but little; and it
too, became entirely blind when she was eight. She
lived m this condition until she was sixty years old,
when she died. Professor Donaldson submitted the
cortex of her brain to a most careful examination,
also comparing the corresponding areas on the two
hemispheres with each other. He found that as a
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Whole the cortex was thinner than in the case of nor-
mal individuala. He found also that the cortical area
connected with the left eye-namely, the right occip.
ital region-was much thinner than that for the
right eye which had retained its sight longer than the
other. He wys: "It is interesting to notice that
those parts of the cortex which, according to the cur-
rent view, were associated with the defective sense or-
gans were also particularly thin. The cause of this
thinness was found to be due, at least in part, to thesmaU size of the nerve cells there present. Not only
were the large and medium-sized cells smaller, but the
impression made on the observer was that they were
also less numerous than in the nort i cortex "
No doubt if we could examine the brain of a per- Eir«.tofson who has grown up in an environment rich in "t^V

niltJl?
*^«^^-^- -ture, earth, and sky ha"

"""""•

fr^ !u
* *'^*"»'''« panorama of color and form to

attract the eye; where all the sounds of nature, from
the chirp of the insect to the roar of the waves and themurmur of the breeze, and from the softest tones of
the voice to the mightiest sweep of the great orchestra,
have challenged the ear; where many and varied odorsand perfumes have assailed the nostrils ; where a great
range of tastes have tempted the palate; where many
varieties of touch and temperature sensations have
been expenenced-no doubt if we could examine sucha brain we should find the sensory areas of the cortex
excelling in thickness because its cells were well de-
veloped and full sized from the currents which hadb^n pouring into them from the outside world. On

l«/i IL °*^' '^ '"' ~"*^ ^^«'»»»* » «>rtex whichhad lacked any one of these stimuli, we should findsome area in It undeveloped because of this deficiencv
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Ito owner would therefore possess but the fraction of

L'rrnfpir"
*"

"
"""-""'""'"^ <^- ^^^

Likewise in the case of the motor areas Pitv tk.

tlV/tl'L'"'
""• "" ^" d^P-ed^the ^^

*
tunity to use every muscle to the fullest ejtent in U,.unrestneted plays and games of cWl^oS "p^

hood of the medull. .nHTk • 7" ^^' ««>««n« »n the neighbor-

of loc.li.edf"S i^the ^^1?^^!;°" '" '•"' •"''•^^ "«•
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Where such activities are not wide in their scope, theresome areas of the cortex will remain undevelo^T^
«.^e unused^ and the pe«on will be handa'T^p^
later in his life from lack of skill in the activitij dt

n::'rn^Mf't" ""r•

^^^"-^ -^-n t^cot
^!^T uu ^ '°^^^ *"^°« ^« developing motorregion with a microscope of sufficient L^SyZ
trmJfiTT''^^ ''''' "^ "^^^^^ learnwSthe modification due to exercise consists. We miehtalso, under such conditions, be able to say, ' TWsTs fhe

cTrl'T ""''
r°^ ^''^''' ^^^ -od^ficatiorh Jecorrespond precisely to those necessary for controlling

tract of a blacksmith; this, of an engraver; and these

oX''
'

' wtet:'^^'
^°^^™ ''^ -'^ -gi':?r:orator. Whether or not the microscope will everrevea such things to u., there is no doubt That theconditions suggested exist, and that back of ever^ nefficient and awkward attempt at physical controTl ^

wonder that our processes of learning physical adjustment and control are slow, for they areT^^h
in the brain rather than a simple " le^ing ho'T^^'The training of the nervous system consists finally Co6h-hen. in the development of the neurons of wSch ^^
It IS compc^ We have seen that the sensory cells 52?.for

m „ln V^^^^P"^ ^^ *^« ''"^^ -timuli pTuSg
»"*•

puir^htn'r' *': "^'^^ ^^"^ ^^ *»>« -«*-^pulses which they send out to the muscles. The sensory and the motor fibers likewise, being an ou^oMh
ear *t' T^""' ^^^^' ^** *^- develop^ntlncarrying the impulses which result in sensation andmovement. Thus it is «^n tho* i.

sensation and
xuuB u u seen that the neuron is in it>

development as in its work, a unit
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ml? i" r^ [
*^P' ""^ ''^°^ «^d °^°to' develop,ment which we have been considering, we must add

tha. which comes from the more complex mental proo-
««es such as memory, thought, and imagination.

fibere are developed, and the brain areas so connected
that they can work together as a unit. A simple il-

Fio. 16.-Di,gram iUustrating the paths of assocUtion.

lustration will enable us to see more clearly how thenervous mechanism acts to bring this about
Suppose that I am walking along a country roaddeeply engaged in meditation, and that I come to a

fnfn °f r^'L!""
""^ P***'^*^- I "^«y *"" asideand avoid the obstruction without my attention being

ff \^ 't^^ "^^^^^^ interruption of my train of
thought. The act has been automatic. In this caL

«^I1 K . !u
* '''^'^ ^^°*"' (*> »° the nervous

system below the cortex; from there it has been for-
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warded to a motor center (m) in the same region, and
on out over a motor fiber to the proper muscles (if)
which are to execute the required act. The act hav'
ing been completed, the sensory nerves connected
with the muscles employed report the fact back that
the work IS done, thus completing the circuit. This
event may be taken as an illustration of literal thou,
sands of acts which we perform daily without the in-
tervention of consciousness, and hence without involv-
ing the hemispheres.

If, however, instead of avoiding the puddle uncon- Mor.com.
sciously, I do so from considerations of the danger

p'*'*"*'""-

of wet feet and the disagreeableness of soiled shoes
and the ridiculous appearance I shall make, then the
current cannot take the short circuit, but must pass
on up to the cortex. Here it awakens consciousness
to take notice of the obstruction, and calls forth the
images which aid in directing the necessary move-
ments. This simple illustration may be greatly com-
plicated, substituting for it one of the more complex
problems which are continually presenting themselves
to^us for solution. But the truth of the illustration
still holds. Whether in the simple or the complex
act, there is always a forward passing of the nerve
current through the sensory and thought centers, and
on out through the motor centers to the organs which
are to be concerned in the motor response.
Thus it will be seen that in the simplest act which Th. facto™

can be considered there are the following factors: '^T^^
(1) The stimulus which acts on the end organ

; (2) the
ingoing current over an afferent nerve; (3) the sen-
sory or interpreting cells; (4) the fibers connecting
the sensoiy with a motor center; (5) the motor cells;
(6) the efferent nerve to carry the direction for the
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movement outward to the muscle- m th. .sponae; and, finaUy (r\ !.« IV '' *"* ^^^^ ^
has been perform^S' With thT '.'

*''* ''^ '^^

wilders one to think of ^. "','""^^ ^* ^^'^^ be-

the work that is^ o^m

T

""^^^^^^^ <'^

every moment oi our Z J "T""" "^^'hanism

the higher thought proc^ !r«l7 «"* ^^^^^ering
added, the resultinr^^^e^

all V^''

^

beautiful harmony ^ inS w " '^ °"* ^°*°

The great problem of^p^^^ comprehension.

Bide, it would s!^L ?hen T'° ^"'' ''* ^^^^^^^^
and those we seek S Jdl^* ^'°'^^' ^°' ^'""^Ives
of sensoi^ stimuli as f^Z "^ "^^ environment

^" be full of sugge^r« r '
""^"^ impressions

the higher thoug^t'p^res .Tl '°*^^*^ ^°^ *«

tunity for thought LT^r' *^''' ^ ^^« °PPor-
aible number of 11^,^ THV? *^« ^'^^^e^t pos-

frequent and clear^^^v ?
/*^*^'^ *" ^^'^ "^"«t be

over again of the sig^n^,*""* T*^' '^". « living

motor activities we ha^e^i'''^^.'^'^ ^°" ««d the
way the nerve ZluZlZl^^:}^'^- ^°' ^° this

- the original s^tS^n o^^o^hfor""
"°"™^

a«am brought into exerciL Z u ^°'^'"'°* *''

oontmued. Through rS' we art'^Ih^'^'^"*^"'greatly to multiply the effects of^ • '
J'^*

°°^^
aory and motor liLZi IwT ^^ immediate sen-

impme our powe^of t^^lT' *° ^' ^'^^ «^«> *«

f^^^^lf^:^:^^^^^^ —ed in the

largely dependent ^ZtZtT l"^^'"'
*°^ '^^ «

cise, no matter horfa
"
rl, ;.,

' '°*°"°* °^ «er.
in an efficient bra'I if I^e n'^'

^^'""«' <^ ^^^t
of nourishment No otL^ ! *"' ^"^"^ ^^'^ ^''°*«o other tissue of the body is go
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«u«eptible to fatigue .nd nutrition <u ,« ,|,e nenr.cell,. H«t„l„gi«. find that the nuclei of „ „e"7h
latigue. For rapid and complete recuDerati™ ttZ
cells n,uat have not only the b^ of Zrhhme™ btop^rtun.ty for rert as well. Reaaonable fat^ totWed by proper recuperation i, not harmfd but

^1; fatal
,*":,""'"'"' ""P^' "ouriahment «,d

flSllv to th.
"'™*'' »P^™«»>». "d indeednnally to the nervous system itself, leaving it oermanently m a condition of low ton

, andllabuof rallying to strong effort
"capable

For the best nutrition there is necessary «r8t of Th. , .all plenty of nourishing and healthful f«Hl Sctncl ^f^-"
that students should be scantily fed. O 'Shea claim,

«"de of efficiency because of rtarving their brainsfrom poor diet. And not only m„rt the f^ ™"

L.ttle g«>d to eat the bert of f«Ki ualc«TisSproperly digested and a»imilated. And Ittk^>f all the rest is as it diould be, and the riZamount of oxidation doe, not go on' in the braL''"

n^ouT ThtwrrSh^'"
"^ ""^' -^^ '"

ci-lation are\™;:^2rtoTe"bL""worC"o?

tT.;, Ii f """° "'«''* '«"» U>e trouble in

cat, rather than m their minds

.„?,r"' '^'?""' '"' «""" '« «o bniin growthand efflcency than the nervou. and worn out^iT
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tion which come, from Ion of gleen nr f^
Experiments in the P-ychologic^fla^'^^^^^
shown that nerve cells shrivel ud and u^?k

^""^

ity under loss of sleeo LlffK^ ^ *^**'* ^'»^-

siclerable length of Ze taT P °" '°' *"^ «>°-

for the cells fan ^e^ r Uperlt ThL"
'^'"''''''

true in the ciiiu> nf «i.ii ,
"P"™"- Thi. u eapecullr

•re mUiiZ ^Z^tl^T^^ T^ ""<'""••

they are menUIly%W* °
ij'"

""<"" "»« •»«"«

quent Ute houn Add .« .m y-^*^ "° "" "»»«
which often ZJZ^TtZTV'"""'"^-
nervou. .;.^m i.*.^r"fu*to:;f

weU..»«.i»d

cause, should b* u^/a "^' '"^^ whatever

i' we'^o^b^'r^,^ rzTr"^ "^
effleieney. Not only ZTwil*f

'"«'"* ">«««• <>'

tte n>i»d for ite bi^ wTrk'-ZlT''"'?'"'
" "»«*

Pemanent, .inee t* J°d'i. Mt ^ith
"^.'' "«

EXERCISES

»^Jet^» Z'Z'^f - ». obuln^, ,^ .

th^S°" *" -^ "* " excurdon ,«,„ .1,

® effect on the cortex whether we
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Th« in.
flu«nc« of
habit.
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method of
•oonomy.

HABIT

ble«.ng of our lives ; our "best friend or ourworst enemy '•; the - cable which we cannot break."
'Ve are but •' bundles of habits." So testify the wise
meiK Our lives are largely a daily round of activities
dictated by our habits. Most of our movements and

habit of thinking
; our moral judgments and decisions

are tinged by habit; our religious exercises, even, maybecome largely a matter of habit.
And all this has its good side as well as its bad.

If we could not form habits, we could improve but
ittle in our ways of doing things, no matter how many
times we did them over and over. We should have
to go through the same bungling process of dressing
ourselves as when we first learned it as children. Now
the dressmg does itself, and the mind is left free to
deal with more important things. Were it not for
habit, we should never find it possible to attend tosome disagreeable task or follow an undesirable line
of work without a severe and exhausting struggle
over each separate case; we could never become able
almost automatically to choose the right and shun
the wrong without a battle. Every act that we per.form would be a new act, and the wear and tear of

M
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deciding afresh each time how thi« «n^ !.*....
.houid be do would speed'u; e'i^Ta^for;>w^and life would not be worth living; in fact ^^ '

Without habit. personality could not exist fo.could never do a thin„ «,• ,, "' ^°' ^^ Physical

be a new pe«^n each «1 !!,"'''''' "°^ ^^"''^ ^^"Id '''^''

anH fL . ^ "P ^° ^^^ Characteristic wavand the very po«e of our heads and attitud^ of oTr'bodies are the result of habit w.
""""oes of our

a^e* «,a then «e.'ZCl Z^Z^JJIL:

-"..barb.™™ „ «„eeU I lln^ int °

«..y form the habit of thmktagth^ ouUog"V,

«
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of jumping to wnclusion.; of thinking critidlv .nd.ndependently, or of ..king thing, unnLtionM;
'

the authority of other,. We rnay form th^ h.J, .
crefully reading good, ,en.ible b^k^Tr J .ktming«nt,mont.l and trashy one,, of ch;,ing Sng™nobl,ng eompanion., or the opp«i,e, of tinHgood eonver«,t,o„ali,t and doing our part in a ^i,lgroup, or of being . drag on the conveJionTd
needing ,„ be entertained. We may form the habrtof ob«rv>ng the thing, about u, .nd enjoying the

o^tenty
"^™"™'"™'. - of failing^tcZ^

tion without a atrnggie „fTki„/ "^ '""'"»•

of nraver in o,,,^ .: * " '""^* "«'»»d«

prayera
^™"°°"' "" "' """'y "y'"? our

HnL'T. TJ"^
"'" "•• """' '°™ h'Wt, in all the-

;:attrrroZ'.r'',;rnr'"

j^fr;-r^»-;bha£^

-. d.^ to day iT.u::--'zr;^t

phS Lt ^ubt::^ f

""
i-f

''"Op-' »' i-

of ourhndieaareinl, rl™"" "^"^ "" ««»"aiea are eapable of being modified by in,, ad
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dZ ?.?"""* *^* '**"* °' ^'^" modification that theZ Thilfrr ''
r''^^-"- each succeedLg

I^t pe?prat:r
"^'"^ •^'-^^^' "^ ^-- ^^'^ 0'^

ciDfr^nt""^
"**

If"**
'"""'''• '^'^y* the same pr>-

Leon Dumont: "Everyone knows how a gar^ J

,

a ch^^ ' r !''° "'^'^ '* '^^ °^-= there ha Ln
• change m the tiaaue. and thia change is a nev h.i.itof cohesion; a lock work, better after havTng

'

used aome time; at the outset more force waa r^uiredto overcome certain roughn«» in the mechanism

of LhT?'"^ f '^''' '^'"'^^^^ " » phenomenonof habituation It costs less trouble to fold a paper

tro^hl.
• T

heen folded already. This saving'o

brin« >" tl'
*° ?' ^°*''*' "«t'^'-« «' habit, whichbnngs It about that, to reproduce the effect a lessamount of the outward cause is required. The'soundsof a violm improve by use in the hands of an able

IS iTT l^'
*•**" °' '^' ^^'^ «t '««* contract

habits of vibration conformed to harmonic relations.

l.Z *J^l ^T """'^ inestimable value to inatni-ments that have belonged to great masters. Water inflowing, hollows out for itself a channel, which griwsbroader and deeper; and. after having ceased to flo7

L'iTLT ''^r
'* ^^'^^ '^'^ the path traced fo;

Zl^rJ"^ T'
'^' ^"P'^ions of outer objects

fashion for themselves in the nervous system moreand more appropriate paths, and these vital phe-

whT*ST' "
u^''

"™"*' excitements from without.when they have been ittterruDted^nr^^^,;^ time."

»

• Quoted by J«ne., " Pvchol^^T^nefcr Courw, p. 136.
"

.>.WP^*
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molded i„u, .toJXl™ : °"r '»<'J"»° be

early „ .g., «d the L«SfT^, " ''" '«* « «»»

•' re«„u,i„g bent T^rF^h w*".
'"'™ """•""

bMni on the Ami ,/ w. JI^m
"'' '""•» bind. ,

•be h.bit ofr^^ *" „^M. "I it. he«i to„„

nieioa. mode, of dre. ^IfT \ ''""• »<* per-

"e b.ek, to keep tt. Mv ' rff ™ **""'• **« of

•Pringy «ep. op ,0 ,^Zmt *"" !" * '«"«•
o' 'Peech, to give „, rolMre^"? "'"^' ""«"
t.on or , crele., halttag „ne !!dTh°""':

'"'«»••
*o give a, , cheerful cj of !^. ? "" °' "« '"«».

"d »»«« eipreJ™ «"»ten«,ee, or . gi„„;

But the nerrou. tinne i. >i.
e«ily molded of dl the hodilv .' "^ "°''''™ "d
«be org«,i„,i„„ of tteZ^^^^* *> '»«««'»* i.

y^ie it. «K.iecui4. .,^t^:/™;"'«,«»<i " «»-
flower, which .Wih the n,^ ^ u^"'""" 0' the

• birt, Which rtrito tfa^ o'
V""' "» »'» o'

"Wch linge™ but for . Zj'"'t.*«*'»e '»'««'.

"odifled hi. bniin th.t it^f,^ "" ""P- *« «•
tbe* thing, had not l^n «i""'"J*"" "« " «
"T current which rWto toTfK"*^

^""^ «-
eveiy motor uurrent^inh "" ""'"'*« >«>'«,

«--ou..y.te.!;%-„V.«^^^tfnr^iS
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habits of acting by our thoughts and deeds, and thus
becomes the automatic register of all we do
The old Chinese fai -y story hits upon a fundamental

and vital truth. These celestials tell their children
that each child is accompanied by day and by night
every moment of his life, by an invisible fairy, who is
provided with a pencil and tablet. It is the duty of this
fairy to put down every deed of the child both good
and evil, m an indelible record which will one day rise
as a witness against him. So it is in very truth with
our brains. The wrong act may have been performedm secret, no living being may ever know that we per-
formed it, and a merciful Providence may forgive it-
but the inexorable monitor of our deeds was all the'
time beside us writing the record, and the history
of that act 18 inscribed forever in the tissues of our
brain. It may be repented of bitterly in sackcloth
and ashes and be discontinued, but its eflfecta can
never be quite effaced; they will remain with us as
a handicap till our dying day, and in some critical
moment m a great emergency we shall be in danger of
defeat from the effects of that long past and forgot-
ten act.

Education consists in large part in " making our
nervous system our ally instead of our enemy."And
any youth who i-, forming a large number of useful
habits IS receiving no mean education, no matter if
his knowledge of books may be limited; on the other
hand, no one who is forming a large number of bad
habits IS being well educated, no matter how brilliant
nis knowledge may be.

Childhoocl and yoyth is the great time for habit-
fonning. Then the brain is plastic and easily molded
and It retain* its impressions more indelibly; later

Our nerv-
ous ty»-
tenw keep
»n indelibl*
record of
our acU.

Ifenee tha
importkiifl*
of irainiof
them
•right.

Youth the
time for
h«bit-fonn*
ing.
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tricto ™o' w uld he »,^™1'T^ "" ""> "^ «'
t.«h them to him, norr.blt^L '"J

" ^°" ""'"
evea if he «„,„ ^mltr "hem "^Thr

"""" "'"

will, within the nm few „«ta oTii.T / T"* "''"''

o'-leeping .ad feeding T^fii.
''

w
™

J"""
into the habit of .leepfng I ™/;" '

''"J"'
"^ '"'

« light, of going to .leep lyVg ;„retf; : °
r"'r"''npon being roclted. nf . .. T^'^- "" °' imntmg

or o, w^t^Hulood .t*2 'l'""r '^ "" "'»"'

i»e el« to do, .nH, on "In " ""* '°"-

power of the mother o"tSennlLt.?r^
""'"'''' ""

.-e child A.„ formtb:tr,rt uSHu;:!''"

of hi. habiU^^^"^^r.'™ "'"" "« ™«^

Jirrfr^^.1-^^^^^^

»- requiring precilL i"'h?, nT"C '1T
habitn.te themwlve, Z L "PPortunity to

.t ;«e. nL "r,
.?"".*" he.wkK.rd „d ill

the suddenly g„™ ri'i. r"" '"««'™'^ th«,

urround ?Wi:^"':th .:rT '"'' '" "'' «»

.hough .heirrbirw:r.irf;ted rd'b"
"""

"d w«,t during their earlier y™^
'"'"' '»"«'"-
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What youth does not dream of being great.or noble
or a celebrated scholar! And how few there are who
finally achieve their ideals! Where does the cause of
failure lie? Surely not in the lack of high ideals.
Multitudes of young people have " Excelsior! "

as
their motto, and yet never get started up the moun-
Uin slope, let alone toiling on to its top. They have
put in hours dreaming of the glory farther up, and
have never begun to climb. The difficulty comes in
not reaaring that the only way to become what we
wish or dream that we may become is to form the habit
of being that thing. To form the habit of achieve-
ment, of effort, of self-sacrifice, if need be. To form
the habit of deeds along with dreams; to form the
habit of doing.

Who of us has not at this moment lying in wait
for his convenience in the dim future a number of
things which he means to do just as soon as this term
of school is finished, or this job of work is completed
or when he is not so busy as now! And how seldom
does he ever get to these things at all ! Darwin tella
that in his youth he loved poetry, art, and music, but
was so busy with his scientific work that he could
111 spare the time to indulge these tastes. So he prom-
ised himself that he would devote his time to scien-
tific work and make his mark in this. Then he would
have time for the things that he loved, and would cul-
tivate his taste for the fine arts. He made his markm the field of science, and then turned again to
poetry, to music, to art. But alas ! they were all dead
and dry bones to him, without life or interest He
had passed the time when he could ever form the
tairte for them. He had formed his habits in an-
other direction, and now it was forever too late to
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With an attitude which says, - Now here I am
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may discover possible modifications which will make
them more serviceable. We need to be inventive, to
find out constantly better ways of doing things' to
avoid ruts.

'

A good illustration of what I mean is found in the
way some play tennis. At first every act is a volun-
tary act directed by the mind. The playing is
awkward and ineffective. Finally, the drives, the
lobs, and the cuts become more or less habitual, and
can be performed much better without conscious at-
tention to every move than with it. And thus far
habit is necessary and desirable. But here the multi-
tude of tennis players stop. Only the few go on
and these last are the champions. They are the one^
who make use of habit just as others do, but who
constantly direct their attention to improving their
drives and lobs and cuts, and so do not fall into a
rut and continue playing season after season no better
this than last. Mere repetition will form habit, but
the habit formed will not be an intelligent habit,' and
hence will lead to stagnation.

On the forming of new habits and the leaving J.n,«'.
off of old ones, I know of no better statement than Sa'^im. for
tftat ot James, based on Bain's chapter on " Moral ^•'''*-

Habits." I quote this statement at some length:
'°"°'"*'

In the acquisition of a new habit, or the leaving off
of an old one, we must take care to launch ourselves i. Decided
with as strong and decided an initiative as possible

'''•*'«'^«-

Accumulate all the possible circumstances which shall
reenforce right motives; put yourself assiduously in
conditions that encourage the new way; make engage-
ments mcompatible with the old; take a public pledge
If the case allows; in short, develop your resolution
with every aid you know. This will give your new

6

^r'
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SENSATION AND PERCEPTION
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that it is there, let alone knowing its temperature?
Let us seek an answer.

Some of the outside world we know only as we come
into immediate and direct contact with it, as in the
case of taste and smell and touch. Other parts of it
we can know at a distance, as in sight and hearing and
temperature. Nor is the one fact more wonderful than
the other. The marvel first of all is that the great
world outside of the mind is knowable to it through
the gateways of the body which we call the senses.
And further that, after we come to know a sufficient
part of the world by means of the senses, and have
come to see the relation existing between the known
parts, we can then go on through thought to discover
still other parts of it without the use of the senses at
all. The astronomer La Verrier could sit in his study
and, after a long series of computations and calcula-
tions, write to his brother astronomers who had bet-
ter telescopes than he, " If you will turn your tele-
scopes to a certain spot in the heavens on the night I
shall tell you, you will there discover a new planet
which has never yet been seen by man." And sure
enough it was there, unerringly located by man's
reason where his senses could not reach.

Further, our senses come through experience to have
the power of trading knowledge, by which each puts
Its knowledge at the disposal of the others. Thus
we take a glance out of the window and say that the
day looks cold, although we well know that we can-
not see cold. Or we say that the melon sounds green,
or the bell sounds cracked, c^lthough a crack or green-
ness cannot be heard. Or we say that the box feels
empty, although emptiness cannot be felt. We have
come to associate cold, originally experienced with
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'f

days which look like the one we now see, with this onr-
ticular appearance, and so we say we see the cold;
sounds like the one coming from the bell we have
come to associate with cracked bells, and that coming
from the melon with green melons, until we say un-
hesitatingly that the bell sounds cracked and the
melon sounds green. And so with the various senses.
Each gleans from the world its own particular bit of
knowledge, but all are finally in a partnership, and
what is each one's knowledge belongs to every other
one in so far as the other can use it.

The explanation of the ultimate nature of knowl- The sensory
edge, and how we reach it through contact with our p«'*=«»^-

material environment, we will leave to the philoso-
phers. And battles' enough they have over the ques-
tion, and still others they will have before the matter
is settled. The easier and more important problem
for lis is to describe the processes by which the mind
comes to know its environment, and to see how it uses
this knowledge in thinking. This much we shall be
able to do, for it is often possible to describe a proc-
ess and discover its laws even when we cannot fully
explain its nature and origin. We know the process
of digestion and assimilation, and the laws which
govern them, although we do not understand the ulti-
mate nature and origin of life which makes these pos-
sible.

Yet even in the relatively simple description which Thequai-
we have proposed many puzzles will confront us, and -ec^^^x"]^
one of them appears at the very outset. This is that

--*''"^"'^

the qualities which we usually ascribe to objects
really exist in our own minds and not in the objects at
all. Take, for instance, the common qualities of light
and color. The physicist tells us that what we see as

in the
mind.
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light is occasioned by an incredibly rapid beating of
e her waves on the retina of the eye. All space is
filled with this ether; and when it is light-thatM
when some object like the sun or other light-givin?
body IS present-the ether is set in motion by the
vibrating molecules of the body that is the source
ot light, Its waves strike the retina, a current is pro-
ducfed and carried to the brain, and we see light This
means, then, that space, the medium in which we see
objects, IS not filled with light, but with very rapid
waves of ether, and that the light which we see really
exists but in our own minds as the mental response
to the physical stimulus of ether waves. Likewise
with color. Color is produced by ether waves of dif.
ferent lengths and degrees of rapidity. Thus ether
waves at the rate of 450 billions a second give us

If%Tf,r "^ ''^' "^ ^^2 billions a second, orange;
of 526 billions a second, yellow; of 589 billions a

7ool%.^"'"''''
'^ ^^° ^"""°« * «^«°°d, blue; of

, . rf ^ ^'''°°'^' '°'^^"°' ^^ ^90 billions a second
violet. What exists outside of us, then, is these ether
waves of different rates, and not the colors themselves.
The beautiful yellow and crimson of a sunset, the
variegated colors of a landscape, the delicate pink in
the cheek of a child, the blush of a rose, the shim-
mering green of the lake-these reside not in the
objects themselves, but in the consciousness of the onewho sees them. The objects possess but the quality of
reflecting back to the eye ether waves of the par-
ticular rate corresponding to the color which we as-
cribe to them. Thus " red " objects reflect back
ether waves of a rate of 450 billions a second, and no
others; " white " objects reflect all rates; " black "
objects reflect none.

I

}
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The case is no different with regard to sound.
When we speak of a sound coming from a bell, what
we really mean is that the vibrations of the bell have
set up waves in the air between it and our ear, which
have produced corresponding vibrations in the ear;
that a nerve current was thereby produced ; and that
a sound was heard. But the sound is a mental thing,
and exists only in our own consciousness. What
passed between the sounding object and ourselves was
not sound, but waves in the intervening air, ready to
be transferred through the machinery of nerves and
brain into the beautiful tones and melodies and har-
monies of the mind. And so with all other sensations.
What exists outside of us is a stimulus of a kind
suitable to excite to activity a certain end organ of
taste, or touch, or smell, or sight, or hearing; what
exists within us is the nervous machinery capable of
converting this stimulus into a nerve current which
shall produce an activity in the cortex of the brain

;

what results is the mental object which we call a sen-
sation of taste, smell, touch, sight, or hearing.
Nor ought these facts to make nature seem the less

wonderful to us. For it is certainly no less marvel-
ous for nature to be able so to act on the nervous
system that sensations shall result iu the mind than it
would be for the objects to possess such qualities as
color themselves instead of these existing in our con-
sciousness. On the other hand, a certain dignity is
added to the mind when we think that it is not merely
able to know light and color and sound and all the
rest belonging to objects external to itself, but is able
even to interpret vibrations of energy coming from
these objects, and translate them into various sensa-
tions.

Sound,
etc.
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The simplest bit of knowledge which the mind can
get IS a sensation. Yet it is impossible to define a
sensation m any exact way; and in actual life a seD-
sation IS never experienced by itself, but is always
merged in some perception in which it plays a partTo quote James: "All we can say on this point is
that what we mean by sensations are first things in theway of consciousness. They are the immediate results
upon consciousness of nerve currents as they enter the
bram, and before they have awakened any suggestions
or associations with past experience. But it is obvious
that such immediate sensations can be realized onh,
in the earliest days of life.- Very soon memories
and associations become coupled with the sensations
and after that all succeeding sensations awaken v.J
tiges of former impressions, and perception is begin-
ning to develop.

^"

Indeed, unrelated sensations by themselves would
be wholly inadequate to give us either a continuous
consciousness or a knowledge of the material world
about us. 1 might see an orange and get its color ; smeU
It and get its odor; put it into my mouth and get its
taste; touch it with my hands and get a sensation of
contact, pressure, and temperature; lift it and get its
weight; drop it and get its sound as it falls. But if
this were all I should never know the orange at all
If each one of these separate bits of knowledge had to
remain forever separate from the others, I should
toiow a list of qualities, but have no knowledge of the
thing to which they belonged. It is only by getting
all the qualities of an object through as many different
sensations as possible and then knowing them all to-
gether m relation to this object that we can ever come
to know It as an object. It is in this way, through

i
:
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a multiplicity ol unified experiences, that we build up
the material world of our environment. And all such
experience, once gained, assists in still further ac-
quisition.

The uncertainty of knowledge gained through sen- Meager
sation unaided by experience is shown in the case of fro^it'^^f
persons born blind and in later years restored to sight, a'one!"*

Murray tells of the case of a boy born with a cata-
ract of so opaque a quality that he could detect no
objects of sight. When he was fourteen years old the
cataract was removed by Cheselden. At first he
" thought that all objects he saw touched his eyes as
those he felt did his skin." Pictures appeared to
him " only parti-colored plains or surfaces diversified
with a variety of paints.

'

' For several months he had
no information that they represented solid bodies.
Then he expected them to feel solid to his hand as
they looked to his eye, and was much amazed that they
felt flat when he passed his hand over them. He
asked which was the lying sense, feeling or seeing.
Another youth, blind from birth, was cured at
eighteen. "When the patient first acquired the fac-
ulty of sight all objects appeared so near that he was
sometimes afraid of coming in contact with them,
though they were in reality a great distance from
him. ... All objects appeared to him perfectly flat.

Thus, although he very well knew by his touch that
the nose was prominent and the eyes sunk deeper in
the head, he saw a human face as a plane. . . . And
he was continually obliged to have recourse to the
sense of touch. " It is a matter of common experience
for persons of normal vision to find themselves unable
to judge of distance when the object lacks some of
its usual associates, as when a mountain is seen across

'if i

i

Will
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on the other hand, are produced by vibrations whichhave no uniformity of vibration rate. The ear's lensTbihty to pitch extends over «' out seven octaves The
8evenK)ctave piano goes down to 27i vibrations and

cTtrr *H l"^
"'"*'^^^- ""^'^ ^' about 50.0^2

are too painfully shrill to be musical. Taking intoaccount this upper limit, the range of the ear is abouteleven octave. The ear. having ,i.en ZolT:
y^^c^which depends on the rapidity of the vibrations

ple.itrof%h" r^'^'j'"''''
^^P^°^ - '^^ --plexity of the tones, has no further informationthrough sensation alone.

"rmauon

The sense of taste recognizes the four qualities of Thefn.sour^sroeet, salt, and bitter. Many of the qSi g- -du-

plex of^Lr^'T/^
'^" ''^'^ '^^ '-^ -^'^ty'a com!

""•

Plex of taste, smell, touch, and temperature. Smell

ant:^" ff^JT'^ *^ *'^ ''"^'^ ^^'-^« *h^t mTny

catrr^ 1 ?
^''"'"' " '^'''^"^ " ^hen we have acatarrh, and many nauseating doses of medicine canbe taken without discomfort if the nose is heW
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a ed oTth. ,
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e'vUmV"' ^"t

'' ''''' ^"^^"«- '' ^ P-'- y
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Cutaneous or skin sensation may arise from eithermechamcal stimulation, such as pressure, a blow or
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tickling, or from thermal stimulation from hot or cold
objects, stmmlated mechanically, the skin gives ^sbut two sensation qualities, pressure and pain Manyof the cuahfes which we commonly ascribe to theakm sensations are really a complex of cutaneous andn^uscular sensations. Contact is light pressure

p"e"TT'' 'T' °" ''' -tensityTt;:pressure Roughness and smoothness arise from inerrup ed and continuous pressure. respective^J andrequire movement over the rough or smooth surface

Touch depends on pressure accompanied by the muscuarsensauons involved in the oovemen.s'^cInneZ
«.tl. the act. Pain i, cfeariy a different senMSfrom pressure, but any of the cutaneous or muMuiarsensafous may, by excessive stimulation, be male topass over mto pain. All parts of the skin a "sens't,ve to pressure and pain; bnt certain parts^keX
finger t.ps and the tip of the tongue, are ^i* hLhlv»ens>t,ve than othe,^. The skin vari« aJin iteti-tmty to *.„, and cold. If we take a h^t °r a v^^'

over the skm, rt « easy to discover certain spots f^mwhich a sensahon of warmth or of cold siLo^In th.s way ,t » possible to locate the end org^ of

%
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these sensations t ; h^uTt,^'"^''
""''''' «'

nected with movemeL of1 f ' «^nsations con-

that we comnoTudl / ''' *'°^""^' «"^ J^'^^^^

Finally To tt
^ ^

^^'''"' *•''' «"^ ^'*'«'"'^-

he ^^'Z^^^^rr^.z'^'^ r '""^^

of the body. Prom th.7y ,
'"tenial organs

sensatioas ^f ZZ\ZTT7 """ "' «« '"^

heart, Iudrs mArlllJ !t ^ '""""" '"<"" <l>s

well-deflne? but „r~ ^ '"'«'"'' '=°""' ""'""»'>'

i-nportant part i„ m.r '^r'"™ '""'^'' P'"-' »»

da»y livi'^ " """"« "P "* feeling.tone of our

Jt^trV'tfe'i^""" °"^ "^ '-"''l "P°" -
Where natTrel^-^uLt/J^f"^ « '-e ™'P-'
qualities of the various olj^ta witWh, r'"'

""
in contact and hand fh.™ . ,

''''"'' '"' ™n>e
of sensation" And th«

'° "" "'''"' » «''e form

•erial out of whtch '^ 'T""'"
"'^ '"^ ™» ">»-

.hetrt^^-m^r 'r?- '-^ *«-^' <"

world created by theTnev"'„fV "'™ "^ '^'^^

oontains the elements „raf ,^ t"'"**"^"-
For it

much more besid« It if
'' """^ """"^'"ed and

structure Pl«.n^"and ^Jtrf
»7^'»'« than -^

«"
" pireStrin^™^^^^^^^^owed by .herhit:tidVr::rtars

joint Mti,.

MtttiollS.

Organic
acQMtionf.

The raw
niaterial of
Icnowledse
furnished
by the
enses.

The rich-
ness and
complexity
of our
material
environ-
ment.
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Its

maaning

The prob-
lem which
oonfronts
the chjJd.

Id

those magnificent structurei Th- ™-* •
i ,

.'•vn.z^r:.-:Ji:4t"r

canTo IIM'"
"' "'.''"''• ^"^'-e"" '"''» journey

again, we ourselves are after all but a «f!^
co°«dered

of the ehilrl T»,«, u " ^®P *° advance

with the ^e of ^
""" "'' ^"^'^^^t «^°'« ^«°»iHarwuii ine use of our senses than he and kr ow « *-re objects .bout us, yet the knowfed^e oTti: iS^
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an our m.tcri.T.nvtonC' u 1
'' '"' "" '" ">""

to becoming .pcciaT,, On
""''' ""'^ '""

in the ,t„5y of. "1 ""° "'" "'''"' '' "'«

there are h,Lr'i, „, ,h T'"? "' "'""•"• "'i''

him, another «i I '''""''" "' ^''"'""' »" »hont

while .he '„ W ni':/!":"
"'"' ,'"/ '""'"^ '"•

'

Oe h« not time in'r2:":;°:;"1 ."^ «"?
examine; another will studv ti. i i c

*"P ^'^

the earth's histor^ fro" m^^^^
"^^

strata, but here ZLZT ' T^' ""^ '^''"'«^i"«'

he hai ti.n/to ,ea rbnr ' '. .'l''""'"
'" "*' '"'''^'^ that

Another st„ lies t i
""."" ^'•""*''^" "^ »»^ «hoIe.

from its ex^r ssions r*"" '"'/ ""' '"«•-"« ^'^ -«d
and to presS emJdt^rit r'l'

'^"^ ^•^''"•-^•

also he has found tneceLrv t H ?"!. '° '^" ^^'^

so we have specia L?f 7 '^''''^' ****^ ^'°'-'^- and

body.
"P^'^'^J'^ts for almost every organ of the

woHrifTbUV^Le'T' :V'^
'^"^^^^^ °^ ^^'^ Ho-",

the secret fCl im G^ T ! h h' ''"i"
'^^^ '"" "^'~"

applies every sensHo it tnV *"' ^ ^'"' ""'^ ^'

stares at it he take, jt YT'^'' '^' """^'t''^''- He
and around, he Hf L !

'^'^ '°' '"^"^ '' «--
jabs it. he r^uts to h '^'u'^''

'*' ^' P»»«hes and
it. he ^r:^:::x:x^'^::'' '- ^-^^
unturned to find out »k.. .T. ',..'"' °° """^

avenues nf ,J. I
"'' """« "> ''™ through the V!!''-

ouly doe 'hetme'tT™'" "' °'^"'- *"* no
°'°''"*

0^.4, hut t::z ::>^j^^tr ,?err".. h,» o™ best definition of a bLrS tetro^X
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W'e proceed
«? does the
child.

l.'i

1 (

it or is .r.™„ etr "r "^ ='" '"»«
How „,uch betterIL":" "'T "•

have to follow a littlo lot u
*^® °"® ^^ will

learns that "a b i^^a^t" ^^ f? ^« ^^-^ and

stance or size used I n^; '"u
^"^^ "^ ^"^ «»b-

l^ieking,orknockbg,ete'''^ "''' " '^ *'^°^^-="'

Wht.'we wLhtZ^ 'r'
'^^^"°* ^'^^^—^ves.

new facts about inM'^°"' " °^^ ^'^J^^^* or discover

child dot if^ar'^t "^/^ r P^^^^^^^^ - ^he

to which it wTll affoT« 7 fP'^ *" ^* ^^^^ «^°««

at the object tLutt "'"'' '°^ ^°^"^ «^"-e
in so far'as we ^v" fanedT"'

'"'^''^"- ^°^ J"^*

it every sens! to JLh > "'' '" connection with

degree will ^e havet '''' T""*'''
^"^^ ^" ^^at

Indeed iustl f
^"complete perception of itiuueeu, just SO far as we hav^ faii^^ ^ i.

ceive it in terms of ,>« 7 f ^ ^°^"^ *« Per-

also have we f^ed to ii"° ""' "" "'"'' ^^ *^^^ ^^^

were for many vear!
"^ '* completely. Tomatoes

Plant ^eCv::'^zTt^rrr '-''-''

"Minister also to the taste rwell as to hT t T'^clothing of civilized man^ves th 11 ^^^'^ ^^'

texture and color to fhJ ^ sensation of

owner, but hetToVtZZiZ "
in'!;

'" "'

wav that ha »^o„l -x
pciceivmg It in the same

« chair just «llTZ^ ttm d,"; "'T
>"""''

chaiis are so ^..^Jj "fJ*™ ''a'ly. and to whom
aasociatbi "^ """ *°'"' a°?ecstious and

ii^mi oi^'ml
°""'' "' ""* ""="-= object,

*^ our motor response to them as well as in
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rtoiv, or indeed from hl,ml "! '" " "'"« «"'-

in hi. room, can nevt how aT
°'" '"""'"S " °"-

•he boy who piay, ,,1;^™: th "rrt^tb":
""''

their significance not alone from .T- ,
•'"" S"'

even more from theirt° asX/'t?™"""'
""'

tivities.
related to our own ac-

aoX'."i;l'r :""' '^^ ""^' «^* °" '-owledge of

description, of theX o he^^l T.!
"'""^''

B SO much of the material »!m I "" ""' 'here

fever hope to "amr»Tl."'"'"* "' ""' "^ ean

down inVob m™n" 'j '

.f "?f
" "-^-ry to put

discovered eoncemtag natj e tS,'" !""' ''^'''

'ear, led many awav ftZ .
""'^'^^ has, I

«way from the IWng ZitTTX'^" '" """'^
e-balming cases of words ^^f**""^

"^
f' dead

see so little of the JZffi
""^ ^P*^ f"™' we

things themselv* wTatT'/"'* '"'"'^ '" ">«

«ed with the /tms of t! ,

."'^" °' ''""8 ™tis-

»««»c.-„ith deS knowledge without its s„6.

0' in q»a"«es and'!:^'
™'"'"°"' " '"'^ «^'ead

.nd^size.' uTCe nT 1°
'"''' •"»""-' 'o™-

•™ile byactur^VwILLgTmnr' '"""'"^'' "'"•

ing a bicycle a mii: J ? '^' """""g a mile, rid-

i»e a mr™ a™ n'"™^ " "r " ""* " '^'v^'-

t« some one tell hi'ZTV"'"" '"' ' '""« «"=
tanee from ChieL„T S ° """' "' °'' «ate the dis-

about it in any wf:
° er^'jfr* '"""'"« »»>'=>•

to understand a ^^1 "^ "^
definitions. In order

^ as possible through sense activitiea of our

TJie part
played bv
*lipmoc)"r
response.

First-hand
contact
with ob-
jects neces-
sary.

Space re-
lations
Itnown
through
actualex-
perience.
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¥

wio hM Mt encircled the ll»h. k
'^ "^ "o '•"

•"curate ,„«„„ ^^ ^^^^^^^ »^ has ^y , ,^,^

not take the dIbcp of r..
"' '"« is. For words can-

edge. In tL'^^ ^jZTT, '" '^'""^ "» ""*

muscles and tendons a„H?-! •
'^ «P"»nce of the

distance, and Tarn t„ 1 ' " '" ^"^"y "^"ing
those oim'TZtT"'*' ""^ ^-^tiOM wit?

-., '• That t^Jist'ot dtant""' T '^ ""' •»
are to be learned in f>,.

"^^*a^t. Form and size

-tually touched XTheTh- ^"""^ »-*
ts hardn«s or smoothnl h ^ °'l7''

'^P^iencing
•ngle feels, the amount „f™ ^, """^ ""* 'hat
to pass the hand over this,,,

,*" '""^ " "k«
the eye taking aoTJl 1 ll? l""*.

"""^ '"« «»«.
Wl at a gl«fce to yoX „m;

^'°" "" ^^' '»"
that this surface is Lf? . ''f' " " ^''e«. ™d

2^s,„ This ^i:z:x^tzt ™':--

SfL'fe. f™'«
the necessity of SgilH '"'!"'"

•ugKests' from an object nrt^Lf k^* ^ **^^ sensations
•"^— object, provid4Tha^e ot?^ "° ^'^''''^ *^«

various senses. Wrhavlh!!
""^ ^* *^™"«^ ^^e

^e see the objecT Joolto
'° «««"«tomed when

sensations alonT^h that n/^^'r'"*''
''""^^ ^'^^^

at the book seeL to s a^ .. T' '^'' " °^^'« »I«°«e

aecompanimen s and r^
'^' 'T '^ ''^'' ^^^itual

eiations of the riad^l f
'

""J^^'
«°"t«<^t' the asso-

the suggestion^'' fvefw'r "' °°''' "^^^^^^ °°

While we may not Wti,.^/^/ ^'"«^ ««^«ation.

^tc, it is perf:XZ^^:Xf/'''' '""' ""^^^'
of these kinds now enter ^tno ""'' ^Periences

enter mto our perception of this
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'J>o. „.de .„ in..Ce f;:^^'"^r '» been,,
boBbom instead of leav«^,,' . """ " " '"" of
««ng the head of a fZ,"' "'"' P"»" Or,

« fc-ee which hide, the S^fT ^f'^'"'^
'"ove

we unhesitatingly say -n ^^ '"» ™w,

>«)».imanee. That fhi^To™"'"'""'
'""» '<»•""

doe, supply „!,, i
,,™ 7™" experience really

e" be believed from the s'"' ""* "^"'"y «en
>«rtead of the femilia J;";?!™' """W ^1 if.
S""*. o» going around theini '?' """• « should
«ow fa.tened to the body :f Th. e"

'"^ "''"' "»
inus sensation and

**"aie.

gether to give ns our''""'Sd"'of"T''"^ "°* '°- *»»«»•
™ther, they are the t»„ T "" ^™ses "; or .•»'•?•'«•?-

-bid. this mental woMf,"'^"^ 'be prooes^ °^ fe"^
S-ves to the mind its J, fj

" ^^^'""^'l- Sensation fe^J.
on uses in eonstmctin' ,he*"!^^"'

"'"''b pereep. ""'«'"••

«b«e finally, as existing^ „LT ."^
''*'''<^'»' "d

•»<»''«. And it is pSv r*^^ ^i'°"'
°' "^"^

ramd must build all th.V ^ " """ basis that the

f
«ou must rest a^ onf^riVtr. °" «« *»-

osophy. p„, „ji,^ /
^^'ems of ,h„„git ,,j

b-ngs of the senses, yet hrTafef''/'* "">'« *be
bought stuff," he tems^ T "'^ ™»«^». 'be

o»iy as we build a bmad^d ll'
°" "'''"''''«• And

»°»tion and perSl ,^„
""'"»'8''

'<""<i«tion in

"««byttought^,rStC„^:ir '"'^ *" «- •
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t

EXERCISES

Seat yourself with eyes closed and trv to (.11 .h. j- .
ot some sound, like that m«le by snaTpL H^fin

^ ^°^
"gainst the edce of the f,h„mh /. °"'PP'"e ™ linger nail

«uci„g the souL from vtot ZjJ "T™"''' """
or alx,ut eighteen inchesZTtt^T "' "' ' ''""""^

can you detect in purple? in brown"
*' " "''"'"

.em^'ndtZto ir^'" "^ *° *-' '>•" °- -•-
chorus.

^' "'°"''' "^ "='=" '» one voice in a

How many ;,rferent shades can you detect in .i i j«.pe spread befo« you? How man^coW ' '"''

.emi^raturc see'mThttST Xlr.
^°"' '"" '^ "'

paite; tafsiXtrt 'V" '"T"' «"" '«'«'. '"-r pwi.iL siowiy over the skin on the baolr nf >.- k j

i^Tt-hetaif T:z:r''''r^^^^^ -^
repeat the exiTrime™ Do'v^^^?^'^ *° ^'^^ «'^'"' -<*

tinctlyhot?
^° y°" find spots which are dis-

After you have taken a glance at a r w *many items of his dress and -nrTo
*^ *° '®*=*" «

Have somP nnll.
aPP«arance as possible.

obiectToraVabL'rnd 0^;^"""^"^^*'°" °^«"
cloth lifted for five ^conr l^ ^'V'

* '^'''^- H»^« the

How .any objectTcrytntiV^"
'"' ^* ^'^^ ^°"-«-

Glance out of a window nf « ior.^„„

How cL^rtbitt t^^''' ^'^y -^ Widely,
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James, " Psycholoev " Zjfn^' ^^^P^' "•

11 and III.
"^ *'^*^

^^''^^S to Think," Chapters



m J

CHAPTER VII

MENTAL IMAGERY

twXng ^« you sit thinking, a company of vo„ tn..*i,dependson your thoughts run in I,. J-^ ^ " together,
P'^'t"-

nil ».,• "P^^^"° 'D n^any diverse lines. Yet with
pcrience. 8^^ this dlVers tv, your mmrU r.V.o ?/ "

characteristic. r/,«, 7 ^^^^'^ *^'« common

ages of things you have se'en o/hrr/oT^e^t^Tth''"-you have thought out beforp ^7^1' ""^ *^'°^^

you; of things you ren^hp. .
'^ °°^ '^^"^ *°

Places, eventsTo^tC whti ^o^ d^nT"' '^«s a part of voiir n»rt .. i. v^ °°' "^aber

which form a laree olrt „f
'" ""^ *'''''8S

Which give eonlrC^'rw"?! ''"'•'"••'•'

of a thing which is «rf„.ii,
^' °" ™y "'"''

Which is ti occ;!; iL the f-utfbT. Tftr',r
°' °"'

dependent on your na.t .1" '
'
/'" '"' y™ "^

which you putTn" yCr hSHf I "' """'""

«ent for your thoughrstuff Tnd ed 'n'oS
°"°"

enter your nrespnt ti„«i,- , • ,
,*^^"' nothing can

^ -ethin^rz'tstnr,":' 't

o/o, tu™-;;!'^ "f "r'^l^y P"'"-? . trigger,

-es to annilfaXriorXr^n;'-
90
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Not only can we not think .t .11 except in terms Th.„ .1 Pff «P"*"«. "ut even if we could, the or* P'^-'"ent wonM be me.ningle«, to ua; for the presort"
''"'"'

.nterpreted m the light of the part. The sed.Tlo

^enrrtt°tf""
•"'^"° '"""' "" •- ""-taken part m them, cannot understand the wild en-

Srr. "^"^ ''"™"' ^'''''•' "'»! *»»» in • hollyconterted event. The fine work of art is to the one

through beauty, only ao much of canvas and varie-

to tten,t '^'"' '°<"i*"«»" He was foolishness

to enable them to interpret Him.
To the mind incapable of using past exnericnce th» t- , .

future also would be impossible ffor we canTk fir "•^P"w^ mto a,e future only by placing in it e,p fencla f-"^°"
the elements of which we have already known tIc

does not dream of a heaven whose streets are paved

II you will analyze your own dreams of the fu'ureyou w,ll see m them familiar hnages, perhaps group^

irom your paat experience nevertheless All that

Z^Tt' "^ °' unconnected «<ms. Thought

to compare and relate. Peraonality would not existtor per«,nality requires continuity of experience et^
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Rank de-
termined
by ability
to utilize
past ex-
perience.

Past ex-
perience
conserved
in both
mental and
physical
terms.

"ould be „„ mi^d at all
""" ^'""' « "i-d

the place of an indiviC ?T '"""' °''"''"'' "-at

determined largly bl "^J 'V?! *""' °' "™'i»" «
experience. Thf^ielM,, ^fJ° P""" ^^ "»»'

animals now extinct . v u
"""^ 'Pews of

fered their race t„l;ll ' ""^"" ''''^' '"^ »"'-

climate began rohan'an^"'' ""'™' ^""^ 'S"' '"e

»ere nnabfe to use the "r.^""
'°°'"> ""'der, they

'aat cold season as an incenr'T
°' ""'"'"^ '" '"e

-ove to a .arme" ^iZT^^, T'' "^"''' "
next and more rigorous one «! "" """""Sf »' «ie

the adjustment- and^ ° !' '{*"™ '"e to make
and shelter andM hT "^ *^"''" *"" """"iug
the lower forms pSeS X"''' l""^

'"^™<'« »'
again dares the flame

1??'"^"' ""'"' "W'" and
«ives its life a ss X"o ts M^TJ'l'"" " '"^
fears the Are, and do^ nit .^

''' \^'""'^ eWW
the lesson. So also caHhe tffl teTo°f *™:. *™'"
or a nation, as comn.™l

""""^ °' =" mdividual

nations, be det^r^Z "? """ ^'"^ '"dividuals or

repeat the samre^r^o^ t
'° '""'* "'' *'"«^ ''ho

«r else fail to repeal1 f °'" ""d over,

tition might Iea7trsu:ci r;:'"' "" ""-^ -p-
their lesson and be midrf hJ? ^ '" '"'°'''* '° '<'"''

does not aufflcien irSrTr''" '"'^'' •"•='

through it direct their f«,^ ^ ""'"" P'^™'- "-d

wilrh:::;tri^trh™""-""' • >»" »

-

raay secure ite ben;fite, L. °™T"* ™ "«* "«

'•.-^-dandbod.ji'iu«rper:trjdhr
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mony, each doing its part to further the interests of

,^WK '''"'*' ""^ °"' P"'* experience may be readm both our mental and our physical nature

modified structure through the law of habit working -'-"i'L
on the tissues of the body, and particularly on the -feVilnc.
delicate tissues of the brain and nervous system This
18 easily seen in its outward aspects. The stoopedshouWers and bent form of the workman tellfa t^eof physical toil and exposure; the bloodless lips and

?ou iTf 'I
"''*'" '' ^'^ '''y -^«t ^h«P toll of

IZL 'I"u^
^°"''' '°^ insufficient food; he rosycheek and bounding step of childhood, of fresh a7good food, and happy play. The modification of Xe'nervous system by experience is not so easy to seeat the first glance; but it is here that the e/ecL arethe most marked, for nerve cells are the most i n ab

L

and easily modified of all. Some motor activityWor small is performed, in consequence of an activ Lm the nerves and brain, which leaves the cells Indfibe^ so modified that the act is repeated more a Sythe s cond and each succeeding time. Or it may bethat the act is one of hearing, or seeing, or tastUiehere as in the other case the cortical act vi y aceom-'

thereafter. If the external stimulus occurs again asIt did to produce the act in the first instance the ame

ttfwmtf"b"'"
'^"°"' «"^ *^^ origindpleep-

!./ir -^
J"'

"'P'"*'^- ^^' h°^«^er, the corticala Uvtty ^s produced indirectly by means of a nerve
<^Y;i^cormng ly the u^ay of some other coHicaZZteran tmage ,s produced

; as when the sound of a per-

son LT' "^"i"''
''"' "P ' "^^"^^ P^''*'^^^ «f the per-son m the mmd, or the sight of a certain person calls

Mental re-
tention in
images.
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All our put
•Xperience
« poten.
twiyat
•^ur com-
Biand.

Hi

WP the taste of ice cream «ri.; u
-ek. In the Am c^eThe .tu/: 'I^ '^T''

'"*
once active at the same tiL w"tl th? i^'

'"^'''
connected with the pem)„T nl •

'"^'^^^ "««
"gain by a current To!^l\

"^'' '' "'""^ "cited
center when the namel. f

"" """^ "^ ^'^^ ««ditory
case the visual ceatTr 1^7""'^^' '^ *^^ ««con^
t««te center, and thfexe at"n'oVr^^^ "'^^ ''-
connected with seeing the n^^ ' ''^""^ «^°tcr
corresponding

activity in ti,
**'''^ '^*« "P a

taste.
^ ""'^y '" t^'c center connected with

' hus We Gfln fltroin

«»d sn,ell, Which « h^rCVif f'"-
'"'""''• '""'•.

«ay all oar p.,t ezperieLT„„^ *'
f,™"'-

I" *1""
the preseat. All the „bS ''""'"'""y •'"".We to
tially possible .g.i„ toTel fk " '''"• " » P»*"-
b«n. obliged .o\.ve ,r; bi*rbS ' '^' '"''°'"
sounds we have heard allTT , " "" "" the

temperatures we have e« rilti?
'^ ""* ""'"» «"

presented to our miud^TXT^' "'.""^ '«'» •»«
without the vari„rstimul bein™

"' »«««'. 'mage,
organs of the various Its ?f f^"" *° "« "<»
number of objects in n.^.?' • ""' "">' ""e total

tiplied, '<.n,Cof the" "rrrai'
"^"""^ »"'•

or smelled, or tastert „. *^ .
""* '*™' or heard.

to the sens« andwtCt t°hTn
'^" ""^ P'«»"

Ket them .gain. CZld^l^T\ '^f
"""''* """

oonvenient to have to^tZ '' " """"* •» «•
"tion or percepJ» evfnf?? r°" "?* '«• «-
our thought. WhikST "' °«^ " "« it in

"Perience on the ph^^ '
^':''' ."""""^ °" P«

»atte thing on the mZT'/ '
''* """»* "ioea the

port and «'renJihenXot^'t'
"" '"" "«"" «« -P-
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The remainder of the dearrintinn ^9 •

easier to understand for^77 ""'^'' ""^^ ^^ '"•"f-to

what is meant nevt/irby al'T "? '"^" ^"^* ^'^'--

»md. IbegofyourtothfnkX 'n
"'^"""•

somethinirnew and m..^ ^ "'" Presenting

our thinkinrwhlhri'' ' '"""''*^ ^'^^"^^t^^i ^ith

who have deU',:'J^,«
been discovered by scholar,

en hope to do Ev " d y 'nr°
*'^

T"^'
^'''^ ^^

hour and everyToXnf Tr' °'' *^'° *^«*' ^'^^^^^^u every moment—these maees ar*- «.;„through our ,„inj,, tormng the Ur« oart
*

rtream of c„n«,iouaaeM, Sat L' .• ?h
' '"""

«pmence and the imairerv „f ? ""'""'^

..ken together with theS „ ZCT^ ,"'"

.Td^hmVeJ: "-»' --^ °"thi 11:°:
or of'-tt ro^ttr,^;::,.',-;*':'"!''"/

»' «-« -ofti^t-

to do the^mMhing 1 "^'l^.'';t ""' ""^ *' ^°»

h«.d that the imag« w" 1 nX ^ "7°° ^'""^

•^ experience, fre^n^'.^ ThTwrnl"' '^.
fainter and more vamiP «nH i ,

^'^ ""''^

p-onte,.u;strrir.hfi;- : i».
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Viaual

Auditory.

Gustatory.

Olfactory.

TactUt.

m' Tempera-
ture.

Kinm-
thetic.

and glosH of the Iiiif.n» ti. i .

into the whit..? Th ;;:..;?.'
""• """^ '"•«^'"« otr

*«-tr TheyelWofth.:
, ! ^ '^

^-^n of the
dark preen of the bo,u,„ot Z . "''*' '"'^^ and
t'H' glassware f cCi 11 r''^

The sparkle of
di«'-, TheeJfnk f tLri'"'*.

''" ^""'^ «^ ^he
moving up of the cha rs^Th" V"' '^' °"P» The
-«ch with its own pec^iar n-r k ""f °^ *^^ ^°'«es.

twitter of a bird outs de the w Id "f r'''^' ^he
distant belJ ? The chrn nf ''°''' ^ ^^'^ tinkle of a
I taste cIear,;l^'X -r'';''^^"^^^^'

C-
The baconr The rol ?

^^^^^^^^^^^^ The eggsf
The fruit? Can r g 'the an

;""' ^^'^ J^"^''
««ffee? Of the meat! Th/PP^*'^^ng odor of the
The perfume of the lijL b„,H """f^r

'°^ ''^"anas?
perfume from a LndLro T'''^'

^''^ ^'^''^ The
may of heJiotroperCan t' T'^ *'"^'»*^<J *<> a
«nge. o. the velvet' peaeh 'on h^'^

*°"' ^^ ^^
«n apple? On the fretted •

"""^^^ '•"'" °^
the fresh linen? The o„tae^^^^^^^

^^'^ ^-' °^
cane-seated chair? Of tZT u!

'^^^her-covered or
Can I get clearly the t Lf'^ ^°"°^^ garment?
'•n the mouth? Of the ^0^7^"'' °^ ^^'^ ^«* ^^ffee
-e water? Of Vhe laLful V''^

'^^"^
» ^^ ^^e

rafted in through the onen T"" '^ '^' ^'^^^
a^ain the strain of m^ie a^d'^'"'^"'

^^'^ ' '^'
heavy dish? Can I^fthT '"'''' '" P«^'«» the
in chewing the beefsteak ? OfTr'.*;'"*

"^ '^' J«^«
talking? Of the ch^t anH i .'

*^'""* ^"'^ «P« ^
Of the muscles n sitt

1'!^'''^'"^" ''° '«"»hVng?
a- in using knife nrfo^'anT^^ J°

^'^'^^ ^^
again the sensation of pain wh^.

'^°'°' ^"^ ' ^*pain which accompanied biting
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on a U'nder tooth T Prnm !.. u .-

-t .CM f„„„ ,h., rind 7,,,'
"''"''

"' * ''"'" ""•
The ch.„o.. .ol„. in ,.,.;,

j.'j%"""'"' '""• •"•• •.v..t

inK connectod will, .hi . ,

'"'''"""" '"•'

ple..Mro connect w in Ir'**'
'"°"'" ^1.,.

chair and looltinK atLI "^ ?* '"' """J^" '" «

"tes, .0 dis^i^Thelutct."!:>;/" " i™
"'-

"MS Of him from the viZi
"^

. ' P"'*"' "kc-

the artist cveiy time iTCZT "*""=* '""""^ '»

"her. the .itteT had be» pU^d olTJ^l"'
:"'''

« young lady a stnHont
.*^ ^®"- "° ^he other hand,

»e tl..^he'i.\rrl;r„Xh'T
l'""'/^"^mother when she is ab«,M Tven ? hi

' *"
been only f„r a few Jm,! Z "T"" ""
mage of the form withZr!!i °, """'"^ «*' "''

hut never the Surl n
""•* '"' "' ""^ ''^.

«aU a large cart of »
""*" »""' ''* "-'c to

had so il^T^'a^Zi, '"'"

""r" '^'""-''

never a line of rtZd h
""'.P'«« »' music that

cxeommunicat°on vi J""'" ™'' °» P»» <>'

went homeanrmirS^ ."d T ,"'''''«'' '"^''^

'•mily had fanenX'^and ,h» i'' "T ""^^ «"
•eproduced. note for^Ste "ll of ,k

"^1 '^/ '"'^'"

-tHeate pieee of m^^l't^Xrafir
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Some
types of
imagery

' more
marked
than
others.

P
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On the other hand a wpIi u
he is unable to rtaiut^;^" '^*? *«"« "^« that
Hundred " and "yLI. ^'^f^°«e between " Old
«We to distingVTht .ff'^'^e/'

'^^^ «^o«t un
played.

^ *^^ difference when they are

^^^tl^tlX^^^ th« different senses
raliy be the case

^ ft noHlfr°' 7^^^ ^^"^'^ "^tu
equally into our n^^r s^ce?.''

°' '"P^"^"<'« ^^^er
iective in the objects of' it, ^/ •

'^"^"O'^^ess is se-
of attention meam onIhf .

'°*'°^- ^ ^^^^ degree
;n the nerve ceirCneetd'l^^^^^^^^^

*--"
tion, and this high degree ofT.t ^'

'^''°' °^ «««°-
ders them doubly refdTtn 7'*^ ^° *^« ^^'J'^ ren-
«^ain. But thisron,/aZ r " "'^ ^^t'^^^^
the fact that the partTcuiar ^^^

,"^'''^ statement of
Jith this corticS ceme/Sr K^^'^^'^^^^^^^ted
Probablyallof

ushavfatsol V T"^ P^^"^^^-
ence, some crisis in our Hfe wv.

?' ''"^' ^^P^""
«bove any other exper ^^^^^^^^
Even little irrelevant dS/^^'^ ^ <^^^ recall

^ that they stick in ou7i^lV'
«o impressed upon

years, as if they had L^u'td I't'^^^^
^'^ ''^'^^'

expenence, whatever it wL whiV^
•^''*''^^^- ^he

imagery, occurred under a Tft. T"" ^ ^^is vivid
tension in the nerve^enterll "' "^'^"^^ly high
%h degree of at^ntion V' '° ''^'' ''''^' ot\
ticularly clear and ^rno^^^/^^f-- were par-
Penence was of such a ty^TanH ^r^^e*-' the ex-
o«r life and its interests thlt ? '^°'''^ '^^^ted to
the ci^ ^umstancesain^eld 1^^^^^^^^^^

°'*- '-'^^ed
again, until eveiy phase of hh. I

°""""'ences over
thousand times

'* ^'^ ^'^en dwelt upon a
This illustration, then, gives us the Clew to the types
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of imagery which will prevail in our thinking Th.who most easily attend tn +»,.
.""^ ininKmg. Those Predomi-

enr.p n«^ t . ^ *^^ ^^^"*^ in their exoeri """"sence. and who oftenest recall the visual in ti,
^^^^

thought, will finfi !,-,,• ,
visual in their

the audi o^Tnd tL
'"'^ """" '" '^»'=" "Pon

to ma.y de.ioa.e 'aim^J^Zi^TnkTVactivity w 11 finH th^ir. i^ "*® °' motor

etc. Now h^ltTtiT^"^ """""« *" ""« "»«»•.

the semoo^ .We ifL?"Tf °' "^ ^'P"'™«e on

Yed„„i„a„ee li'^ZT^^::^' ^ZZ'''
""^ "

dearly „f tie audile or the mZ'type
"'

This IS no reason, however whv tk^ ..
strong in one type should LIi^.^ "'"' '^"^ ^ ''''—"•
Binet well says that the man It^'J

" "'"" '^^- *'"""
of imagery almost equd,rweU IvJ ""1 '""^ ''^' '^"'
fraction of a man ThT

"*" ^''eloped is only the

recall his sen^^exLw "''° '°* "" 'Wlity to

the form of ZTlS "!
""''"^ "«' "'^^y »

•n the otherTnt^f'tirn'sTrl!: '''''

materials for thinkin<r- Zft'i,
'" '"^ *>«

images connected wtth. T " °°' "'•° '«»''» ^e
lacks the po^r to pnt hilT 'l™'^ "' »"^™°''
indeed, not onl^ sh.n ^ ""'''"' "*° 'et^- And,
selves Without "at"dl^i7"^ '" '"?' "''' °-
senses, bnt we shaTfve^be 1"^!^^ 'T "" '""

thought of others whnl! ,
™ ™ '° 'nterpret the

ing or writin! H^t 11^^ """^"^ '" 'heir speak-

cafion oTthe Cen^r 'm
"""^ '"™"'"'' ''' "» " Edu-

I shall malt se™r.T„u^t«°"' ^l'""'''
'"» '^-^

writer use auj^r f"""' 'T ^«''y ""e great

writings.
"^ '' '^P^ »' '"'Ken' in their

8
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The use of
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pretation
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ture.
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Shakespeafe, describing certain beautiful music anpeals to the sense of smell to make himself17^1
^.; K "^u

°'^'' ""^ ^" ^^« **^« «^eet sound
lHat breathes upon a bank of violets,
stealing and giving odor!

Lady Macbeth cries

:

Here's the smeU of the blood still:
AH the perfumes of Arabia wiU not sweeten this little hand.

Milton has Eve say of her dream of the fatal apple

:

... The pleasant sav'ry smell
So quickened appetite, that I, methought,
Could not but taste.

'

How utterly impossible for one who has not a delicate sense of smell and a large stock of images from

but rZbr;r"r'"^ ^^°^^-' ^^^^y -i" 'e to

"

Dut a jumble of words, and he is likely to decide thatpoetry is nothing but foolishness
*

Likewise with the sense of touch:

... I take thy hand, this hand
As soft as dove's down, and as white as it.

Or from Comus:

Thus I set my printless feet
O^er the cowslip's velvet head.
That bends not as I tread.

wiJr^nl? ^T""
^'^''^ '^ ^'^''^^' *««t"e imagery^th sense ess finger tips and leaden footsteps under'taking to mterpret these exquisite lines'
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Shakespeare thus appeals to the muscular imagery:

At last, a little shaking of mine arm
And thrice his head thus waving up and down,He raised a sigh to piteous and profound
As It did seem to shatter aU his bulk
And end his bei" .

Many passages like the following appeal to thetemperature images:

Freeze, freeze, thou bitter sky,
Thou dost not bite so nigh
As benefits forgot I

To one whose auditory imagery is meager, the fol-lowmg beautiful lines are nothing but a s nsel^jmgle of words:
»wiseiess

How sweet the moonlight sleeps upon this banki
Here we will sit and let the sounds of music
Creep in our ears; soft stillness and the night
Become the touches of sweet harmony.

While the plowman near at hand
Whistles o'er the furrow'd had
And the milkmaid singeth bUthe
And the mower whets his scythe.

wZ^/^f ^^ °°* '*^^ '^"^^^ th« 0P«° sky andwatched the stars come out, and retained a viWd

Silently, one by one, in the infinite meadows of heavenBlossomed the lovely stara
;
the forget-me-nots of the an^ls I

All literature is so full of visual imagery that onecan hardly find a couplet that is not filled^ith It.
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Now Mom her rosy steps in th' eastern climeAdvancmg, soWd the earth with orient p^tl!

The cowslips tall her pensioners be-
lli their gold coats spots you see-'
Ihese be rubies, fairy favours,
In those freckles live their savours
1 must go seek some dewdrops here.And hang a pearl in every cowshp's ear

have been sneaking
'""*'' "' ""''"' "*

cent nmZT ''^ '"PP™' ^o musele acts a-cept under the compulsion of a motor-nerve current

f»,o« •* 1
^ *^® stimulus to efficient aotQthan ^t alone can give us efficient thinkinT In bothcases mental imagery must lend it« »i^ f u

past experience to^h'e ^p^f^Vrr^lf
'"°^ ^"'
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and if he is to be efficient^ h !
«"™mand

;

as his mental, he musT meet h
""'"' ^''' "^ ^^»

word on the mearofT '''"''•''^"^'*^™^°t- ^
conse^u :.;. r^e ^ut'^^ ^^ ^^-^ win,

u^m tempt every sense oT ^''"'"'^ '*'"'''^^ ''

that we may befed into « 1

""'"^' "''^ "' ''' ^^^^

objects of our mat^,%Vv-''^'
acquaintance with the.

:
™a^^"al environment. No onp'«! stnni,of sensory images is greater .han the sum to^L of v

DerienopH T ;i • ,
*'"«^"s wnicii he has never ex-

afterward a different and » h » ' °^ ""^ ""
these objeota than be ore so al .V'"r ."^ ""' "'

«nd ridden » hi„,„i I ' ""^ '"^ >•«« »"ned

w/d'renXiirc^itr„T.trr ""^

m .he'othtbo:l1o''o'r;'rr''
*-' ^'^ --"»" -

«» entrancing bntinb^rneTe^-LXrard

A good
«to«k of
images fun-
aamental
to all de-
velopment.

Develop-
ment
of images.

The in-
fluence of
frequent
recall.
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The recon
truction
of our
images.

lii

\^<it-

^e com-
prehend
pest in
images
with
which we
are famil*
iar.

dwelt upon after they werp fiw.f «»., •

remain of them after rverv^LiT'^'l' "*"« ^'»

Peating them often in ? *'"""• ^' '^ ^^ ^e-

thatthV become Sed^:X^:^ *^"^^ '"^^'^
our biad^, When wrn^irn^tru^t^^^^ ^ ''

namely, that of fheir rJnT '1^ °°' "^^^« ^««tor;

Few if a., ,„3ges arT^a"^^^^^^ -er.

cepts of objects. Indeed snrhT i! u
""^'' P^""-

Bible nor desirable tI- °"^^ ^'^ °"ther pos-

reealled ft a p„%Je ^"^^^^ --" "e
activity, and henr^u^t beL.T °' '^"^ '"*"^«

the elements of severrorlnvr''' '' "'^' ""^ '*

Thus the boy who w'shes tT ^ ^
™'' ''^'*^^ ^^«'^'

pattern to fo'^^low reeait t^^^ r "1 ' '°" ^^*^°"* «

he may h , ^^en "ni ^ «-

numerous boxes

imaged., ovTr'f^om ^ *'/" ^" '^ ^«« '^ °«-
in^ages, and thrnewTn, "!? '^T' ^"^^P*^ «°<^

»odel. In this waThrr. T ^'"^ ^ " ^^'^^^^^

he can follow to Zel^lTt!Te ll
"'" ^'^^'

new product in the form «/ ^ ®^^° ^^''^^ a

any he ever had befotand rs^tWeT
'^^"* ^'^"^

the richer. It is thi.lZ^t
*^^''^°^« by so much

ones that constitutes tit ZseZeJ "'7 '''''''''''

agination.
^'^^ °f constructive im-

how many children wh!.. f ""^ "'" "" ^O"
type, have bin wlrivl"'".."" "' *"' '"*'=
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of image, of ,bi, tyHZTt<^'"'' ''"''°'"°"'

fi™„,„„ the motorre\„errI„rir,T "" ""
of an athletic event tA I,- 7 ""* "°™unt

•hinCir e,r,en'LTotr''°r'' '" »" "^""^

language when uel . ,
""'"""^ "' " 'oreign

.0fafr^TetttXr^- "' "• """

wh° h we tn?„ri'''t'h„r.vr °' '""^-^ »'» »"•-
ours TV,. .,

thought, the more fully is it "I*?" 'o™«
ours. Ihe spelling les<!nn tioo^„ x ,

^ '*" of imagery
in through the eve thT

"''* ''"^^ ^^^ ^« t«ken l^^o^U
of the words but'T 7' u'^

'^*«^" ^ ^i«»«l in^age k^noWg";

theearr;trnisharaudit' ""'^' °^«"^' ^ ^^'^ ''"'*""'

of speech JmotrlTgro'lT rrfc'tT'
^'^ ^^^^"^

needs also to be written anVfi!
^''™'' ^°^ ^*

ing of the hand Xh fi ,
^'"^'^ ^"^'^ ^^^ ^eep-

know it and retain^ Tt ^°'''' "^^^' ^^ «" *°

taken in through both the /e" nd'the""" ^'T
''

expressed by means of voice and .A
"""'"''^ *^'"

and complete a wav a. nnlM i^*"""^ '° «« f«»

ciated withmotorTmag s
?;''' *''* ^* ""'^ "^^ «--

not only to be read buTto hi H
^'"^'"^^^ ^^^°° »«^^«

structed. The h'It L t"^,'
"' "^°^^^^' °^ «°°-

peal to every posb^ Jn ?°"^^ *'' "^^^^ *° «?'

meticlessonlrb'LlT ^°^'^'^' '^^^ «"*h-

weighed, and TretlX^'^^TT''^' ^"* °^^^«red,

might cany thrnwJ "'^ '''^^^^- ^hus we
tion and e^i, "a^d ^^^^^^

^°*^ ^^ ^-e of educa-

^^•^ desire tLoZrehenV^ '?! '^'^ ^°^^«- ^^««

- m... applZlTZZTTailZl "'"''' "^"'

con5.rt;. ,•« et,.ry possMetLf .
"' '''**'* ^"'^

ex/>m«on,
^ ^^^' ''^ ^'"'^5'e «^^ /om of
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QUESTIONS AND EXERCISES

Imagine a three-inch cube. Paint it Th«n

How many inch cubes have nainf nn iU ,

lave no pai„t „„ them? Answer all 1^^
"""''

referring to your imagery .1"^ '""'"°"'
''J'

•nd t,^ to impJetX: rj' """ "" '™' P™«™"

yors;Tr:fzr^ '?' ' '- <^y-;:fWhether

Devise . .r, ^ Predominatmg type of imagery.

i^-er wr'sr^^rSeirs's:-^^^-

SUGGESTED READINGS

S^r "S,"'?
">' P'^^o'-'S'." Chapter VI.

m1 "T":"* "' '"'''"'••"logy," Chapter X.

•e-^-Stpter V„ ""°" °' "= ^""" "-fua Sy.
^Sohaeffer "T*i„„„, „, ^^.^ ^ ^^_^_„ ^^^^

Sully, " Studies of Childhood," Chapter II.



CHAPTER VIII

MEMORY

Now that you come to think of it vm, «o« n
perfectly «„ .hat Columbus die '.7^": 7

i

' '-«iS

a week ago to-day. But ,vhere were these once-known

your mTdrm "Ir T"'-
"""' '"^^ -" °"° 0?your nund I Where did they stay while you wer- notthmkiug of them t The commou answer is

" St„r^.way m my memory.- Yet no one believi that [^memoiy „ a warehouse of facta which we7ack a„tthere when we for a tim. have no use for them as Ccstore away our old furniture. The truth iaThat ,he™nple question I asked you is by no means an easy oneand I w, answer ,t myself by asking you an easier one

In™ ^1 ""' ''«" " "' mW-istt to.niKht»Answer these questions, and the ones I asked abouty«» rer,mbered facts will be answered "i« true that, regardless of the conditions in our l7ttleroom darkn<»s still «ists wherever there Tno 1th^
yet for this particular room there i, no darkness when

faf *r^ ''r*!"'-
®° » ">« "^ <>' rememberrffact. Although the fact that Columbus discoveSAmerica some four hmidred years ago. that yorh"S^
107
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i'i

|fV;f

Me mind.
^^'^^ '^^^ «'«'« ou< of

I* is not the remembered fact whi^u .-. * • .

BUT THE POWI» ro BEPRODUCE THfKlL J "'"*'^'

BEQUIRE IT.
'^^^'^ ^«EN WE

S bSir'- ,

The power to reproduce a once-known fo ^ .of memory, ultimately on the brain. ThlTs nnfT T.
^'^'''^'

stand if we go back a iffi? ? ^"^ *° "°^«^-

we must do obICVi, '*^"r°^ --emmSered, what

respoosible for he Let^! ,
'^ "''''"' "«' «« «"*

The mental ^ e^^'p '^L'e„7„;'""/
» -"-ou^ea,.

« the memon, Thn. ' repeated activity

How we
raaitmber.

Ii
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on law of
habit.

Zl/l
o"c..p«r/„rmed ncral proem in ,ke cortex

The Mprt.t.on of the neur.1 .ctivity in the cortei Tk
.. ™.de pc«.ible through the Uw o/h.bit woX" r'-'Tm the nervou, .yrtem. Here, .. el«where, h.b°t

"""y
make. ,n activity once performed more e.,y otZ ^"^
formancc each .ncceeding time. Through thi Z"a neural activity once performed tenda to I repeat^

p1 i. l™t
""""^.^- That ao large a part of ou"paat la loat in oblivion, and out of the reach of our

ure to r«o« than to regain. We aay that we haveforgotten a fact or a name which we cannorr^n
IZ " "'"'.' "« "'y y^t surely all have haTfheexperience of a long-atriven-for fact auddenly appear

longer had use for it. It was retained .11L timeelse It never could have come back at all
'

bed ^rSirTl""^
"cquaintance lay on hi, death. r.„bed. In his childhood he had first learned to aoeak "^

German; but, moving with his family when heTas
"*"•

eight or nme year, of age to an English-speaking c^!
TdT' '

"l? 'f "" """"y »» "«'"' GermZ aTdhad been unable for a third of a century to ean^ ona conver«,t.on in his mother tongue. Zt duri« thelast days of his sickness he lost almost who"y hepo™ to use the English language, and spoke fluentm German. During all these years his br^iu „ath^had retained the power to reproduce the f^l^tten

not be recalled. James quote, a ..HI more striktagcaw of a young woman who was seized with a feverand during her delirious raving, wa, heard talking

Retention
and re-
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IndividutI
differencea
m brain*.

in Latin, Hebrew, and Greek ^h. u .*
wither read nor write and Th- !

*""*'' ''""'^^

'ny-teo^. When the clrl
* ?^^!"^'" ""''^v^led the

P"tor. who wa. a notei ^1"'^ /''" °' '«'' «
his home as a servant ^n^i'.".^ *"''^° *»«' «°to

until hi. death. Du fn' hi^uH^ ""^'"^ *»»•"

him read aloud C hil 1!^^ ' J"^
^""^ »•«•««

Her brain had indenWyreta^i"''* *'^!; '«"^-«es.
it. although for yeZ /hi f.^'

''**'°"^ "^«^« "P<>n

sentence. i7 indJ^ 2t'/°"'^
°°* ^ave recalled .

There is. h^w^e'r . V
"""' ^'^^ "^'^ *° ^^ «>•

brains as oZletZ ''' iT '^'^^^^^'^ between

them. So.: bLVst^P^w'^t^' '"•" ^'"'"^^

marble to retain "• with th
° '^^'"'^ "^ 'ik*

ente« experience is' keot
*
. T*^ ""^' '*'* '^^'*'»»

recalled a't will ^heL' a'The^f
"'*'°"* '""'^ "^^

possibilities reside inThe way of^f^^^^^^^^
^^'^^ «^«t

and which, if riirhtlv ,,L^ ° *®*"®°* memory,
a PHceless'boontirotn^^^^^^^ P«>-
impressions much moll slow v ' b,?/ *

*?™'"" '^"^^
has once been fully givenbS^' th

?"'" ''"" ^*»«*

atudy and many repetlZ!^! *h

"' ^''^'''«' ^uch
to get the facts weresS^"^ K T""^ ^° ''^^^^

in the mind, they arere^t^^'^V^: r^'^*^^of the steady, plodding kind s^ far I^T *'°' "'
concerned, but will Hn hJ- " *^® memory is

« they .r^ we UrL':,*'' s«n°r~K
'!""""" «""=«

preMion. bat slowlv .^^
""" '"*"" «»*« m-

brain, belong S^tL"*""".
"'*'" P^"^- 'Tie^

'or a long time noTatt^A i
?"" "" *« '«»»

f-
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which lefv™ it L is H
«'*''' ""' •«"• «"" »'

f'-e « th' appear Cl'the'T
'°

I","*
'°'"- ^-^

w..h which memor, deal,? iLfhiw'?' ""'"""' """
"ion upon mental iJ2„. .^ '*'" "' »»"• '"«"»

prominent among the othe« li. u ^ "'***' ""
I might keen on .fntTTt. j

^"^ 'PP™""- And so

your memtr and th«h T'?* ""^ """'^ "'"'^ »'

trivia, ^^^^^:^-oitTpLr':z:r "' '™'"^'

cial experience nr f. lu ' *^^ *'*«'« o'" cru-

facts wSTuW a' raT^l^rtr" ""T

'fii
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Imageii a|.
ways pres-
ent in
memory.

Images
varym to
type.

form of image, of the ezperkncm of your past. Theseare the only stuff which memory hJ, the only terTwhich It can command.
Sometimes we are so intent on the meaning of whatwe remember that we do not notice the image in with

sta oneo' of a letter which brings „, imp„rt.„rnews

.mag "TndVe" T."""
"''" '^'"«' '» '-'^

'»"-^.mage^ and hence their presence escapes ns, or ratherwe fail to recognize them for what they are. But theyare always present. '

We do not all remember what we call the same fact

dis^er;r ^^^ ^™ ^-^^^rei that Columbu
discovered America in 1492, some of you had m image

,,r ,
® * teelmg of long agoness." Others

XhtTlr ''°*'
"i"

"" """'
'
°' *"'~wmcn he landed, am? perchance felt the roeiiinir ofhe boat and heard it scraping on the sand^tZ^

L i«^\'i':,*"'^*'"'
^°'-»''-- ^^^^^zm 1492. And so in an inflnite variety of images we

Of course the fact « not really the same fact to any

rdiffe^r *" "^ °°' °' "' ''^'' " -»» to ™on different occasions in different images The factwe remember is Jnally just u,kat tKelr^gepL^U
to us, together with our interpretation of Tand nothmg more nor less. Hence it is very easy to see ,Ut

Let us see whether we can discover how the recallof these images is possible, and what law. they fXw
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RecaU
obeys
law.

in their return. Why does the name or t.e .^act wMc)eludes us to-day come unbidden to tmorrow? W»,„ j
""umuen lo tiie aiiua to.

to everv mm^
^^^^^nces as these, which are commonlu every mmd, tend to make us thint *>,«

not only fails to f„ll„„ anylaw but o„ ^ ""'"""^

least, directly violates all kw 1 H u!°
1?"'°" "'

nation will show that such"' it TctTlTZ:

^ee"ir:s:'i:trij:r.:*''''''''n*«''"- ^» -r.
back to the fact Z'"^^^,;^^;^'»'-,to^ SS?-
«petiti» of the Original ne^r^ti;" irthTL'

::«vit:?z/certe:t rtc^J-s .t,r-^ »'
*"

ceed from fact to fact Tn Vi! * ° ^ "^^ P'°-

-h- il°'aei?^/
"*"" *"'™ '"' o'"- "^ «

J„I*'X
"°" ^"S""""* a eertaia cortical activityo««™, the :„,,re easily it, repetition is brought .bl«

3. Ihe more recently certain brain center.LeS
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The law of
association.

l!

^'f,r

How asso-
ciation
conies
about.

The first of tlK^se laus is responsible for what thepsyehol„g,st call, •• assoeiation of ideas," or t„ put.t more s,mply, ,„r the fact that one image in meJryc lis up another, and this another, and so onSus thus an unbroken series of remembered f^ets sohat our ,mages flow in a continuous stream. I h Z
hands «,th the next ahead before dropping out and

nTa'uwrdr""" '''r """""P"'''* '""-wtute a httle distance on the way. Each image occudv-mg at a g,ven moment the chief point in our menW
haveTntr' °"! "' ' """""'^ ^'k^- -"ch m,ghhave been taken, and ,t will in turn touch hands withanother which is to take its place picking it^^ Z.
multitude of available images

^ ' "

com^ a3 'T " ""^ '°'"""' "'»"™«»» "»" thiscomes about. Suppose you are passing an orchard

tate, then climb the fence, pick an apple and eat itheanng the owner's dog bark as you kavefte place!The accompanying diagram will illustrate roughly the

Tnd the
"' ™*' ""'" ''"^ '-»'-<• » *c *tand the association fibers which connect them. (Se^

remember the circumstance through association. Letn suppose that a week later you a,, seated at yourdmmg tab e, and that you begin to eat an applewC
stanir,; "?,*?" ''"^ '"'"' ™5' the entire cireum-stance be recalled T Remembering that the cortical
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centers connected with the sight of the apple tree with
our thoughts about it, with our movements in getting
the apple, and with hearing the dog bark, were all
active together with the taste center, and hence tend
to be thrown into activity again from its activity it

18 easy to see that we may (1) get a visual image' of
the apple tree and its fruit from a current over G-V-
(2) the thoughts, emotions, or deliberations which we

FiQ. 18.

had on the former occasion may again recur to usfrom a current over G-T; (3) we nay get an image
of our movements in climbing the fence and picking
the apple from a current over G-M; or (4) we may
get an auditory image of the barking of the dog from
a current over G-A. Indeed, we are sure to get some
one or more of these unless the paths are blocked insome way, or our attention leads off in some other
direction Which of these we get first, which of the
Ullages the taste image calls to take its place as itdrops out of consciousness, will depend, other thingsbeing equal, on which center was most keenly active
in the original situation. (See the fourth law.) If at
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IT

wereTetX III"
""""^

'"; "<"™ '™'. »- thought.

thoughts .nd .h»i! .7 •
.

^' ''"'" ««"" these

badly, then „„„ iti^The 'di h'J^fj^'fJ^t Tcenter will be along the oath «T^ f ?
""'

the auditory ™age^fVe dog^^hartr^^tl,'''

serve as a " P„n ,7
PossiWe to us, and anyone may

.

as a cue to call up all the rest Wh.^u

^z o?wSrrVe°'^;r '-' i^"^:^^

^l^X ^l,S^
"^"'-- """^ »*-t i„:

areas rtp nil ,t,t,«i j • ^ aciivmes, these various

all the othl, i V
""'/*«'• »« «an «naUy lead to

retentiontdo7Lr thru,":
'""'"•"^'^ ^"' »'

«o«* t^
recall—the mechanism by which om-

We are simply pieces of associatinff machinery.''
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We are "at the merey of our associations." We may Th,i« ,fo™ eertam lines of interest to guide our thoughT ^^"^and a tentjon may in some degree direct it, butane's
'""'*"'

mental make-up is, after .11, largely dependent on the
character of his associations. Evil thoughts evitmemones, evil imaginations-these all eoL aboutthrough the association of unworthy or imZ imag«along wrth the good iu our stream of thought \^may try to forget the base deed and banish ft forever

the nerve current shoots into the old path and theimpure thought flaahes into the mind, unsought andunwelcomed. Every young man who thinks he mu^mdulge ,n a l.ttle sowing of wild oats before he seSdown a correct life, and so deals in unworthythoughts and deeds, is putting a mortgage Zblfuture; for he will And the inexorable mac' ine^ „Jhis nervous system grinding the hated images of suchhmg, back into his mind as surely as the mil r tur^te the sack of the miUer what he feeds into thehi™He may refuse to harbor these thoughts, but he canno more hinder their seeking admis^ou 'to his m ndthan he can prevent the tramp from knocking at hisdoor. He may dnve such images from his mind themoment they are discovered, and indeed iaZty ihe does not; but not taking offense at this rebuff theunwelcome thought again seek, admission
Jhe only protection against the return of the unde Th.

s.rable associations is to choose lines of thoughtt ^^.
he hi:

"'"^ •" "'^'" " "<"'""- B»' "^- then d" ^i"''"'
the best we may, an occasional " connection "

wil bestt up, we know not how, and the unwelcome im.«
rtands star.ng us in the face, as the coipse of Eug^eAram's vctun confronted him at evety7um tho^h he

M
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What con-
stitutes a
good
memory.

thought it safely buried A minJ«fo« f

tfte end In h,s boyhood these images were given in^o

ZeTn,,' I "'°* ^ """»« «» '<"'f™»t m later

IZ truth „: """i
"=°'"P«"»°»- P^l was illuatrating

" Fi„In u u *" """' *» "« men of PhilipDiFmal
y, brethren, whatsoever things are true wto

XLt^r '"•"''' '"•='^--'ihinrar;tt;wnatsoever things are pure, whatsoever things arelovely, whatsoever things are of g«^ repor^^TthSbe any v rtue anri Jf *u^^ i.

*»?pon;, ir there

these Lnr>'' For !f >
"'?' P'"'^- *""'' »»

ing b,.rS; .u ,
• '" '" " ^'^ ""d done, noth-

n our th nl ". .*
"'" ""^* P"'""' assoe ations

Let us nel7"
"" """ ''"" "" ^«"« "- ««ain.

entef ino wba;'"""",r''=*
"'^ ""^ l^'^i^ whiehenter mto what we call a good memory. The merehant or nohfcan will say, '.

Ability « remerber
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events
;
the teacher of mathematics, - The power torecall mathematical formula* "• tL

'"^P^^^.^to
" The abiUtv fn y.

formuiffi
;

the hotel waiter,

a t me ^' h. n ^ '".""'"^ ^"'^ « ^°^^" o'-ders a

to r™ airail th
"''" '' « -''Poration. " The ability

10 recall all the necessary details connected with thprux^rnng of the concern." While these answL rvery divergent, yet they may all be true for thrnarticular person testifying; for out of them a 1 there'emerges this common truth that thr h.T
tke one .KicU test ser.es lis ^Z'^T^rZ:^memory not only must be ready and exact bu^ ZJ
w what we need in our thinking, A very easv Lr
ollao- at onee grows out of this Lt; mZyH^Zorder to have the memoiy return to ^ thTright kind

IgiforX"""'
"""' ' """ "--"d ot

Sr^l, K r™"^ """"' 8'"^ baek to m any-thmg which we have not first given into its keepingThe best memory is not necessarily the one wS th ..mparfally repeats the largest number of facts o" our T^
wh^i ,

* '^ ""^ ''"^ ''^™ «» the time but
"*"'"'

wholly useless and irrelevant later. They have servedtheir purpose, and should henceforth slumber „

lumr-if?;^ "°"". "' ""' ^ "•"=" '-"W* andlumber ,f they cou/d be recalled. Everyone has

s^Sfl ',' T'T' '''' " '«'- wh^rmemo;
IS so faithful to details that no incident in the story

~n°;T" ""^ '"""'• '' "" """'O "hirecoimting. His associations work in such a tirelessround of mmute succession, without ever being ab^

M
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A good
memory is

discrimina-
tive.
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to take a jump or a short cut, that he is powerless to
separate the wheat from the chaff; so he dumps the
whole indiscriminate mass nto our long-suffering ears.

Dr. Carpenter tells of a member of Parliament who
could repeat long legal documents and acts of Parlia-
ment after one reading. When he was congratulated
on his remarkable gift, he replied that, instead of
being an advantage to him it was often a source of
great inconvenience, because when he wished to recol-
lect anything in a document he had read, he could
do It only by repeating the whole from the beginning
up to the point which he wished to recall. Maudsley
says that the kind of memory which enables a per-
son to read a photographic copy of former impres-
sions with his mind's eye is not, indeed, commonly
associated with high intellectual power," and gives m
a reason that such a mind is hindered by the very
wealth of material furnished by the memory from
discerning the relations between separate facts upon
which judgment and reasoning depend. It is likewise
a common source of surprise among teachers thatmany of the pupils who could outstrip their class-
mates in learning and memory do not turn out to be
able men. But this, says Whately, " is as reasonable
as to wonder that a cistern if filled should not be a
perpetual fountain." It is possible for one to be so
lost in a tangle of trees that he cannot see the woods.

It IS not, then, mere re-presentation of facts that
constitutes a good memory. The pupil who can repro-
duce a history lesson by the page has not necessarily
so good a memory as the one who remembers fewer
facts, but sees the relations between those remembered
and hence is able to choose what he will remember
Memory must be discriminative. A vast part of what
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passes m our thought must be forgotten, needs to be
forgotten; Its recall but encumbers the mind and hin!ders thought. The memory must fas en on tha^ which
IS important for us. and keep that for us. Thereforewe can agree that " the art of remen.bcring is the art

tL f
' Discrimination must select the impor-

tant for us out of our mental stream, and these im-ages must be associated with as many othe« as pos-
sible which are already well fixed in memoiy. IZhence are sure of recall when needed. In this way the

llZ th ''T '^'' '' P*^« ^^ «*"^>^i°» history togroup the events around some well-known date orevent which we are sure to remember. In this w^ weget them associated with a safe cue
And not only must memory, if it is to be a good it

• ,

meniory. omit the generally worthless, or trivlaf or '^-^^«<i-

cant and relevant, but it must in some de ree be a
lP^<^;<^i^^ed memory. It „.ust minister to the particular needs and requirements of its owner. Small
consolation to you if you are a Latin teacher, and ar

th fIS Ifr ^,^^T"^ ^^-rem or the date o

of a 1 ^t
°*^°«P'« ^hen you are in dire needof a conjugation or a declension which eludes youIt IS much better for the merchant and politician tohave a good memory for names and faces than to be

Alfr d 7ro ''' '"'^"^"" '' ^°^^^^^ "^--«^ fro-

te ten jtL TM' f""' ^"' '''' ^'' '^ ^« «^^«to tell John Smith from Tom Brown. It is muchmore desirable for the lawyer to be able to remember

ucall all the various athletic records of the year- andso on. In order to be a good m.mor^lor A' Tur

ili
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Improve-
ment of
memory.

Vividness
of impres-
sion.

memory must be faithful in dealing with the ma-
terial which constitutes the needs of our vocations
Our memory may, and should, bring to us many things
outside of our immediate vocations, else our lives will
be narrow; but its chief concern and most accurate
work must be along the path of our everyday require-
ments at its hands. And this works out well in con-
nection with the physiological laws which were stated
a little while since, providing that our vocations are
along the line of our interests. For the things with
which we work daily, and in which we are interested,
will be often thought of together, and hence will
become well associated. Thoy will b. frequently re-
called, and hence more easily remeinbered

; they will
be vividly experienced as the inevitable result of in-
terest, and this goes far to insure recall.

It follows from our statement, I think, that im-
provement in the memory may come both from the
side of retention and from that of recall. It may be
true as James says, that our native retentiveness is
unchangeable. Our nervous systems are given us
through heredity, and we are neither to be blamed nor
praised for what they are. But we may, nevertheless,me such methods of recording our facts as to insure
their retention or else their fading out.

If, at the time the fact is recorded, the nerve cells
are ma state of high tension-which is but anotherway of saying, if the mind is in a high degree of con-
centration and the impression vivid-the retention is
relatively secure. It is much more secure than it could
be made by many mere repetitions of the fact in a
hfele^ and inane way. If, further, the fact is re-
corded when the nervous system is in good " tone "
not exhausted from overfatigue and not weakened
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RiRht

from insufficient nourishment, then we have fortified
the memory all we can on the retention side. What-
ever else is done must be accomplished by making
more certain the recall.

It is hardly necessary to say that where retention i^.^nt

18 lacking there can be no recall. On the other hand, ^fVecord
there is no doubt that the brain retains many facts in8?»"t«.

which are never recalled, simply bocauso they have
formed no associations, and hence have nothing to
bring them back. This gives another hint as to our
method of recording if we wish to insuro recall. The
new fact is to be connected with jiust as many related
old facts as possible; and these, themselves sure of
recall, will serve as cues for the new when we require
it in memory. In this way our knowledge is formed
into a logical chain, the new interlinked with the old,
so that the recurrence of one part in the mind makes'
possible the whole. Indeed, this is the only right way
to remember facts which have logical n-lations, and
which we wish to make a part of our permanent body
of usable knowledge. Any other method makes the
recall depend on artificial or arbitrary cues, and the
fact remembered never becomes a vital part of our
thinking.

^^
It is the truth of this statement which makes

" cramming " so poor a method of learning. If this
method of study would yield as valuable permanent
results, it would be by far the most sensible and eco-
nomic method to use; for under the stress of necessity
we often are able to accomplish results much faster
than when no pressure is resting upon us. The dif-
ficulty is, however, that the results are not permanent

;

the facts learned do not have time to seek out and link
themselves to well-established associates; learned in an

The effect
of cram-
ming.
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Remem-
berinc ito-
Isted facte.

I i'

but tmporarily and whir 7'"°'' '« »««'ed

would p«i.ive." '^ 71":^. T, If't^;
^-

• Pfrmanent part of hi> ni™..i
""*

th. fundamental principirrf^.rr"""''
'"''' "

Th«e he must havp ll 7 . T' *' '"°''°' «"»

very close anrf „. i,
'

'"^ connection is not

vid^affact. ar,*'™
""^ -«* '»' '"' '=w indi.

c ations Such f««*o o T ^^^ ^^^^^'^l aaso-

Plication u'bt ^min^dZ t^J"nl"^
""= T'

""

~'r "'T'"'"" »' -"- kin^rtte

will not have passed bv hpfm./. ™«
and we not have fXd tol

'^'^ "^""^ ^^'^^^aave taiJed to do our part because pf the
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lapse. With facts of this type the means of secur-
ing a good memory are the same as in the case of
logical memory, except that we must of necessity fore-
go the linking to naturally related associates. We
can, however, take advantage of the three laws which
have been given: (1) Until the facts are thoroughly
learned they must be recalled frequently, so that
(2) they shall always be recent, and (3) they must be
recorded under a high state of attention. If these
methods are used faithfully, then we have done what
we can in the way of insuring the recall of facts of
this type, unless we associate them with some artifi-
cial cue, such as tying a thread around our finger to
remember an errand, or learning the multiplication
table by singing it. We are not to be too ready to
excuse ourselves, however, if we have forgotten to
mail the letter or deliver the message; for our atten-
tion may have been very lax when we recorded the
direction in the first place, and we may never have
taken the trouble to think of the matter between the
time it was given into our keeping and the time we
were to perform the errand.

Many ingenious devices have been invented to assist Mnemonic
the memory. No doubt each one of you has some way <**^<'»*

of your own of remembering certain things committed
to you, or some much-needed fact which has a tendency
to elude you. You may not tie the traditional string
around your finger or place your watch in the wrong
pocket; but if not, you have invented some method
which suits your convenience better. While many
books have been written, and many lectures given
exploiting mnemonic systems, they are, however, all
founded upon the same general principle: namely,
that of association of ideas in the mind. They all

IIhi
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make use of the same basis for memory that anv of
«. us. eve:y time we remember anytKro7th.eommon«t event which occurred last hourlo ttfrno^

Me Old lact to brmg the new alone with it »!,»., !*again eomes into the mind ™ '*

help feeliT^ .w f v™' ''"' «™» ""^ ' ««™ot

X'tr ''1^° '-^^^neteTd
den refattLT ? 1° "' "' *"""' -Ji«»ver hid

::;;SH-f---™-rr:^t

-.o.o"j-SetwSrwrt;;tur

EXERCISES
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Now try the experiment, using this time ten words which
together make a sentence. Why do you have no trouble to
recall them in order?

When you recaU a stanza of poetry, do the various imagss
suggested by the words come to you, or only images of the
words themselves? ' "«

Try committing some piece of poetry by realizing clearly
all Its images and associating then, in order as you commit,

abne?"
^^^ ^^'"^ ^^*^'' *^ ^^ committing the words

Are you seeking to improve your memory by associating
your facts better through better thinking? by recording
these facts under a high state of attention?
Do you ever "cram" for examination? for recitations?
Do you read a large amount of Ught literature which you

do not care to remember? Does it pay?

SUGGESTED READINGS

James, "Psychology," Briefer Course, Chapter XVIII
James, " PrinHples of Psychology," Chapter XVI
AngeU, " Psychology," Chapter IX.
Dewey, "Psychology," Chapter VI.
Thomdike, '/Elements of Psychology," Chapter III.
Schaeffer, 11 Thinking and Learning to Think," Chapter
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CHAPTER IX

IMAGINATION

IP you are asked whether you have a good ima^ination you are likely at once to consider whether3^:

ini Sr et
'"''"" "°"^"^^^^ -' '' -^ -tWn ^ ^°" '^"'P^^^ y°""«Jf with Bulwer

f'ZTT' ""' '' ^' ^"^"^^y i° their improbrWetales and measure your imagination by their standard

biL^N-T/r^" *'^ "°°^-^"^ taleVof ''The A a

r nk oft :;;
'^ ""^^ Q"^-*^ --^ decide upon the

such storT
^"''"'*"° '^ ^^"^ ^^^^^'^ *o --truct

a^^inst this typeCaidt ^^'ZTo'jrSl

them mto such dizzy flights the best for tidr par

particular tlpof -^^' ^°" "''^^ ^^^''^ ^ t^^^ir

«an, ine architect, the merchant, the artist, the
128
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farmer, the teacher, the professional man—all need
imagination in their vocations not less than the writers
need it in theirs, but each needs a specialized kind
adapted to the particular work which he has to do.

Imagination is not a process of thought which must
deal chiefly with unrealities and impossibilities, and
which has for its chief end our amusement when we
have nothing better to do than to follow its wander-
ings. It is, rather, a commonplace, necessary process
which illumines the way for our everyday thinking
and acting—a process without which we think and act
by haphazard chance or blind imitation. It is the
process by which the images from our past experiences
are marshaled, and made to serve our present. Im-
agination looks into the future and con tructs our
patterns and lays our plans. It sets up our ideals and
pictures us in the acts of achieving them. It enables
us to live our joys and our sorrows, our victories and
our defeats before we reach them. It looks into the
past and allows us to Uve with the kings and seers of
old, or it goes back to the beginning and we see things
in the process of the making. It comes into our pres-
ent and plays a part in every act from the simplest
to the most complex. It is to the mental stream what
the light IS to the traveler who carries it as he passes
through the darkness, while it casts its beams in all
directions around him, lighting up what otherwise
would be intolerable gloom.
To illustrate what I mean, let us see some of the most

common uses of the imagination. Suppose I describe
to you the siege which gave Port Arthur to Japan.
Unless you can take the images which my words sug-
gest and build them into struggling, shouting, bleeding
soldiers; into forts and entanglements and breast-

The func-
tions of
imagina-
tion.

IniAfina-
tion in in-
terpreting
thought
of otntn.
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: t!

I

Imagina-
tion and
science.

worksi into roaring cannon and whistiing ballet and^ream,„g shell-unless you can take .11 th«e sop.;rate imag^ uid out of them get one great unifiedcomplex, then my description will be to you oZ tomany „„rd» largely without content, and you wilUac"the power to comprehend the historical event in a"ye ™p etc way. Unless you can read the poem, aLd out

dL ,^l r'.
'"**'''"' ""^ "' "»* reconstruct the

wrote The Village Blacksmith " or " Snowbound,"the sign,fleanee will have dropped out, and the throb-

IZ "T 1;
'"^ "'"' """o- t^™"^ only »Z.ydead words, hke the shell of the chrysalis .fteHSe

butterfly has left its shroud. WithoS the ^wer „f

vZv p"""' T "'^'"'^ °' Washington's ^nT r aValley Forge becomes a mere formal recital, and youcan never get a view of the snow-covered Unts Z
by the telltale drops of blood, or the form of theheartbroken commander as he kneels in the silent wJ
ttri. '

"'"^- ^'"""" '^' P°"" *» ""-structthis picture as you read, you may commit the wordsand be able to recite them and io pas, LamiSi'

ZVlZ: "" '"^ "™^ '^'"'^ "'
'«
-'"~°

Nor is imagination less neeessaiy in other Imes „f^udy. Without this power of buUding l^mg, Zingpictures out of images, there is small use o3science beyond what is immediately present to oSsenses, for some of the most fundamental laws of sci-ence rest upon conceptions which can be grasped oSy

who c.^": ": """" "' ™««»«ion. ^Tstutowho cannot get a picture of the molecules of mattermfinitely close to each other and yet nZu^^^]
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all m vibratory motion, yet each within its own orbit
each a complete unit in itself, yet capable of gtill fur-'
ther division into smaller particles—the student who
cannot see all this in a clear visual image can never
at best have more than a most hazy notion of the
molecular theory of matter. And this means, finally
that the explanations of light and heat and sound, and
much besides, will be to him largely a jumble of words
which linger in his memoi:

, perchance, but which
never vitally become a possession of his mind.

So with the world of the telescope. You may have
at your disposal all the magnificent lenses and the
accurate machinery owned by modern observatories-
but if you have not within yourself the power to build
what these reveal to you, and what the books teU you
into the solar system and still larger systems, you can
never study astronomy except in a blind and piece-
meal sort of way, and all the planets and satellites
and suns will never for you form themselves into a
system, no matter what the books may say about it.

Your power of imagination determines your ability
to interpret literature of all kinds; for the interpre-
tation of literature is nothing, after all, but the recon-
struction on our part of the pictures which were in
the mmd of the writer as he penned the words, and
the experiencing of the emotions which moved him as
he wrote. Small use indeed to read the history of the
centuries unless we can see in it living, acting people,
and real events occurring in actual environments,
bmall use to read the world's great books unless
their characters are to us real men and women—our
brothers and sisters, interpreted to us by the master
minds of the ages. Anything less than this, and we
are no longer dealing with literature, but with words—

The world
of the
micro-
scope.

The world
of the tele-
scope.

Imagina-
tion in
literature
and art.
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like musical sounds which deal with no theme, or like
picture frames in which no picture has been set. Nor
18 the case different in listening to a speaker Hiswords are to you only so many sensations of sounds ofsuch and such pitches and intensities and quality un-

builds the pictures which fill his thought as he

TuTa r^^!
invagination, the sculptures of Mi-chael Angelo and the pictures of Raphael are to youso many pieces of curiously shaped marble and in-

geniously colored canvas. What the sculptor and thepamter have placed before you must suggest to youimages and thoughts from your own experience^
fill out and make alive the marble and the canvas, else
to you they are dead.

So far I have spoken of imagination only with rela-

fZ. Vll
""' '"^ interpreting the thought of others

through the images suggested to us by their language
or their handiwork. Let us also see the part itVZin our own thinking. Suppose that, instead of reading
a poem we are writing one; instead of listening to a

looking at the picture, we are painting it. Then our
object IS to make others who may read our language,

nS t. ""T" T^'' '^ '^' ^^*"«tion which fur-
nished the material for our thought. Our words and
other modes of expression are but the description ofthe flow of images in our minds, and our problem isto make a similar stream flow through the mind ofthe hstener; but strange indeed would it be to makeothers see a situation which we ourselves cannot see-strange if we could draw a picture without bein-^ ableto follow Its outlines as we draw. Or, suppose ^e are
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teaching science, and our object is to explain the com-
position of matter to some one, and make him under-
stand how light, heat, etc., depend on the molecular
theory; strange if the listener should get a picture
If we ourselves are unable to get it. Or, oucc more
suppose we are to describe some incident, and our
aim IS to make its every detail stand out so clearly
that no one can miss a single one. Is it not evident
that we can never make any of these images more
clear to those who listen to us or read our words than
tHey are to ourselves?

of imagination, or at least one which has more to do Si^'with the humdrum daily life of most of us. Suppose ^^-^
you go to your milliner and tell her how you want
your spring hat shaped and trimmed. And supposeyou have never been able to see this hat in toto inyour mmd so as to get an idea of how it will lookwhen completed, but have only a general notion, be-
cause you like red velvet, white plumes, and a tuiied-up nm, that this combination will look well together
Suppose you have never been able to see how youwould look m this particular hat with your hair donem his or that way. If you are in this helpless state
shall you not have to depend finally on the taste of
the milliner, or accept the " model," and so fail to
reveal any taste or individuality on your own partt

frtTuTJ ''"^"l
^^""^ ^°" ^^" disappointed in some

,,n„H / ""'
^'^"^ ^*^'° y^'^ P^«°°«d it you were

unable to see it all at once so as to get the full effect-
or else you could not see yourself in it, and so be
able to judge whether it suited you! How many
homes have m them draperies and rugs and wall paperand furniture which are in constant quarrel because

irac-
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Imagina-
tion and
conduct.

some one could not see before they were assembled
that they were never intended to keep company!
How many people who plan their own houses would
build them just the same again after seeing them
completed! The man who can see a building com-
pete before a brick has been laid or a timber put in
place, who can see it not only in its details one by
one as he runs them over in his mind, but can see the
building m its entirety, is the only one who is safe to
plan the structure. And this is the man who is draw-
ing a large salary as an architect, for imaginations of
this kind are in demand. Only the one who can see
in his " mind's eye," before it is begun, the thing
he would create, is capable to plan its construction.
And who will say that ability to work with images of
these kinds is not of just as high a type as that which
results in the construction of - 'jts upon which stories
are built!

Another great field for the imagination is with ref.
erence to conduct and our relations with others. Over
and over again the thoughtless person has to say "

I
am sorry; I did not think." The " did not think "
simply means that he failed to realize through his
imagination what would be the consequences of his
rash or unkind words. He would not be unkind,
but he did not imagine how the other would feei • he
did not put himself in the other's place. Likewise
with reference to the effects of our conduct on our-
selves. What youth, taking his first drink of liquor
would continue if he could see a clear picture of him-
self in the gutter with bloated face and bloodshot
eyes a decade hence? Or what boy, slyly smoking
one of his early cigarettes, would proceed if he could
see his haggard face and nerveless hand a few years
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farther along? What spendthrift would throw awayhis money on vanities could he vividly see himself inpenury and want in old aget What prodiga any

Tut '°«fr *.
°''" '' '^ ''''''^ *° ^^ " father'shouse after the years of debauchery in the "

far

upon bis downward career?
Nor » the part of the imagination less marked intke W.„n of our life's ideals and plans. E«ry»e who « not living blindly and aimleLy mui havesome Ideal, some pattern, by which to square his lifeand gu.de his actions. At some time in „„ fe I

filled most nearly our notion of what we should likeU. b«„me, and measm-ed ourselves by this pattern

thf™^r T?' ''""^ ''^"' "' »"« Mealize eventhe most perfect mdividual ; when we invest the cha"

« partly real and partly ideal. As time goes on

element, addmg correspondingly more of the ideal«nt.l our pattern is largely a construction of ourZ.'magmafon, having in it the best we have Cn Meto glean from the many characters we havrlnowtHow large a part these ever-changing ideals play ta

Tnorr-'
*"•'."""' '"°"' ""' -rtainlytSTart

appr„i.matmg some worthy ideal. He has caught a™.on which will never allow him to lag or fS in

The build-
ing of ideals
Qd plans.
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«fni V/ TV^ "^'""'y' "S"^°' *h« '""terial or
stuff out of which imagination has to build its stnic
ture consists of images. Nothing can ever enter the
imagination any more than it can the memory, the ele-

and then been conserved for future use in the form
of .mages. The Indians never dreamed of a heaven
whose streets are paved with gold, and in whose cen-
ter stands a great white throne. Their experience had
given them no knowledge of these things; and so, per-

^^i !i'^ ^"f*
^""^ *^"" ^^*^«° °"t of the images

wUH i \ '^ '* '°"'"*°^' °^^'y' those connected
with the chase and the forest. So their heaven was
the happy hunting ground, '

' inhabited by game andenemies over whom the blessed forever triumphed.
Likewise the valiant soldiers whose deadly arrows and
keen-edged swords and battle-axes won on the bloody
field of Hastings, did not picture a far-off day when
the opposing lines should kill each other with mighty
engines hurling death from behind parapets a dozen
miles away. Firearms and the explosive powder were
yet unknown hence there were no images out of which
to build such a picture.

I do not mean that your imagination cannot con-
struct an object which has never before been in your
experience as a whole, for the work of the imagination
IS to do precisely this thing. It takes the various im-
ages at Its disposal and builds them into wholes whichmay never have existed before, and which may existnow only^as a creation of the mind. And yet we have
put into this new product not a single element whichwas not familiar to us in the form of an image of onekind or another. It is the form which is new; the
matertal is old. This is exemplified every time a^ in-
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machine,
ventor takes the two fundamental parta c

the lever and the inclined plane, and puu. inem lo-
gether in relations new to each other and so evolves a
machine whose complexity fairly bewilders us. And
with other lines of thinking, as in mechanics, inven-
tive power consists in being able to see the old in new
relations, and so constantly build new constructions
out of old material. It is this power wh^ch gives us
the daring and original thinker, the Newton whose
falling apple suggested to him the planets falling to-
ward the sun in their orbits; the Darwin who out of
the thigh bone of an animal was able to construct in
his imagination the whole animal and the environ-
ment in which it must have lived, and so add another
page to the earth's history.

From the simple facts which we have just been The two
considering, the conclusion is plain that our power f'^^.'"^
of imagination depends on two factors; namely '^oT^
(1) the materials available in the form cf usable
images capable of recall, and (2) our constructive
ability, or the power to group these images into new
wholesJAe process being guided by some purpose or
end. Without this last provision, the products of our
imagmation are daydreams with their "

castles in
Spam," which may be pleasing and proper enough
on occasions, but which as an habitual mode of
thought are extremely dangerous.
That the mind is limited in its imagination by its imMrin^

stock of images may be seen from a simple illustration • tV'°^^Suppose that you own a building made of brick but o^i^«.
that you find the old one no longer adequate for your
needs and so purpose to build a new one; and sup-
pose, further, that you have no material for your new
bmldmg except that contained in the old structure

-I
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It is evident that you will be limited in constructing
your new building by the material which was in theold You may be able to build the new structure
in any one of a multitude of different forms or styles

ftlr^lfr* f '" " ^^' °'"*^"«' «t ''^^d ^i» lend
teelf to that style of building, and providing, furtherthat you are able to make the plans. But you w^Hahvays be limited finally by the character and'amoTn

with f" fT^'^
^''""^ *^« °'d «^™«ture. Sowith the mmd. The old building is your past exnenence. and the separate bricks are the imagrout'of*which you must build your new structureTroughthe imag,„at.on. Here, as before, nothing can enterwhich was not already on hand. Nothing goesTntothe new stnicture so far as its constructive mlriS

IB concerned except images, and there is nowhere to

thP 1 r/ "" °"' '"^S'n^tive output limited bythe amount of material in the way of images whichwe have at our command, but aJ and pefhap^tot

own he old pile of bnck. fully adequate for the newstructure and then fail to get the iew because theywere unable to construct it. So. many who have had arich and varied experience in many lines are yet un!

way XafnVw "'TT °' *'"^ "P^"--^^"^a way that new products are obtainable from themThese have the heavy, draft-horse kind ofTntdlectwhich goes plodding on. very possibly doing S
friirto":

'"° circumscribed rangef but dLSafter all to service m the narrow field with its lowdrooping horizon They are never able to take a dLhat a two-minute clip among equally swift competitoror even swing at a good n,und pace along thepw'
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highways of an expcripnce lying beyond the confines
of the narrow here and now. These are the minds
which cannot discover relations; which cannot think.
Minds of this type can never be architects of their
own fate, or even builders, but must content them-
selves to be hod carriers.

Nor are we to forget that we cannot intelligently Thenn-d
erect our building until we know the purpose for ^tt^""'
which it is to be used. No matter how much build-
ing material we may have on hand, nor how skillful
an architect we may be, unless our plans are guided
by some definite aim, we shall be likely to end with a
structure that is fanciful and useless. Likewise with
our thought structure. Unless our imagination is
guided by some aim or purpose, we are in danger of
drifting into mere daydreams which not only are
useless in furnishing ideals for the guidance of our
lives, but often become positively harmful when
grown into a habit. The habit of daydreaming is
hard to break, and, continuing, holds our thought in
thrall and makes it unwilling to deal with the plain
homely things of everyday life. Who has not had
the experience of an hour or a day spent in a fairy-
land of dreams, and awakened at the end to find
himself rather dissatisfied with the prosaic round of
duties whicl. confronted him ! I do not mean to say
that we should never dream; but I know of no more
pernicious mental habit than that of daydreaming
carried to excess, for it ends in our following every
will-o'-the-wisp of fancy, and places us at the mercy
of every chance suggestion.

Theoretically, then, it is not hard to see what we Thecuiti-
must do to cultivate our imagination. In the first

>**'°"°^

place, we must take care to secure a large and usable t^^"*"
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stock of images from .u Heij, „f perception It i.not enough to have vi,«.l i„.ge, .lo'Le or cWeay for

with just as large an environment as possibl^lanre in

inth pecple m all phases of experience, laughing with

w! 7^" '"^ ""P'-^ ""• *"-»» who wleplarge « contact with hooks, the interpreters oTfte

TZMnZT:"'^'"'- ^^"""-t onl, let^

m.T k 5 M"n>nment drift in upon us as they

increase our stock of experience; for, after all emeri

other mental process. And not only must we thu^ nut

T^Z ttaT "h
""""« °'

" ""'-^
*™

'«we must by recall and reconstruction, as we saw in

usable. For whatever serves to improve our images

In the second place, we must not faU to huOd ForIt .futile to gather a large supply of imagM if welet the material lie miused. How many p^fe the™are who put in all their time gathering material
tteir rtn,ct,jre.nd never take time to do thrbui^^ingl Thq. look «,d listen and read, and are so fu lyoccupied m ab«,rbing the immedia ely pretext th.^ttey have no time to see the wider signiflc,^™ „f ,h

'

der;hf """fr ^'"- "^ -"'.*:
think. They we so taken up with receiving that they
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never perform the higher act of combining. They
are the plodding fact gatherers, many of them doing
good service, collecting material which the seer and
the philosopher, with their constructive power, build
together into the greater wholes which make our sys-
tems of thought. They are the ones who fondly think
that, by reading bookfuls of wild tales and impossible
plots, they are training their imagination. For them,
sober history, no matter how heroic or tragic in its
quiet movements, is too tame. They have not the
patience to read solid and thoughtful literature, and
works of science and philosophy are r bore. These
are the persons who put in all their ti. x- in looking
at and admiring other people's houses, and never j-et
time to do any building for themselves.
The best training for the imagination which I know We should

anythmg about is that to be obtained by taking our own fS^nlo
material and from it building our own structure. It »ct>on.

is true that it will help to look through other people's
houses enough to discover their style of building: we
should read. But just as it is not necessary for us
to put in all the time we devote to looking at houses
in inspecting doll houses and Chinese pagodas, so it is
not best for us to get all our notions of imaginative
structures from the marvelous and unreal: we get
good training for the imagination from reading " Hia-
watha," but so can we from reading the history of
the primitive Indian tribes. The pictures in '* Snow-
bound " are full of suggestion for the imagination; '

but so is the history of the Puritans in New England!
But even with the best of models before us, it is not
enough to follow others' buildmg. We must construct
stories for ourselves, must work out plots for our own
stories; we must have time to meditate and plan and
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build, not idly in the daydream, but purposefully, and
then make our images real by carrying them out in
activity, If they are of such a character that this is
po^ible; we must build our ideals and work to themJn the common course of our everyday life; we mustthmk for ourselves instead of forever following thethinkmg of others; we must initiate as well as imitate.

EXERCISES

Jk^ ^°" rV^'P *^' descriptive parts of a book andread the narrative?

do^s ft^^Z^
'^" description of a bit of natural scenery,does ,t nse before you? As you study the description of abattle can you see the movement* of the troops?

like it^^'^rr'
"''"" ^^?^ '' ^°"* " y°" t^ you would

Zn! ?*"y°"*«'t from all sides? Can you see aU therooms m their various finishing and furnishings?
4. What plans and ideals have you formed, and what onesare you at present following?

^
Ide'als'Z^V"'' *'^ ^'°"" '^ ^^^^ y^^ P^ or

7 ^iT" ^""V"^ •f r^
y^""^^' '" ^^^ °*h«^P«"on 's place ?

constSSdTnd "'1^ T"^'^ "''•^^ y°"^ ^^'^**-" has

elements from actual experiences.

rounrl^^i r "i"
^°" ""*' °' imagination in the commonround of duties in your daily life?

9. What are you doing to improve your imagination?
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?^L7i' r2"*l"? °^ Psychology,' Chapter VI.
Angell, Psychology," Chapter VIII.

J!^!!' uST*°!°^';
^"^f^-- Co"«' Chapter XIX.

James, ftmciples of Psychology." Chapter XVIII.
Dewey, "Psychology," Chapter VII.



CHAPTER X

THINKING

Imagine a world in which nothing is related to any-
thing else; in which -every object perceived, remem-
bered, or imagined, stands absolutely by itself, inde-
pendent and self-sufficient ! What a chaos it would
be! Trees would grow irrespective of soil, animals
would live without reference to food and water, no
man would hjive need of any other man. All would
be independent of a creator, and no cause would be
followed by an effect, nor any effect require a cause.
Of course such a world is utterly impossible and un-
thinkable. Yet this is just such a world as our world
qS knowledge would be without the power of thought.
We might perceive, remember, and imagine all the
various objects we please, but without the power to
think them together, they would all be totally unre-
lated, and hence have no meaning.
To have a rational meaning for us, things must

always be defined in terms of other things, or in terms
of their uses. Fuel is that which feeds fire. Pood is

what is eaten for nourishment. A locomotive is a ma-
chine for drawing a train. Books are to read, pianos
to play, halls to throw, schools to instruct, friends to
enjoy, and so on through the whole list of objects
which we know or can define. Everything depends
for its meaning on its relation to other things; and the
more of these relations we can discover, the more fully
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Near and
remote re-
lations.

tZZ ''"', "-""i-g; Th„, b.11. „.y have otherUM» tliau o throw, whools other function. (1,.,, ..
.struct, .„u Wends mean .nueh morto rth.?l~

covered, i bia is the function of thinking. Thinking

it" It ZZTr:'' "'"" °' »" 4eril^ .nSaiscovera to us the relations eiisting among them andb^lda then, together into a unified. relatedMd^"'

S^, of T; "**!• ""^'""''« "-" ""'« bit on thestrmg of relationship .,hieh runs through the whole

i^iTwrhr:;:^^ "-'' ^^^ ^-^^^^
Flower in the crannied walJ,

J
pluc! you out of the crannies.

I hdd you here, root and aU, in my hand,Lutle flower-but ,/ I could understand
What you are, root and aU, and aU in aU.
I should know what God and man is.

Starting in with even so simple a thing as a littl*.

thin« h!!- r u
^""^"^ °***"^ P*rt and to all other

TqZ 'rd ' ''
J°"'^ '"""^ '^^^'^ *b« 'leaning

fTonT ' Tf * ''"'' '° «° unbroken chain of rela-t;onsh.ps wh.h binds the unive«e into an :^rr^

be very close and simple ones, as when a child bZ
ay DC very remote ones, as when Newton saw the
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relation between the fulling of an apple and the mo-
tion of the planets in their orbits. But whether sim-
ple or remote, the seeing of the relationships is in
both cases alike thinking; for thinking is nothing, in
Its last analysis, but the discovering of the relation-
ships which exist between the various objects in our
mental stream. Thinking passes through all grades
of complexity, from the first faint dawnings in the
mind of the babe when it sees the relation between
the mother and its feeding, on to the mighty grasp of
the sage who is able to " think God's thoughts after
Him." But it all comes to the same end finally—
the bringing to light of new meanings through the
discovery of new relations. And whatever does this
is thinking.

What constitutes the difference in the thinking of Thethink-
the child and that of the sace? Let us see whether i'Si'itt ,we can discover this difference. In the first place the the«iuit.

relations seen by the child are immediate relations:
they exist between simple percepts or images; the re-
mote and the general are beyond his reach. He has
not had sufficient experience to enable him to discover
remote relations. He cannot think things which are
absent from him, or which he has never known. The
child could by no possibility have seen in the falling
apple what Newton saw; for the child knew nothing
of the planets in their orbits, and hence could not
see relations in which these formed one of the terms
The sage, on the other hand, is not limited to his im-
mediate percepts or their images. He can see remote
relations. He can go beyond individuals, and thinkm classes. The falling apple is not a mere falling
apple to him, but one of a class of falling bodies. Be-
sides a rich experience full of valuable facts, the
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trained thinker has acquired also the habit of looking
out for relations; he has learned that this is the
method par excellence of increasing his store of knowl-
edge and of rendering effective the knowledge he has
He has learned how to think. The chief business of
the child is the collection of the materials of thought,
seeing only the more necessary and obvious relation^
as he proceeds; his chief business when older grown
18 to seek out the network of relations which unites
this mass of material, and through this process to
systematize and give new meanings to the whole.

Relations seen between sensations would mean some-
thing, but not much; relations seen between objects
immediately present to the senses would mean much
more; but our thinking must go far beyond the
present, and likewise far beyond individual objects
It must be able to annihilate both time and space, and
to deal with millions of individuals together in one
class. Only in this way can our thinking go beyond
that of the lower animals; for a wise rat, even, may
come to see the relation between a trap and danger
or a horse the relation between pulling with his teeth
at the piece of string on the gate latch, and securing
his liberty. But it takes the farther-reaching mind
of man to invent the trap and the latch. Perception
alone does not go far enough. It is limited to imme-
diately present individuals. The perceptual image is
likewise subject to similar limitations. While it en-
ables us to dispense with the immediate presence of
the object, yet it deals with separate individuals- and
the world is too full of individual objects for us to
deal with them separately.

Fortunately for our thinking, the great external
world, with its mUlions upon miUiona of individual
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objects, is so ordered that these objects can be grouped
into comparatively few great classes; and for many
purpos^ we can deal with the class as a whole in-
stead of with the separate individuals of the class
Thus there are an infinite number of individual ob-
jects in the world which are composed of matter Yot
all these myriads of individuals may be clas.sed under
tne two great heads of inanimate and animate Tak-
ing one of these again : all animate forms may be
classed as either plants or animals. And these classesmay again be subdivided indefinitely. Animals in-
clude mammals, birds, reptiles, insects, mollusks, and

be still further separated into its orders, families
genera, species, and individuals. This arrangement

irgeTZ;"'
^'"''"^ '' «""^'°^ - '^ '^-^ -

tinn'!fi*''\'^"'''^**
complicated form of classifica-

lon did not come to man ready-made. Some one had

animate of a certain class, and group these togetherunder the general term mammals. Likewise with birds
reptiles insects, and all the rest. In order to ac m-'Phsh this, many individuals of each class had to beob^rved, the qualities common to all members of theclass discriminated from those not common, and thecommon qualities retained as the measure by wh ch^est the admission of other individuals into thi^class The process of classification is made possibleby what the psychologist calls the conc.pf. Thfconcept enables us to think birds as wel/as bluebirds

as Tom, Dick, and Harry. In other words, the concepthes at the bottom of all thinking which ri^es abZthl

Relationa
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We can perhaps beat understand the nature of theconcept .f we watch ita growth in the thinking of achild. Let us see how the child forms the concept

hundred or the several thousand different dogs withwhich his thinking requires him to deal. The child's
first acquaintance with a dog is, let us suppose, witha pet poodle, white in color, and named^ At
this s age m the child's experience, dog and Oyp are
entirely synonymous, including Gyp's color, size and
all other quahties which the child has discovered.

ol 17 l\t'?"""
'"°*^''' P^* P°°d'« ^hich is likeGyp except that it is black in color. Here comes the

firs cleavage between Gyp and dog as synonyms: dog

Z th°^t'.r'""' u^^''
^"' "^«y ™«*° *^«^*- Next

aid hit ''' " ^"^^ 'P"°'^'- ^°* «"'y ^i" whiteand black now no longer answer to dog, but the roly-

L mor"^ /°""x"''"
'"^ ^° ^°«*' ^- ^h^ spaniel

« more slender. Let the child go on from this until

nLr TuJ^^""^
^'^''"'^* ^"^ °^ «" varieties:

W 1?' ,^""^°^ «^"^"' shepherds, cockers, and a
hos^^of others. What has happened to his dog, which
at the beginning meant the one particular little in-
divKJual with which he playedT^o, is no 1 n^erwhite or black or brown or gray: color is not an essen-
tial quality, so it has dropped out; size is no longer
««ential except within very broad li. :ts; shagginess
or smoothness of coat is a very inconstant quality,

^ this IS dropped; form varies so much from the fatpug to the slender hound that it is discarded except

Un^^ T"*
^j^^' ^''^ '''*''''' P^at//«ln..,, friend,

liness, and a dozen other qualities are likewise found
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not to belong in common to all dogs, and so have had
to go; and all that is left to his dog is four-footedness

%Tu^ f?f"' ^'"^' *"^ " ^^^ ^t**^'' dog qualities'
of habit of life and disposition. As the term dog has
been gaining in extent, that is. as more individuals
have been observed and classed under it, it has corre-
spondingly been losing in co„te,.t, or it has been losingm the specified qualities which belong to it Yet it
must not be thought that the process is altogether one
of elimination; for new qualities which are present in
all the individuals of a class, but at first overlooked are
continually being discovered as experience grows and
built into the developing concept. What the concept
consists of finally is the common qualities or attributes
of the class, which have been abstracted from the dif-
ferent individuals of the class and built together into
a new image whose function is to enable us to classify
our experience, and thus to deal with classes or uni-
versals m our thinking. Language comes in and crys-
tallizes our concepts in words, so that we are able to
understand each others' thoughts in oral or written
speech. Words must change in meaning as concepts
change, hence the language of a thinking people is
constantly growing.

It is not hard to see that the validity of our think- Good
ing IS conditioned in large part by the correctness of l^J^'^Lour concepts. It is evident that, if the child has ^on^
reached but the " poodle " stage in his concept dog ^u'"""
when he hears the story of a rescue by a St. Bernard
of travelers lost on the mountains, he will have trouble
to imderstand how a dog with - poodle "

qualities
could do the things which the story relates. If our
concept of pleasure is limited to the feeling accom-
panying the satisfying of sensual appetites, we shall
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have trouble to comprehend pleasure as related to in-
tellectual achievement, spiritual communion, or jes-
thetic appreciation. These illustratfbns also imply
that If we are to have good concepts, we must have
a broad experience. The child must observe many
different kmds of dogs, and we must experience many
different kmds of pleasure, if the respective concepte
are to be safe ones in our thinking. And not only
tills, but our observation must be discriminative We
must select out of the different individuals their im-
portant or characteristic elements else our conc^'pt
will lack some of the essential qualities it should
possess and will include others which are unnecessary
or accidental. ^

But in the building up of any percepts and con-
cepts, as well as in making use of them after they are
formed, another process of thinking enters; namely,
the process of judging. Judging ente« more or less
into all our thinking, from the simplest to the most
complex The babe lies staring at his bottle, and
bnally ,t dawns on his sluggish mind that this is the
object from which he gets his dinner. He has per-
formed a judgment. That is. he has alternately di-
rected his attention to the object before him and to
his image of former nursing, discovered the relation
exwtmg between the two, and affirmed to himself,

iiiis IS what gives me my dinner." " Bottle and
what-gives-me-my.dinner " are essentially identical
to the child. Judgment is, then, the affirmation or
denial of the essential identity of meaning of two
objects of thought. Even if the proposition in which
we state our judgment has in it a negative, the defini-
tion will still hold, for the mental process is the sam«m either case. It is as much a judgment if we say
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I^The day is not cold," a« if we say, " The day is

How judgment enters into the forming of our per- Th.n,
cept. may be seen from the illustration just given

°''"5?"?'
The act by which the child perceived his bottle had

-^"''
m It a large element of judging. In order that he

""•••

a bottle, there had to come to his mind image, of

IhTZ 'TT'"^ ""'^^ *^' *^'"^ ^'hich looked asth« thing looks and he had to affirm. '« Sure enough,

jecte of thought-the one from past experience in theform of images and the other from the present object.

1^ /k""
''"^^^om from the bottle-and then

meant that what I have described consciously takes

I^VILT'' ^' *'' ^'"'^ ^"* ^^' «"«h pr«ce^
lies at the bottom of every perception, whether of the
child or of anyone else.

cepte depends on judgment. Every time that we "'°''"'
meet a new individual which has to be assigned its

'""""'"

sees for the first time a greyhoimd. He must com-

!h^»lf i^^u°^
"""^^'^^ ^° *^« ^"tials of the two

objects of thought, his judgment will be affirmativeand his concept will be modified in whatever extent
greyhound will affect it.

biu dmg percepts and concepts. It takes our con-
cepts after they are formed and discovers and affirms
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relations between them, thtia enabling us finally to
relate dames as well as individuals. It carries our
thinking over into the realm of the universal, where
we are not hamperetl by particulars. Let us see how
this is done. Suppose we have the concept wan and
the concept animal, and that we think of these two
concepts in their relation to each other. The mind
analyzes each into its elements, compares them, and
finds the essential identity of meaning in a sufficient
number to warrant the judgment. Man is an animal.
This judgment has given a new bit of knowledge, in
that it has discovered to lu a new relation between
two great classes, and hence given both, in so far, a
new meaning and a wider definition. And as this
new relation does not pertain to any particular man
or any particular animal, but includes all individuals
in each class, it has carried us over into universals,
so that we have a general truth and will not have to
test each individual man henceforth to see whether
he fits into this relation.

Now since every judgment is made up of an affir-

mation of relation existing between two terms, it is

evident that the validity of the judgment will depend
on the thoroughness of our knowledge of the terms
compared. If we know but few of the attributes of
either term of the judgment, the judgment is clearly
unsafe. Imperfect concepts lie at the basis of many
of our wrong judgments. A young man complained
because his friend had been expelled from college for
alleged misbehavior. He said, " Mr. A (was the
best boy in the institution " It is very evident that
some one had made a mistake in judgment. Surely
no college would want to expel the best boy in the insti-
tution. Either my complainant or the authorities of
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the colIeRe had failed to understand one of the term.
»n the judgment. Either " Mr. A " or " the he«tboy ,n the institution " had been wron«Iy interpretedby «ome one. Likewise, one person will ««y. ••

jonea

ram-al. Such a discrepancy in judgment must come

knowledge of what conatitutea a goo<1 man or a raacal

Hith too httle knowledge of the torma we are com- ^'•"
panng. and it ia uaually thoae who have the leaxt rea-

'""'"'
son for confidence in their judgments who Pre themoat certa.n that they cannot be mistaken. Theremedy for faulty judgments ia. of oourae. in making
ourselves more certain of the terms involved, and
this m turn sends ua back for a review of our con-
cepts and percepts upon which the terms depend It
.« evident that no two persons can have just the same
concepts for all have not had the same experience
out of winch their concepts came. The concepts may
be named the same, and may be nearly enough alike

Tff ulu^""
"'"'"^' "°d^"tand each other; but,

after all. I have mine and you have yours, and if we
«>uld each see the other's in its true light, no doubtwe should save many misunderstandings aud quarrels.Smce thmkmg rests so fundamentally on concepts, xh. .««.progr^s m our mental life must depend on a constan

•^'?^
gn>wth an the number and character of our concept" =S.Not only must we keep on adding new concepts, buthe old must not remain static. When our con;epts
stop growmg. our minds have ceased to grow-we no
longer learn. This arrest of develnpn^ent is often
»een m persons who have settled into a life of narrow
routine, where the demands are few and of a simple

^-1

?|l

f
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nature. Unless they rise above their routine, they
early become " old fogies." Their concepts petrify
fran lack of use and the constant reconstruction
which growth necessitates. On the other hand, the
person who has upon him the constant demand to
meet new situations or do better in old ones will keep
on enriching his old concepts and forming new ones
or else, unable to do this, he will fail in his position!
And the person who keeps on steadily enriching his
concepts has discovered the secret of perpetual youth
80 far as his mental life is concerned. For him there
18 no old age; his thought will be always fresh, his
experience always accumulating, and his knowledge
growing more valuable and usable.

All the mental processes which we have so far de-
scribed find their culmination and highest utility in
reasoning. Not that reasoning comes last in the list of
mental activities, and cannot take place until all the
others have been completed, for reasoning is in some
degree present almost from the dawn of consciousness.
The difference between the reasoning of the child and
that of the adult is largely one of degree, of reach
Reasoning goes farther than any of the other processes
of cognition, for it takes the relations expressed in
judgments and out of these relations evolves still
other and more ultimate relations. It is hard to define
reasoning so as to describe the precise process which
occurs; for it is so intermingled with perception, con-
ception, and judgment, that one can hardly separate
them even for purposes of analysis, much less to sepa.
rate them functionally. We may, however, define
reasoning provisionally as thinking with a purpose of
arrxtrxng at some definite end. What does this mean t
Professor Angell has stated the matter so clearly that
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I will quote his illustration of the case: " Suppose
that we are about to make a long journey which
necessitates the choice from among a number of pos-
ible routes. This is a case of the genuinely prob-
lematic kind. It requires reflection, a weighing of
the pros and cons, and a giving of the final decision
in favor of one or other of r. veral alternatives. In
such a case the procedure of most of us is after this

order. We think of one route as being picturesque
and wholly novel, but also as being expensive. We
think of another as less interesting, but also as less

expensive. A third is, we discover, the most expedi-
ent, but also the most costly of the three. We find

ourselves confronted, then, with the necessity of
choosing with regard to the relative merits of cheap-
ness, beauty, and speed. We proceed to consider
these points in the light of all our interests, and the
decision more or less makes itself. We find, for in-

stance, that we must, under the circumstances, select

the cheapest route."*

Such a line of thinking is very common to every- Aniiius-

one, and one that we carry out in one form or another lhe*ifiL**'

a thousand times every day we live. When we come *"••

to look closely at the steps involved in arriving at a
conclusion, we detect a series of judgments. Often
not very logically arranged, to be sure, but yet so
related that the result is safely reached in the end.
We compare our concept of, say, the first route and
our concept of picturesqueness, decide they agree, and
affirm the judgment, " This route is picturesque."
Likewise we arrive at the judgment, •* This route is

also expensive, it is interesting, etc." Then we take

it

i« Pqrcholagy,"p. 235.
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ing tBem. These judgments are all related tn -.»k
other ,„ «,„e way, «,me of them betogmo^ taamately related than others Whi.k .
the signifleant ones, the "e, wh Jh ,""L^r"

,

"

.he problem fl^Uy, depend, on thtc" ^tpts"

"

end in view. If time » the chief element then the

he::vir.rr.nr.:.nr^-^
the important end. the solntion'tuld

" T o^Z,"

.0 p:;mT;hr«j3S",r f
'-^^

'
»->«« -ff^^'

, .
."**• I" Mth Mses It is evident that the oor.

ments. This is the essential difference between iud^ment and reasoning. Whereas inH^JlT^ ^
^'

relatinnn Kn*™,-.
**nereas judgment discoversrelations between concepts, reasoning discovers reia

judgment which is the conclusion sought. The exampie given well illustrates the ordinary methc^ Ty"which we reason to conclusions
^

P^lLlf II
'^' ""^ ^°™ *h« t»»ree into what iscalled a syllog^m, of which the following is a cI^L^

All men are mortal;
Socrntes is a man,

Therefore

Socrates is mortal.

which « called the mo;or prmw, because it is general
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in its nature, including all men. The second is the
minor premise, since it deals with a particular man.
The third is the conclusion, in which a new relation
is discovered between Socrates and mortality.

This form of reasoning is deductive, that is, it pro- Deductioa
ceeds from the general to the particular. Much of our
reasoning is an abbreviated form of the syllogism, and
will readily expand into it. For instance, we say,
" It will rain to-night, for there is lightning in the
west. " Expanded into the syllogism form it would be,
" Lightning in the west is a sure sign of rain; there
is lightning in the west this evening ; therefore, it will
rain to-night." This '-.) a valuable form of reasoning,
but a m.oment's reflection will show that something
must precede the sy'logism in our reasoning. The
major premise must be accounted for. How are we
able to say that all men are mortal, and that lightning
in the west is a sure sign of rain ! How was this gen-
eral truth arrived at! There is only one way, namely,
through the observation of a large number of particu-
lar instances, or through induction.

Induction is the method of proceeding from the induction,
particular to the general. Many men are observed,
and it is found that all who have been observed
have died under a certain age. It is true that not all

men have been observed to die, since many are now
living, and many more will no doubt come and live
'in the world whom we cannot observe, since mortality
will have overtaken us before their advent. To this
it may be answered that the men now living have not
yet lived up to the limit of their time, and, besides,
they have within them the causes working whose in-
evitable effect has always been and always will be
death

J
likewise with the men yet unborn, they will
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PoosMs the Mme organuini as we, who« very n.f„„
nece»,tate, morflity. fa .he e^^ Ttb^jT"
t.on, of rain, the generalization i. not io UTT.
there have been exception. Lightning n^he^^'^mght ,s not alwaya followed by rain, nor can J^nd
^fnTanT-St"" " ''' """^ "^ •""»" ^'"«^^^

premi".^a".irn'!?'
°" 8e°eraliz.tion,, or majorpremises, are of all degrees of validity. In the <L,

have been observed and no exeeptions found. bntTnthe c^trary eauses di«»vered whose operation renders the reaul mevitable. In other,, as. for iniSa^e
>» the generalization onee made, " All olovenC^'animals chew their cud "notonlv h.^ll

'"°™:'°°««'

Of individual cases noi b^^: ?r ^*'l\T:';''tformer case when the generalization w«m"d bS0»re were found no inherent cau«, resid^gTn cLen
ctl thX'l'd "^'1 •"";'

"
""'^•^ '-ft-™'

,.
necessity go together, and the casp nf th^m disproves the generalization

***'

lor us to examine every case upon which a generali

ifTj: 'Z''
''''' ^^^"^°^°^ ^ sufficient'Zb rof cases, and particularly if there are suppo^^causes we are warranted in making the "iSSu2eleap or m proceeding at once to state ou. general?zation as a working hynothesiB Of « T

Keneraii-

to Sep that iP u
''^P°^"^*8- "f course it is easy

mairr ntl
^"""^ "" ^"^"^ generalization, ifZmajor premise is invalid, all that "ollows in our chZo reasoning will be worthless. This fact shol reider us careful m making generalizations on too narrowa basis of induction. We may have observed that Lr
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tain red-haired people of our acquaintance are quick-
tempered, but we are not justified from this in making
the general statement that all red-haired people are
quick-tempered. Not only have we not examined a
sufficient number of cases to warrant such a conclu-
sion, but we have found in the red hair not even a
cause of quick temper, but only an occasional con-
comitant.

Induction and deduction must go hand in hand
in building up our world of knowledge Induction
gives us the particular facts out of whic our system
of knowledge is built, furnishes us with e data out
of which general truths are formed ; deduction allows
us to start with the generalization furnished us by
induction, and from this vantage ground to organize
and systematize our knr wledge, and through the dis-
covery of its relations, to unify it and make it usable.
Deduction starts with a general truth and asks the
question, " What new relations are made necessary
among particular facts by this truth? " Induction
starts with particulars, and asks the question, " To
what general truth do these separate facts lead?

"

Each method of reasoning needs the other. Deduc-
tion must have induction to furnish the facts for its

premises; induction must have deduction to organ-
ize these separate facts into a unified body of knowl-
edge. " He only sees well who sees the whole in the
parts, and the parts in the whole."

The inter-
relation of
induction
and de-
duction.

EXERCISES

Can you remember how some of your earlier concepts were
built up, such as the concept, horse, city, river T
What concepts have you now which you are aware are
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What constitutes "good judrnnpnt"' '„
Kd you ever m.ke'Zi ,.d„ e^TJ

Judp^nf,

which to base your Dremiaps' wKo. r "P*"*

followed?
^"P'*'"'*'- What of your reasoning which
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CHAPTER XI

INSTINCT

Each individual, busied with his own affairs and Th.in.
blinded by his own interests, is likely to take himself 5"!2£"''
for granted and forget that he is a part of a great,

* *^

unbroken procession of life, which began at the be*
ginning and will go on till the end. Strange indeed
would it be if all the generations who have lived,
struggled, and died before us, and whose blood flowi
in our veins had left no impress upon us. We are
a part of all that has gone before, and all that comes
after us will be a part of us. Each generation re-
ceives, through heredity, the products of the long ex-
perience through which the race has passed. The
generation receiving the gift to-day lives its own brief
life, makes its own little contribution to the sum toUl
and then passes on as millions have done before
Through heredity, the passions, the fears, and the
tragedies of generations long since moldered to dust
stir our blood and tone our nerves for the conflict of
to-day.

Every child bom into the world has resting upon iu.tinct
him an unseen hand reaching out from the past, push- of*ri[S«ing him out to meet his environment, and guiding pw»«»*'
him in the sUrt upon his journey. This impelling
and guiding power from the past we call inttinct. In
the words of Mo«o: " Instinct is the voice of past
generations reverberating like a disUnt echo in the
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Definition
of iaatinct.

10 Degin. He must get started, but howT H« ».--"penence to direct him, and he ia Zbl.^n V"stand or imitate others of his kind H It i *^*'-
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^'°*
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**'*' P^P*^"" movements
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«uwtli,t„fthiV„u ^ "uddenly on the
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room • i ,k ? ™ bedroom and the diuinir
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J^ttZ' "" "^'•"' " '" '•" "'*"» */!»••'.

to .n .n«inot. They do not'«,.i"'p:^;JXr
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tion, for none is possible with many instinctive acta:
the duck does not have to be taught to swim or the
baby to suck. They have no conscious end in view,
for the act follows the pressure of the proper stimu'
lua upon the preorganized nervous system as the dis-
charge of a gun follows the pressure of the finger
upon the trigger. Says James: " The cat runs after
the mouse, runs or shows fight before the dog, avoids
falling from walls and trees, shuns fire and water,
etc., not because he has any notion either of life or
death, or of self, or of preservation. He has prob-
ably attained to no one of these conceptions in such
a way as to react definitely upon it. He acts in each
case separately, and simply because he cannot help
It; being so framed that when that particular run-
nmg thing called a mouse appears in his field of
vision he must pursue; that when that particular
barking and obstreperous thing called a dog appears
he must retire, if at a distance, and scratch if close
by; that he must withdraw his feet from water and
his face from flame, etc. His nervous system is to a
great extent a preorganized bundle of such reactions.
They are as fatal as sneezing, and as exactly corre-
lated to their special e.xcitants a.s it to its own "»
You ask. Why does the lark rise on the flash of a sun-
beam from his meadow to the morning sky leaving a
trail of melody to mark his flight? Why does the
beaver build his dam, and the oriole hang her nest?
Why are myriads of animal foruLs on the earth to-
day doing what tht-y were countless generations ago?Why does the lover seek the maid, and the mother
cherish her young? Because the voict of the past

I,-

IS

J" Psychology," p. 391.
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speaks to the present, and the present has no choice
out to obey.

Instinct, are the habit* of the race which it be-
queaths to the individual; the individual take, thew
for hK .tart, and then modifie. them through educa-
tion, and thu. adapU him«.|f to hin environment.
Jhrough hu jn.tinct., the individual is enabled to
.hort-cut racial experience, and begin at once on life
act.v,t.e. which the race ha. been age. in acquiring.
Inrt.nct prewrve. to u. what the race ha. achieved
in experience, and «> rtart. u. out where the race
left off.

Many of the lower animal forms act on instinct
Dlindly, unable to use paat experience to guide their
act., incapable of education. Some of them carry
out seemingly marvelous activities, yet their act. are
as automatic a. those of a machine and as devoid of
loresight. A species of mud wasp carefully selects
clay of jurt the right con.i.tency, finds a somewhat
sheltered nook under the eaves, and builds it. nert
leaving one open door. Then it .eeks a certain kind

n„7Jn '' '
*'"'''°«^ *""«^ it «> a. to benumb with-

out killing, came, it into the new-made nert. lay.
>ta eggs on the body of the spider so that the young
wasp, may have food immediately upon hatching out!
then goe. out and plarter. the door over carefully to
exclude all intruders. Wonderful intelligence? Not
intelligence at all. It. act. were dictated not by plan,
for the future, but by pressure from the paat. Let
the .upply of clay fail, or the race of .pider. become
extinct, and the wa.p i. helple« and it. .pecie. will
peri«h. LikewiM the race at bee. and ant. have done
wonderful thing., but individual bee. and ant. are
very rtupid and helplew when confronted by any
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novel conditions to which their race has not been ao*

cuftomed.

Man Btarts in as blindly as the lower animals; but,

thanks to his higher mental powors, thri blindness soon
gives way to foresight, and he is able to formulate
purposeful ends and adapt his activities to their ac-

complishment. Possessing a larger number of in-

stincts than the lower animals have, man finds pomible
a greater number of responses to a more complex en-
vironment than do they. This a<lvantage, coupled with
his ability to reconstruct his experience in such a way
that he secures constantly increasing control over his

environment, easily makes man the superior of all the
animals, and enables him to exploit them for his own
further advancement.

It is not well that we should be started on too many
different lines of activity at once, hence our instincts

do not all appear at the same time. Only as fast as
we need additional activities do they ripen. Our
very earliest activities are concerned chiefly with
fe^'ding, hence we first have the instincts which
prompt us to take our food and to cry for it when we
are hungry. Also we find useful such abbreviated
instincts, called refiexet, as sneezing, snuffling, gag-
ging, vomiting, starting, etc.; hence we have the in-

stincts enabling us to do these things. Soon comes
the time for teething, and, to help the matter along,
the instinct of biting enters, and the rubber ring is

in demand. The time approaches when we are to
feed ourselves, so the instinct arises to carry every-
thing to the mouth. Now we have grown stronger
and must assume an erect attitude, hence the instinct

to sit up and then to stand. Locomotion comes next,
and with it the instinct to creep and walk. Also a

Human
instincia
inndifinl by
rducalion.'

Inatincta
appaar in
auecaaaion
aa ra-

quirad.
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language must be learned, and we must take part inthe bv.y hfe about us and do as other people do ; sothe instmct to nnitate arises that we may learn thiLg^
quickly and easily. We need a spur to keep us u^^our bc.t eirort, so the instinct of emulation erne ges'We must defend ourselves, so the instinct of pug.'naeaty as bom. We need to be cautious, hence themstjnct of fear Wp no^-i t^ u • .•

"

the in«t;nnt r ^^ investigative, hencethe mstinet of curiosity. Much self-directed activ-ity is necessary for our development, hence the plavinstinct It is best that we should come to know andserve others, so the instincts of sociability and sym-pathy arise. We need to select a mate and care foroffspring, hence the instinct of love for the other sex

low thf 1 ""V"fl"«t«' ««d I have not tried to fol-low the order of their development, but I have givenenough to show the origin of many of our MeX'^Z
important activities.

ex^He'l'^
^"

'T'''"''
''P'° ^'' ^'^'''' ^"t^'-^^g our

experience one by one as they are needed, but theydrop out when their work is done. Som^ like the
instinct of self-preservation, are needed our lifetime
through, hence they remain to the end. Others, likethe play instinct, serve their purpose and disappearm a few years, or a few months. The life of the in-
stinct is always as transitory as is the necessity for the

whdi?
*'
,f"? ^' ^"" ^^"- ^^ -«tinct'remains

^^ holly unaltered in man, for it is constantv beingmade over m the light of each new experience. The
ins met of self-preservation is modified by knowledge
and experience, so that the defense of the man against
threatened danger would be very different from that
01 the child; yet the instinct to protect oneself in
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some way remams. On ihe other hand, th. instinct
to romp and play is less permanent. It may last into
adult hfe, but few middle-aged or old people care to
race about as do children. Their activities are occu-
pied m other lines, and they require less physical
exertion. Contrast with these two examples such in-
stincts as sucking, creeping, and crying, which aremuch more fleeting than the play instinct, even. With
dentition comes another mode of eating, and suckin..
js no more serviceable. Walking is a better mode of
locomotion than creeping, so the instinct to creep soon
dies. Speech is found a better way than crying to
a tract attention to distress, so this instinct drops out.Many of our instincts not only would fail to be serv-
iceable m our later lives, but would be positively in the

r^* ^^'^ ''?'' '*' '^'^''' ""^ **^^° P«««^s over into
so modified a form as not to be recognized, or elsedrops out of sight altogether

a useful purpose at any time. The pugnacity and ."-''^«»

greedmess of childhood, its foolish feL^ the'bash-
•"""^"

fulness of youth-these seem to be either useless or
detrimental to development. In order to understand

that It looks m two directions: into the future for its
application, and into the past for its explanation. Weshould not be surprised if the experiences of a long
past have eft behind some tendencies which are no?very useful under the vastly different conditions of to-day. ^or should we be too sure that an activity whose

diW. T'"'' i"
'"'"''"^ '' development we cannot

discover has no function at all. Each instinct mustbe considered not alone in the light of what it means
to Its possessor to-day, but of what it means to all his
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future development. The tail of a polliwog seems a
very useless appendage so far as the adult frog is
concerned, yet if the polliwog 's tail is cut off a per-
fect frog never develops.

A man may set the stream to turning his mill wheels
to-day or wait for twenty years—the power is there
ready for him when he wants itf Instincts must be
utilized when they present themselves, else they dis-
appear—never, in most cases, to return. Birds kept
caged past the flying time never learn to fly well. The
hunter must train his setter when the time is ripe,
or the dog can never be depended upon. Ducks kept
away from the water until full grown have almost
as little inclination for it as chickens. The child whom
the pressure of circumstances or unwise authority of
parents keeps from mingling with playmates and par-
ticipating in their plays and games when the social
instinct is strong upon him, will in later life find him-
self a hopeless recluse to whom social duties are a bore.
The boy who does not hunt and fish and race and
chmb at the proper time for these things, will find
his taste for them fade away, and he will become
wedded to a sedentary life. The youth and maiden
must be permitted to " dress up " when the impulse
comes to them, or they are likely ever after to be
careless in their attire.

Most of our habits have their rise in instincts, and
all desirable instincts should be seized upon and trans-
formed into habits before they fade away. Says Jamesm his remarkable chapter on Instinct: " In all peda-
gogy the great thing is to strike while the iron is hot,
and to seize the wave of the pupils' interest in each
successive subject before its ebb has come, so that
knowledge may be got and a habit of skill acquired—
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a headway of interest, in short, secured, on which
afterwards the individual may float. There is happy
moment for fixing skill in drawing, for makintj boys
collectors in natural history, and presently dissectors
and botanists; then for initiating them into the har-
monies of mechanics and the wonders of physical and
chemical law. Later, introspective psychology and the
metaphysical and religious mysteries take their turn

;

and, last of all, the drama of human affairs and
worldly wisdom in the widest sense of the term. In
each of us a saturation point is soon reached in all

these things; the impetus of our purely intellectual
zeal expires, and unless the topic is associated with
some urgent personal need that keeps our wits con-
stantly whetted about it, we settle into an equilibrium,
and live on what we learned when our interest was
fresh and instinctive, without adding to the store.

"^

There is a tide in the affairs of men
Which, taken at the flood, leads on to fortune;
Omitted, all the voyage of their life

Is bound in shallows and in miseries.

It will be impossible in this brief statement to give The more
a complete catalogue of the human instincts, much hSma'^*°*
less to discuss each in detail. We must content our- instincts,

selves therefore with naming the more important in-

stincts, and finally discussing a few of them: Suck-
ing, biting, chewing, clasping objects with the fingers,
carrying to the mouth, crxjing, smiling, sitting up,
standing, locomotion, vocalization, imitation, emula-
tion, pugnacity, resentment, anger, sympathy, hunt-
iH"^ and fighting, fear, acquisitiveness, play, curiosity.

1

1

I '<
Principles of Psychology," Chapter XXIV.
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The in-
•tinct of
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sociahihty, modesty, secretivencss shame injealousy may be said to head the list of ' '''•
°"^

I^ is impossible to draw an exact In. l\
'"'''''''''

tive and emotional r..\
°^ between instinc-

in.o the Zrt:::'Z:7T' ""' '""'' »™
mentioned again a, emotion, Vh '"'T''

"'" ""

«"Ber, fear, and love , v" ,.l2 h

^™'' '"•'''""'^ "'

emoUonal expression wh eh s iln 'v the"™"'™""
«' the eorresponding instinct tL- ,'""""""''
we will briefly di«en« . ,

'"stincts whichlenj d,seuss are m,latw,i, fear, and play.

neeessar/rr «,;::;' r,'";"^
'" '"^ '""«'

eat when he is hungry bn, d
' "''""P'^ ''™ '»

a knife and fork and I
"" """ '^" ''''" »« "^e

vocal speech bnt d^ T"' " "'"""P*' <"" «<> >«e

English PrteTorrr »"y. ''"ether he shall use

social in hisnatJre bMdT"' f
'"°"""' "^ '» «

™y please and .hank y^rr !T''^
"" "' *»"

ladies. The race 'm „„, f .^ .
'''' "'^ '"^ •« '"

which these and Ifnv ^^^ •t""'
'''^="''= "«'« '-

-ffleient in, „lrrc;;l -Tti:;
'"• ''^- """^ °'

hence the individual m, sTta „ ,h
1™ '"

r'""'''them. The simnl^t „.. .
'" °^ ^' "eeds

eaeh gener^.l? ?^ J fhe":Z':?'°/.
""^

Sf

""
which are followed bv the olH

""""^ """Ss
whom they are bol'^ TWs

°
d'onrr''""l

'"°""^

sv™itr::^i;:r:r"^- -^^^^^

requires another year or tl u^'"-°'^
'=''«'^' '*

it gradually growsTi maZd r!""
"" "''««• »»

ae.^ th.„iho„.^srXcS zs;
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th!?r u .

' ""*"'' °^ ^'"'***'°°- I"«tinct demands
that he shall imitate, and he has no choice but to obey
His environment furnishes the models which he musi
imitate, whether they are good or bad. Before he is
old enough for intelligent choice, he has imitated a
multitude of acts about him; and habit has seized
upon these acta and is weaving them into.conduct and
character Older grown we may choose what we will
imitate, but in our earlier years we are at thr mercy
of the models which are placed before us

If our mother tongue is the first we hear spoken, thatwi be our language; but if we first hear Chinese, we
will learn that with almost equal facility. If whatever
speech we hear is well spoken, correct, and beautiful
80 will our language be; if it is vulgar, or incorrect'
or slangy, our speech will be of this kind. If the
hrst manners which serve us as models are coarse and
boonsh, ours will resemble them; if they are culti-
vated and refined, ours will be like theni. If our
models of conduct and morals are questionable, our
conduct and morals will be of like type. Our man-
ner of walking, of dressing, of thinking, of sayin-
our prayers, even, originates in imitation. By imi

•"

tion we adopt ready-made our social standards, our
political faith, and our religious creeds. Our views
of life and the values we set on its attainments are
largely a matter of imitation.
Yet given the same model, no two of us will imi-

tate precisely alike. Your acts will be yours, and
mine will be mine. This is because no two of us have
just the same heredity, and hence cannot have pre-
cisely similar instincts. There reside in our differ-
ent personalities different powers of invention and
originality, and these determine by how much the

Imitation
ftivea us
anguage,
conduct,
and stand-
ards.

Individual-
ity in
imitation.

I

h.i

:f

;ii,
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pnxluct of imitation win vary from the model Someremam .mitators all their live,, while othe« use iJt.t.on « a mean, to the invemion of better 7y^tZth ongmal model.. The per«,n who is hIZ^Zonly laeta mdividuality and initiative; the naJlwhich IS an imitator only, is stamant .Iw
crewivc wi,ii_ •. • "ignant and unpro.gressive While imitation must be blind in Lhcases at first, it should be increasingly intell gen^lsthe individual or the nation progress^,

^ *
"

is molor^-tr'^J?
'*'°""" ""' " "" «°"»i«u,..e«,>s motor has a direct application to imitation Itonly means that we have a tendency to actonwMtever ,dea oecupie, the mnd. Think of yawning orof e^amg the throat, and the tendency i stZg to

smile and to frown with frown. And even the im

? vTZir^lT
" '"" °" "'"^"" -°'—nave their influence on our acts. Our resnonse tothese Ideas may be a conscious one, as whTa bovpurposely stutters in order to mimic «i unfortj^^companion, or it may be unconscious, as whertheboy unknowingly falls into the habit ,^f stammer'n^from hearing this kind of speech. The ch"d mavconsciously seek to keep himself neat and clean sHsto harmonize with a pleasant and well-kept home or

,1 ''^?™"^''"^'y '"'«»"'« slovenly and Tr;>^

..„tT 1,

"" ".™« " '" "'*»Pt "«»' whereT.slant bickering is the rule. Often we ddiberaWv

tctL I
'^""" P™P»«ion of the sugges-tions to which we respond are received and acted nnor,

unconsciously. In conscious imitation weIn sefectwhat modeU we shall imitate, and thereUp^t::,'
ourselves ,n so far as our judgment of good ZiZ
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models is valid. In unconscious imitation, however,
we are constantly responding to a stream of sugges-
tions r uring in upon us hour after hour and day
after day, with no protection but the leadings of our
interests as they direct our attention now to this

phase of our environment, and now to that.

No small part of the influences which mold our lives influence

comes from our material environment. Good clothes, menT.'"""
artistic homes, beautiful pictures and decorations,
attractive parks and lawns, well-kept streets, well-
bound books—all these have a direct moral and edu-
cative value; on the other hand, squalor, disorder,
and ugliness are an incentive to ignorance and
crime. Hawthorne tells in " The Great Stone Face "

of the boy Ernest, listening to the tradition of a
coming "Wise Man who one day is to rule over the
Valley. The story sinks deep into the boy's heart,
and he thinks and dreams of the great and good man

;

and as he thinks and dreams, he spends his boyhood
days gazing across the valley at a distant mountain
side whose rocks and cliffs nature had formed into the
outlines of a human face remarkable for the noble-
ness and benignity of its expression. He comes to
love this Face and looks upon it as the prototype of
the coming Wise Man, until lo! as he dwells upon
it and dreams about it, the beautiful character
which its expression typifies grows into his own life,

and he himself becomes the long-looked-for Wise
Man.

More powerful than the influence of material en- The in-

vironment, however, is that of other personalities Je^onaUty
upon us—the touch of life upon life. A living per-
sonality contains a power which grips hold of us,

electrifies us, inspires us, and compels us to new en-
iit
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The in-
stinct of
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and imitate it until if h.
'*' '^ea'ize it,

only do wo find hes !«.'"'' ' ''"'^ "^ "«• ^o
«esh, but we fin Thema's'^rb 'r '^"^ '" ^'^'^

pages they speak to ,,? ! !^
°'"' ^•'"" ^^o^e

respond. And not in th.
'". ^^'^^ ^"^"^'^^^ ^«

which touches ours, a stream of infl
'""'^ ''^^

^mall is entering our life «L 1
'"'" ^'•'''* °'-

>^or are we to forget that thL «
'^'"^ *° ""^'^ '*•

and that we are rfactinl
'°?"''''' " reciprocal,

«re Of the pow^^Thra'^eTus"*^^^ "^ *° *^^ --

ear::^^;he^S::::r:^,r^°*'«*°^^-
in the world, with its mTn-f m u

' ^^^ ^^^^ *^^ "^^
its tragedies,'its suff inTani^^'r"?' ''' ^«"^«"'
of childhood - ar7rel^'h "L'*"

^''*^«- '^'^^ fea«
so are the fea^^'^LXS thVr^ f^^'"

^"^
Says Chamberlain: - Eve^ til ..

' ^"^ P^^^^'
child, every shock, everyIJiJif ^^^"t*"'^

*° *^«

raain likesplinters in thTfl f !
^'"^"^ ^'"' ^'^ r«-

Jife long. The bravest oMM *°'*"'' ^^"^ «" ^^'

young Reprobate, Il;11,,:t;7' *':.""* '^"^"^

-the masks the bol^!!
of forgetting them all

and wizards the thinf^^^ ".T'
hobgoblins, witches,

and tear that n n b / '" '""^ ''''''^' ^^at nip

one imagina;* Cnstei:," ofThf'' .^
^^^"^"^ -'

the servant, iave hIdTe ^e^r^^^^^^ ""T
"

generations have worked totZC^uXtt^l
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IVMr
litTi'dily,

of children. Porhap.? no animal, not even those mo«t
susceptible to fright, has behind it the fear heredity
of the child."

"«.ituiiy

President Ilall calls attention to the fact that nit,'ht
18 now the safest time of the twenty-four houw; ser-
pents are no longer our most deadly enemies-
strangers are not to be feared; neither are big eyes
or teeth

;
there is no adequate reason why the wind

or thunder, or lightning should make children fran-
tic as they do. But " the past of man forever seems
to linger in his present "; and the child, in being
atraid of these things, is only summing up the fear
experiences of the race and suffering all too many
of them in his short childhood.
Most children are afraid in the dark. Who does Fearofth.

not remember the terror of a dark room through *^*^''

which he had to pass, or, worse still, in which he had
to go to bed alone, and there lie in a cold perapira-
tion induced by a mortal agony of fright! The un-
used doors which would not lock, and through which
he e^yected to see the goblin come forth to get him!
The dark shadows back under the bed where he was
afraid to look for the hidden monster which he was
s'lre was hiding there and yet dare not face' The
onely lane through which the cows were to be driven
late at night, while every fence corner bristled with
shapeless moasters lying in wait for boys! And that
hated dark cl. iet where he was shut up "

until he
could learn to be good "! And the useless trapdoorm the celling. How often have we lain in the dim
light at night and seen the lid lift just a peep for
ogre eyes to peer out, and. when the terror was grow-mg beyond endurance, close down, only to lift once
and agam, until from sheer weariness and exhaustion

) Hi

s -I
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»e Ml ,„,„ a „„„u,j ,1 ^„j
h.. «>,„ m„„„,r „.hioh inl,.bit«l tho u„,„o.l garret!
1.11 .,„. thai ,ho .,M tr,p.l,x,r „ovor b™, i,. ,,1^°^^'

chili;; "f
'" 'T •"" •'••'

• " ""' -nvinr ..r A7y

proof ot mem facts can over overrule

, '^"'i I"";
''°'' "' ^"-e loft alone. How bin anddreadful the houae kerned with the folk, all Vn" 'How we suddenly made close friends with the dogorthe cat even, in order that this bit of life mirtf ben-ar us! Or. failing i„ this, we have gone outt ,hebarn among the chicken, and the pigs and thet^

in s, C' "T" """^ -"i" torture ofZ:iness. What was there so terrible in being ,|„„eT

:: mt^dTo"::p:°::r''"
'"" "- """" -»»'-

But why multiply the recollections? They bringa tremor to the strongest of ua to.day. yZ of3would ch«„e to live through those chiltoh fe«™agaat Dream fears, fea« of animal,, fea„7f fur^thing, fears of ghotts and of death, dread ofSdiseases fear, of Are and of ™ter, of rtrlge p J

2,« "7^' '™" °' """«' ™'-<"™ >nd even

Tu nk?T„ • r"'
"' "•' ""' '™'f»" Would yZ

wrnlHtv,
' I ""'^ "'"" ""^ '" suffering,

t

Would the race ch«se to live it, evolution over agaS?I do not know. P„,, fo^ my own part, I shouldZmueh hesitate to turn the hand, of time backward Seither case. W,uld that the adults at life', Z.ly
IhtTe^r ""

t'""* '™" "' '*'» """tog!might feel a sjnnpathy for the children of toniayi
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who nro not yt-t wcapod fn.m tho bond« of the f.-ar
instinct. Would that all ,„ij^|,t s....k to quiot .v.tv
foolwh childish fear, instead ..f laughing' at it or en-
hancing it

!

Small use to be a child unleMs one can ,,l«v. Shvs ThMn-Karl CJroos: " Perhaps the very existence ^f you h T '"«'

does not play because he is young, but he is young
because he must play.

'

' Play i, a constant factor in
a

1 grades of animal life. The swarming insects, theplay ul kitten, the frisking lambs, the racing colt.

^'Ju rT"""'-'^' maddening aggregation of

lit T" n"!
''' .^"' "lustrations of the common

impulse of all the animal world to play. Wherever
freedom and happiness reside, there play is found-
wherever play is lacking, there the curse has fallenand .sadness and oppression reign. Play is the natural
role in the paradise of youth; it is childhood's chief

level with the beasts of burden.
But why is play so necessary T Why is this im-

pulse 80 deep-rooted in our natures t Why not com-
pel our young to expend their boundless energv onproductive labor? Why all this waste? Whv haveour child-labor laws? Why not shut recesses fromour s hools, and so save time for work? Is it tru"that all work and no play makes Jack a dull boy?

JnH Iff- Z""
P''°^ ^^ °^^ b"t ^^'^ at the duland Weless faces of the prematurely old children a

iLnl ^7 T '^ '^' ^««t°"es where child labor isemployed. We need but follow the children who havehad a playless childhood, into a narrow and barrenmanhood. We need but to trace back the history of

Play a nc
cewity.

i
'

iJ
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the dull and brutish men of to-dav anrl fJn^ *u * *u
-re the playles. children of yest^ ^ p^^necessary to the child as food as viZJ u-
as indispensable as air.

"^ ^' '^'^"^^'

The keynote of play is freedom, freedom of phvs

n».i„,v, •! .
^

'
"^^ imagination has free rein

ha narrow traadraiU of labor alone. The cMd need^

In .il
. "'.°™''» *» w a leader as well as a followerIn short, wthout in the least being aware of Vt kJ

there" no-i^tf"""
'° P'"^' " «»« "M bTaX,

the'^rale
' aln"'"'

°"' °' ''"^ P''^ ««"«« thattne late and more serious activities of life emerm.

o^L^fleTd '/f""^ '"^ '"'"=' "' '^'t enterth™
? m^n ta the I

"""' ^ *'""""• » *^ «"«x"«»-.

irrof*VrZrr^r^ ?j r "-t
,tf

^ «V into the activi^T itT^ins"VhIZ,f
sustained effort, to endurance of hardship and fati^rueto socal participation and the acceptance of vi^^,^
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and defeat. And these are the qualities needed by the
man of success in his vocation.

These facts make the play instinct one of the most P.ayin
important m education. Froebel was the lirst to rec

***""tion.

ognize the importance of play, and the kindergarten
was an attempt to utilize its activities in the school
The introduction of this new factor into education
has been attended, as might be expected, by many
mistakes. Some have thought to recast the entire
process of education into the form of games and plays
and thus to lead the child to possess the " Promised
Land " through aimlessly chasing butterflies in the
pleasant fields of knowledge. It is needless to say that
they have not succeeded. Others have mistaken the
shadow for the substance, and introduced games and
plays into the schoolroom which lack the very first
element of play; namely, freedom of initiative and
action on the part of the child. Educational theorists
and teachers have invented games and occupations and
taught them to the children, who go through with
them much as they would with any other task, enjoy-
ing the activity but missing the development which
would come through a larger measure of self-direction
Work cannot take the place of play, neither can Work andplay be substituted for work. Nor are the two antago- p^*^

t"
nistic, but each is the complement of the other- for

'^^^^
the activities of work grow immediately out of those
of play, and each lends zest to the other. Those who
have never learned to work and those who have never
learned to play are equally lacking in their develop-
ment. Further, it is not the name or character of an
activity which determines whether it is play for *he
participant, but Ids attitude toward the activity If
the activity is performed for its own sake and not for

13

n

I'
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W» power, ofWy aid ir/?V''t!'™'"'°' "'= <"

one's else-^hen tL »i^ ' " " *"' ""' "" »»»«

.e.eristi^f;C S"^^^ f.^--
the chief ehar-

whatever else rt Ly be * ' '"""'°' ""^ '"°'''

enf'r'J'^'
"""' "''™'»' l^ides serving the ore,

-n, 'd'et^^neXXt Irthelr T^'™'From the future „
"a^atier oi the play actmt es.

tiesTh J a^f.rj™^'''!
P«7"",on, of the aetivi-

requiremems of ti,, ^ ""',""'"'« *'""*" «« ">e

tase s„„.„nded by a nondescript ftX^rdl"
p"2 lif^^^rtf

""'^ '°°''"^ '°"-'''» » --

iro£nf--=--.^^
£^.r.ts:!:ra-rh?-«i-H

Let us then hear the conclusion of the whole matter

are echorfr^J, .If '*' """^ '™"' Misuse. They

««>«, /or tt«r appearance is a ,ure sign that the
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organism is ready for and needs the actimty they fore-
shadow; and, furthermore, if they are not used when
they present themselves, they disappear, never to
return.

EXERCISES

What instincts have you noticed developing in children'
What ones have you observed to fade away? Can you fix
the age in both cases?

Apply these questions to your own development as you
remember it or can get it by tradition from your elders.
What were your own fear experiences as a child? Do you

discover the same in children to-day?
What examples can you recount from your own experience

of conscious imitation? of unconscious imitation? of the
influence of environment?
What is the application of the preceding question to our

school buildings?

Do you know any children who have no opportunity for
pl^? If so, what is the effect on their development?
How IS the play instinct utilized in our present-day educa-

tion? How could it be still further utilized?
Have you ever observed that children under a dozen years

of age cannot be depended upon for "team work" in their
games? How do you explain this fact?

SUGGESTED READINGS

James, "Psychology," Briefer Course, Chapter XXV
James, 'Principles of Psychology," Chapter XXIV

'

^ Morgan, Introduction to Comparative Psychology," Chap-

Kirkpatrick, " Fundamentals of Child Study," Chapter IV
Koyce, Outlines of Psychology/' pp. 35-42
AngeU, " Psychology," Chapters XV and XVI
Gross, " The Play of Man."
Gross, "The Play of Animals."
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CHAPTER XII

FEELING AND ITS FUNCTION

To convince a man's head is not enough, you must
get hold on his feeling if you would be sure of moviuRhim o action. Often have we known that some cer
tain line of action was right, and yet failed to follow
It. because it was unpleasant. When decision was
hanging m the balance we have piled up on one side
all the motives we could discover: obligation, duty
sense of right, the good opinion of our friends re-'wards which will follow, and a dozen other^ as
strong Then to put on the other side we could find

but this was heavy enough to outweigh all the restand dictate the decision. Judgment, reason, and exp !

TunwiTr
""*' *' *'" "^ *'^* ^ contemplated couL

IS unwise, magination may reveal to us its disas-trov. consequences and yet its pleasures so appeaHous that we yield. Our feelings often prove a strongermotive than knowledge and will combined: they area teor constantly to be reckoned with among 1
Feeling is the pleasant or unpleasant side of any

IS without the feeling element. We look at the rain-bow with Its beautiful and harmonious blending of

sa 0^' Th ' '"I"'
°' P^^""'^ ^^^-P-- the'sen

sation; then we turn and gaze at the sun, and a dis-
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agreeable feeling is the result. A strong feeling of
pleasantness accompanies the experience of the volup-
tuous warmth of a cozy bed on a cold morning, but
the plunge between the icy sheets on the preceding
evening was accompanied by the opposite feeling The
touch of a hand may occasion a thrill of ecstatic pleas-
ure, or It may be accompanied by a feeling equally
disagreeable. And so on through the whole ran-e of
sensation; we not only know the various objects Tbout
us through sensation and perception, but we also feel
while we know. Cognition, or the knowing processes
gives us our " whats "; and feeling, or the affective
processes gives us our " hows." What is yonder ob-
jwt? A bouquet. How does it affect you ? Pleasure-

If, instead of the simpler sensory processes whir-h
we have just considered, we take the more complex
processes, such as memory, imagination, and think-
mg, the case is no different. Who has not reveled
in the pleasure accompanying the memories of past
joys? On the other hand, who is free from all un-
pleasant memories-from regrets, from pangs of re-
morse? Who has not dreamed away an hour in
pleasant anticipation of some desired object, or spent
a miserable hour in dreading some calamity which
imagination pictured to him? Feeling also accom-
panies our thought processes. Everyone has expe-
rienced the feeling of the pleasure of intellectual vic-
tory over some difficult problem which had baffled the
reason, or over some doubtful case in which our judg-
ment proved correct. And likewise none have escaped
the feeling of unpleasantness which accompanies in-
te lectual defeat. Whatever the contents of our men-
tal stream, " we find in them, everywhere present a

Feeling re-
sulting
from
sensory
processes.

Feeling re-
sultins
from the
complex
mental
processes.
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certain color of passing estimate, an immediate sense
that they are worth something to us at any given mo-
ment, or that they then have an interest to us."

Peeling has two qualities, or is of two classes, pleas-
ant and unpleasant. It ranges from the highest ec-
stasy of pleasure down the scale, through an imagi-
nary zero point where no feeling exists, and then up
the scale of the unpleasant until unbearable pain is
reached. Nowhere in the scale, however, do we find
any other quality of feeling than these two. It h
probable that there is so little feeling connected with
many of the humdrum and habitual experiences of
our everyday lives, that we are but slightly, if at all
aware of a feeling state in connection with them Yet
a state of consciousness with absolutely no feeling side
to It IS as unthinkable as the obverse side of a coin
V ahout the reverse. Some sort of feeling tone or mood
IS always present. The width of the affective neutral
zone-that is, of a feeling state so little marked as
not to be discriminated as either pleasant or unpleas-
ant-vanes with different persons, and with the same
person at different times. It is conditioned largely by
the amount of attention given in the direction of
feeling, and also on the fineness of the feeling power
of discrimination. It is safe to say that the zero range
IS usually so small as to be negligible.

It is somewhat hard to believe on fi'rst thought that
teeling comprises but the two classes given. For havewe not often felt bad from a toothache, from not bein-
able to take a long-planned trip, from the loss of a
dear friend? Surely these are very different classes
of feelings

! Likewise we have been happy from the
very joy of living, from being praised for some we"-
doing, or from the presence of friend or lover And
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We must remember, however, that feeling is always But it ubased on something known. It never appears abne P^^V^'^m conscousness as n^ere pleasures or pains
'
T^e mind

''--*«
must have a basis of cognition in order that we mav vtS^^have something about which to feel. The ''ZZ'^must precede the " how." What we commonly calla feeling ts a complex state of consciousness in which
^!-9 predominates, but which has, nevertheC
basts of sensatton, or memory, or some other cognitive

rsTf theii^'^V"""
'^ ''''''' '" *^^ ^^ff--

knnwi^
""strations just given was precisely this

the lol of If '7't
^'°"^ '° «^*^^°^ ^°t^ «r fromthe loss of a friend. It may differ in degree and theer^re mental states of which the feeling ifa pa" Jaydiffer vastly but the simple feeling itself is the sameThe sum total of all the feeling accompanying the Mood orvarious sensory and thought processes at any Len P^'^^me constitutes what we may call our feelingZleDuring most of our waking hours, and, indeed duringour sleeping hours as well, a multitude of senly currents are pouring into the cortical centers At thepresent moment we can hear the rumble of a wagonthe chirp of a cricket, the chatter of distant vofces'and a hundred other sounds besides. At the same

t me he eye is appealed to by an infinite variety of
stimuli m light, color, and objects; the skin re^ond

LT7, ""T''
'"' temperatures; and everyTther

Jd to th/ M ''^''P*' " °^^^^^ '"^ t« the brain.Add to these the powerful currents which are con-
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stantly being sent to the cortex from the visceral or-
gans-those of respiration, of circulation, of digestion
and assimilation. And then finally add the central
processes which accompany the flight of images
through our minds-our meditations, memories and
imaginings, our cogitations and volitions Thus we
see what a complex our feelings must be, and how
impossible to have any moment in which some feeling
18 not present as a part of our mental stream. It is
this complex, now made up chiefly on the basis of the
sensory currents comi.^.g in from the end organs or
the visceral organs, and now on the basis of those in
the cortex connected with our thought life, which con-
stitutes the entire feeling tone, or mood
Mood depends on the character of the aggregate of

nerve currents entering the cortex and changes as the
character of the current varies. If the currents run
on much the same from hour to hour, then our mood
IS correspondingly constant; if the currents are
variable, our mood also will be variable. Not only ismood dependent on our sensations and thoughts for
Its quality, but it in turn colors our entire mental life
It serves as a background or setting whose hue is re-
flected over all our thinking. Let the mood be somber
and dark, and all the world looks gloomy; on the otherhand let the mood be bright and cheerful, and theworld puts on a smile. It is told of one of the early
circuit riders among the New England ministry, that

mZi:-
*'^,,^°"°"^°^ -tries in his diary, thus well

Illustrating the point: " Wed. Eve. Arrived at the

tired after a long day in the saddle. Had a bountiful
supper of cold pork and beans, warm bread, bacon and
eggs, cofi^ee, and rich pastry. I go to re«t feeling that
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my witness is clear; the future is bright ; I frol called
to a great and glorious work in this place Bro
Brown's family are godly people." The next ontrv
was as follows: " Thur. Morn. Awakened late this
morning after a troubled night. I am very much do-
pressed in soul; the way looks dark; far from feelin.*
called to work among this people, I am beginning to
doubt the safety of my own sou). I am afraid the de-
sires of Bro. Brown and his family are set too much
on carnal things." A dyspeptic is usuallv a pessimist
and an optimist always keeps a bright mood.
Mood influences our judgments and decisions. The And in

prattle of children may be grateful music to our ears
""""'•''

when we are in one mood, and excruciatingly discor- Ssl'^nd
dant noise when we are in another. What appeals to

''^''''°""-

us as a good practical joke one day, may seem a piece
of unwarranted impertinence on another. A proposi-
tion which looks entirely plausible under the sanguine
mood induced by a persuasive orator, may appear
wholly untenable a few hours later. Docl.sions which
seemed warranted when we were in an angry mood
often appear unwise or unjust when we have become
more calm. Motives which easily impel us to action
when the world looks bright, fail to move us when the
mood IS somber. The feelings of impending peril and
calamity which are an inevitable accompaniment of the

blues, are speedily dissipated when the sun breaks
through the clouds and we are ourselves a^ain

antenhf
'"^

^^^^f"^
"'^"^ ^"^'^^^"^ ^^^^>^ P«^«r Mood in-and enhances every eifort, while a hopeless mood limits "ilT"'

power and cripples effort. The football team which
goes into the game discouraged never plays to the
limit. The student who attacks his lesson under the
conviction of defeat can hardly hope to succeed, while
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Mmmm
th.« the .he„ eoo..gi„„ o7hi 'h;e;urtirr;h:

irr'f
,'•"''" 'hese are pleasant or unpleasant

wel expeet to gather grapes of thorns or flm of

a«irab e moods. A sunny disposition never eomes

PoweTof oufrtaso 'Xh'lt'tl?' dT "" '"'

desirability as friends .nd'e:™;'an'l'%Te"~
ot surly disposition can hardly make » L^ T,

;.^..£thT-^Sat^J|^n:^S,»%-
mo^ - 'Nor er;*: t::T" ™'^"'

'" ""^
disp^itions off":n ratirs "::tr.nheritance, bat a growth. Slowly, day by day and
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our ner\'ous system which we get through heredity
undoubtedly has much to do with the feeling tone
into which we most easily fall. We call this predis-
position temperament. On the effects of tempera-
ment, our ancestors must divide the responsibility with
us. I say divide the responsibility, for even if we
find ourselves predisposed toward a certain undesir-
able type of moods, there is no reason why we should
give up to them. Even in spite of hereditary pre-
dispositions, we can still largely determine for ou
selves what our moods, and hence our dispositions
are to be. If we have a tendency toward cheerful,'
quiet, and optimistic moods, the psychologist names
our temperament the sanguine ; if we are easily excited
and irritable, with a tendency toward sullen or angry
moods, the choleric; if we are given to frequent fits
of the " blues," if we usually look on the dark side of
things and have a tendency toward moods of discour-
Pgement and the " dumps," the melancholic; if hard
to rouse, and given to indolent and indifferent moods,
the phlegmatic. Whatever be our temperament, it is
one of the most important factors in our character.

Besides the more or less transitory feeling states 8.ntimenta
which we have called moods, there exists also a class
of feelings which contain more of the complex intel-
lectual element, are withal of rather a higher nature,
and much more permanent than our moods. We call
these our sentiments. Our sentiments comprise the
somewhat constant level of feeling mixed with cogni-
tion, which we name sympathy, friendship, love,
patriotism, religious faith, selfishness, pride, vanity,
etc. Like our dispositions, our sentiments are a
growth of months and years. Unlike our dispositions,
however, our sentiments are relatively independent of
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Likewise with the sentiment of patriotism. In no Froo..,.
lar as our patriotism is a true patriotism and not a

»«""«^^'«-

noisy clamor, it had its rise in feelings of »rratitud«
and love when we contemplated the deeds of heroism
and sacrifice for the flag, and th^ blessings which
come to lis from our relations as eitizens to our conn-
try. If we have had concrete cases brought to our
experience, as, for ,:.p|e. our property saved from
destruction at the h) .ds of a mob or our lives saved
from a hostile foreign foe, .he patriotic sentiment
will be all the stronger. So we may carry the illustra-
tion into all the sentiments. Our religious sentiments
of adoration, love, and faith have their origin in our
belief in the care, love, and support from a high.T
Being typified to as as children by the care, love and
support of our parents. Pride arises from the appre-
ciation or overappreciation of oneself, his attain-
ments, or his belongings. Selfishness has 4s genesism the many instances in which pleasure results from
ministering to self. In all these cases it is seen that
our sentiments develop out of our experiences; they
are the permanent but ever-growing results which we
have to show for experiences which are somewhat
long continued, and in which a certain feeling quality
is a strong accompaniment of the cognitive part of
the experience.

Our sentiments, like our dispositions, are not only a The in-
natural growth from the experiences upon which thev fl»*'?«^*of

are fed, but they in turn have large influence in d^^
'*"""•"•

termining the direction of our further development
Our sentiments furnish the soil which is either favor^
able or hostile to the growth of new experiences. Onem whom the sentiment of true patriotism is deep-
rooted will find it much harder to respond to a sug-
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religion have called a thousand amies to strugRleand die on ten thousand battlefields, and have .rivenmartyrs courage to suffer in the fires of persecution
Sentiments of friendship and love have p^mpted
countless de«is of self-sacrifice and loving devXn
Sentimenta of envy, pride, and jealousy have chang^'
the boundaj toes of nations, and have promptedthe committing of ten thousand unnamable crimesSlowly day by day from the cradle to the grave we

go^or eJlt
'""""' " """^ """'" ^ ^-<» - •»

Jallti^f """""i
'' °'" '"'""' « «> ""port""' I"—,as a motive in our lives, and so colore our acts and "^.

determines our endeavors, that we will devote another -Mo°

consider the still more complex feelings, the emo.

EXERCISES

pit" ''°''''°°' ""^'^ '^ P^^^*' ^W<^h «« un-

ch^cte" 'S'v
*' ^^^"^"« ™°°d«? W «>, what is theircnaracter? Can you account for these changes?

Can you recaU an instance in which some dark mood wascau^d by a physical condition? What is your c^a^rfScmood m the morning after sleeping in an iU-ventilat^ rZ?After eating mdigestible food at a late hour?
What do you do to keep from having the "blues"? T«getout of them when you once have them?

^°

did^u ^"ft?°'
''''°"*'°" '° ^°" *^^ y- ^-«? How

Can you classify your temperament from the four typesgiven? Is It possible that one may have a temnerain^twhich none of these classes describes? D^ yoTZT^.

I
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Z^'rJeir
'"^'"'^ "''^' ^^^^'^—

*
^- your tem-

Can you measure more or less accurately the extent tn

arms agamst England?
"'""isis to take up

Apply the same test to various cases of individual action.
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Angell, "Psychology," Chapters XIII and XIV

Sr''Th.V"*''.'t'*'""
*° Psychology." Pa;* II.

Royce, " Outlines of Psychology," Chapter VII.



CHAPTER XIII

INTEREST

We saw in the last discussion that personal h 'itshave their nse in race habits or instincU Le? us u wee how mterest helps the individual to select from h^instinctive acts those which are useful to build intopersonal habits. Instinct impartially starts the cWM
2 the performance of many different activities butdoes not dictate what particular acts shall be r Ledand hence serve as the basis for habits. Interest eoml'm at this point and says. " This act is o? mo Xthan that act; continue this act and drop that "In^nct prompts the babe to countless m'ottents Sbody and hmb. Interest picks out those which are

T^lUZT"" "^*' *'^ "^^^«- ^' *h« organ!

he 'othiVv. .''""'' '' ^''^'' *^^^ '^'^'^ thanthe others. Thus it is that out of the random move-

develop the coordinated activities which are infinitelvmore useful than the random ones were And th!^^
activities, originating in instincts, and selecfed by fnterest, are soon crystallized into habits

phystriT '°^'^ ^ "^^°*«^ -«-t-« - forpnysieal. A thousand channels lie open for vourstream of thought at this moment, but your inter^

value, and It is now following that channel unless" 195
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yZJw^"" '^'"P'"'^ '' '"^ '^«^*^ that for another.Your thinking as naturally follows your interest as the
needle does the magnet, hence your thought activities
are conditioned largely by your interests. This is
equivalent to saying that your mental habits rest backnnaliy upon your interests.

t..^??r' ^f"""'
""^^^ '^ ^« *° b^ interested; but in-

llnl K T elementary states of consciousness,
cannot be rigidly defined. (1) Subjectively consid-
ered interest may be looked upon as a feeling attitude
whtch assigns our activities their place in a subjective
scale of values, and hence selects among them (2)

^aliTf'Jf/rfr'^'
'"^ ''''''''* '' ''- «*>^' ^f^ich

in Jt .

/''^"'^- ^^^ Functionally considered,
interest is the dynamic phase of consciousness

If you are interested in driving a horse rather thanm ridmg a bicycle, it is because the former has agreater subjective value to you than the latter
'

you are interested in reading these words instead ofthinking about the next social function or the last pic-
nic party, ,t is because at this moment the thought
suggested appeals to you as of more value than thother lines of thought. From this it follows that your
standards of vaWes are revealed in the character ofyour interest. The young man who is intSed in

bv thi? l''f''\«T''^'
«°d in low resorts confessesby this fact that these things occupy a hi^h place

valuable. The mother whose interests are chiefly in

SrTn h'''",^"i?^
-^-i-tions places the"higher in her scale of values than her home. Thereader who can become interested only in light trashvnterature must admit that matter of this fy^; ranShigher in his subjective scale of values than the work^
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of the masters. Teachers and students whose strongest
interest is in grade marks value these more highly
than true attainment. For, whatever may be our
claims or assertions, interest is finally an infallible
barometer of the values we assign to our activities

In the case of some of our feelings it is not always Theob-
possible to ascribe an objective side to them A feeling ^T'^*

•'•*•

of ennui, of impending evil, or of bounding vivacity
"'*"'•""'•

may be produced by an unanalyzable complex of
causes. But interest, while it is related primarily to
the activities of the self, is carried over *rom the activ-
ity to the object which occasions the activity. That is
interest has both an objective and a subjective side'
On the subjective side a certain activity connected
with self-expression is worth so much ; on the objective
side a certain object is worth so much as related to
this self-expression. Thus we say, I have an interest
in books or in business; my daily activities, my self-
expression, are governed with reference to these ob-
jects. They are my interests.

Many of our milder feelings terminate within our-
selves, never attaining sufficient force as motives to
impel us to action. Not so with interest. Its very
nature is dynamic. Whatever it seizes upon becomes
^pso facto an object for some activity, for some form
of expression of the self. Are we interested in a new
book, we must read it; in a new invention, we must
see It, handle it, test it; in some vocation or avocation
we must pursue it. Interest is impulsive. It gives its
possessor no opportunity for lethargic rest and quiet
but constantly urges him to action. Grown ardent'
mterest becomes enthusiasm, " without which." says
Emerson, •* nothing great was ever accomplished.'"
Are we an Edison, with a strong interest centered in

Interest ia

dynamic.
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mechanical invention, it will drive us day and night
in a ceaseless activity which scarcely gives us time for
food and sleep. Are we a Lincoln, with an undying
interest in the Union, this motive will make possible
superhuman efforts for the accomplishment of our end.
Are we a Luther, swayed by an unflagging interest
in the reformation of a church, miracles of achieve-
ment will follow our untiring efforts. Are we man or
woman anywhere, in any walk of life, so we are domi-
nated by mighty interests grown into enthusiasm for
some object, we shall find great purposes growing
within us, and our life will be one of activity and
achievement. On the contrary, a life which has de-
veloped no great interest lacks motive power. Of
necessity such a life must be devoid of purpose and
hence barren of results, counting little while it is being
lived, and little missed by the world when it is gone.

While, as we have seen, interest is necessary to the
formation of habits, yet habits once formed are an-
tagonistic to interest. That is, acts which are so
habitually performed that they " do themselves " are
accompanied by a minimum of interest. They come
to be done without attentive consciousness, hence in-
terest cannot attach to their performance. Many of
the activities which make up the daily round of our
lives are of this kind. As long as habit is being modi-
fied in some degree, as long as we are improving in
our ways of doing things, interest will still cling to
the process; but let us once settle into an unmodified
rut, and interest quickly fades away. We then have
the conditions present which make of us either a
machine or a drudge.

We may have an interest either (1) in the doing of
an act, or (2) in the end sought through the doing.
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In the first instance we call the interest immediate, or Twotvne.direct; m the .econd instance, mediate, or indirect
«"°'^^

If in our work we do not find an interest in the doing,

Zli * r"' positively disagreeable so that we^a he ite performance, then there must be some ulti-

ri-t iu
""^-'^ ^^' ^^'^ ^ ^«^°^ performed, and

nroT^ t , r /u
* '*'°°^ ^°*^^^' ^>«« the wholepr^ess will be the veriest drudgery. If the end is

sufficientbr interesting it may serve to throw a haloof interest over the whole process connected with it.

vi.l'iJT"^
'"'*"'''' '""'*^"*^ *h^ ^««t: A twelve,

year-old boy was told by his father that if he wouldmake the box of an automobile at his bench in the^nual traming school, the father would purchase therunning gear for it and give the machine to the boyIn order to secure the coveted prize, the boy had tomaster the arithmetic necessary for making the calcu-
lations and the drawing necessary for making the

would allow him to take up the work of construction
The boy had always lacked interest in both arithmeticand drawing, and consequently was dull in them
both. Under this mcentive, however, he took hold ofthem ^th such avidity that he soon surpassed all the
remainder of the class, and was able to make his cal-
culations and drawings within a term. He secured
his automobile a few months later, and still retained
his mterest in arithmetic and drawing

Interest of the indirect type, which does not attach indirectto the process, but comes from some more or less dis
^ '«-'*«

tant end most of us find much less potent than in-
'""*^••

aistant. The assurance to a boy that he must get his
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lessons well because he will need to be an educated
man ten years hence when he goes into business for
himself does not compensate for the lack of interest
in the lessons of to-day.

Yet it is necessary in the economy of life that both
children and adults should learn to work under the
incitement of indirect interests. Much of the work
we do is for an end which is more desirable than the
work itself. It will always be necessary to sacrifice

present pleasure for future good. Ability to work
cheerfully for a somewhat distant end saves much of
our work from becoming mere drudjrery. If interest
is removed from both the process and the end, no in-

ducement is left to work except compulsion ; and this
if continued, results in the lowest type of effort. It

puts a man on a level with the beast of burden, which
constantly shirks its work.

Interest coming from an end instead of inhering
in the process may finally lead to an interest in the
work itself; but if it does not, the worker is in danger
of being left a drudge at last. To be more than a
slave to his work one must ultimately find the work
worth doing for its own sake. The man who per-
forms his work solely because he has a wife and babies
at home will never be an artist in his trade or prr.

fession; the student who masters a subject only be-
cause he must know it for an examination is not
developing the traits of a scholar. The question of
interest in the process makes the difference between
the one who works because he loves to work and the
one who toils because he must—it makes the difference

between the artist and the drudge. The drudge does
only what he must when he works, the artist all he
can. The drudge longs for the end of labor, the
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artist for it to beprin. The drudge studies how he may
escape his labor, the artist how he may belter his and
ennoble it.

To labor when there is joy in the work is elevating,
to labor under the lash of compulsion is degrading.
It matters not so much what a man's occupation as
how it is performed. A coachman driving his team
down the crowded street better than anyone else could
do it, and glorying in that fact, may be a true artist
in his occupation, and be ennobled through his work.
A statesman molding the affairs of a nation as no one
else could do it, or a scholar leading the thought of
his generation is subject to the same law; in order to
secure the best and highest personal development from
the activities in which he is engaged, and in order to
give the best grade of service of which he is capable,
man must find a joy in the performance of the work
as well as in the end sought through its performance.
No matter how high the position or how refined the
work, the worker becomes a slave to his labor unless
interest in its performance saves him.

Since our interests are always connected with our
activities, it follows that many interests will have
their birth, grow to full strength, and then fade away
as the corresponding instincts which are responsible
for the activities pass through these stages. This
only means that interest in play develops at the time
when the play activities are seeking expression; that
interest in the opposite sex becomes strong when in-
stinctive tendencies are directing the attention to the
choice of a mate; and that interest in abstract studies
comes when the development of the brain enables us
to carry on logical trains of thought. All of us can
recall many interests which were once strong, and are

Labor with-
out internt
is drudgery.

Interests
like in-
stincts
ripen and
faide away.
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now weak or else have altogether passed away. Hide-
and-seek, Pussy-wants-a-corner, excursions to the little
fishing pond, securing the colored chromo at school,
the care of pets, reading blood-and-thunder stories or
sentimental ones—interest in these things belongs to
our past, or has left but a faint shadow. Others have
come, and these in turn will also disappear and other
new ones yet appear as long as we keep on acquiring
new experience.

Of course this means that we must take advantage
of interests when they appear if we wish to utilize
and develop them. How many people there are who
at one time felt an interest impelling them to culti-
vate their taste for music, art, or literature and said
they would do this at some convenient season, and
finally found themselves without a taste for these
things! How many of us have felt an interest in
some benevolent work, but at last discovered that our
inclination had died before we found time to help
the cause

! How many of us, young as we are, do not
at this moment lament the passing of some interest
from our lives, or are now watching the dying of
some interest which we had fondly supposed was as
stable as Gibraltar? The drawings of every interest
which appeals to us is a voice crying, " Now is the
appointed time! " What impulse urges us to-day to
become or do, we must begin at once to be or perform
if we would attain to the coveted end.
Nor are we to look upon these transitory interests

as useless. They come to us not only as a race heri-
tage, but they impel us to activities which are imme-
diately useful, or else prepare us for the later battles
of life. But even aside from this important fact it

is worth everything just to he interested. For it is

*
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only through the impuWon of interest that we first
learn :. put forth effort in any true sense of the wor"

thL r' '"'°"**^ '^' ^"'^l foundation uponwhich voli.on rests. Without interest the grealest

capable of the highest attainment rest satisfied withcommonplace mediocrity. No one will ever knowhow many Gladstones and Leibnitzes the world has
lost simply because their interests were never gottenhold of in such a way as to start them on the road
to achievement It matter less what the interest be.

Zl J f
^''^' *^" *^** ^^''' «^«" be some great

interest to compel endeavor, test the strength of en-
durance, and lead to habits of achievement.

I said early in the discussion that interest is select- Th. n.c.^ive among our activities, picking out those wl^ch '?'-
appear to be of the most value to us. In the same PionToV
manner there must be a selection among our interests

'°'*'"^-

hemselves. It is possible for us to become interested
in so many in« of activity that we do none of them

that we f"" f'^.*^
' "'' '' '"" °' ^"^^ «"^ «tr^-

that we forget life in our busy living. Says Jameswith respect to the necessity of making a choiceamong our interests: " With most objects of desire
physical nature restricts our choice to but one ofmany represented goods, and even so it is here Iam often confronted by the necessity of standing byone of my empirical selves and relinquishing the rest.Not that I would not, if I could, be both handsome
and fat, and well dressed, and a great athlete, and .make a million a year; be a wit, a ban vivant, and a
lady-killt., as well as a philosopher; a philanthropist.
statesman warrior, and African explorer, as well as a
tone poet and saint. But the thing is simply im-
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poMlble. The millionaire's work would run counter to
the Mint's; the bon vivant and the philosopher would
trip each other up ; the philosopher and th" dy-killer
could not well keep house in the same tenement of clay.
Such different characters may conceivably at the out-
set of life be alike possible to man. But to make any
one of them actual, the rest must more or less be
suppressed. So the seeker of his truest, strongest,
deepest self must review the list carefully, and pick
out the one on which to stake his salvation."

3n the other hand, it is just as possible for our
interests to be too narrow as too broad. The one who
has cultivated no interests outside of his daily round
of humdrum activities does not get enough out of
life. It is possible to become so eijgr:s^.>d with
making a living that we forget to live—to become so
habituated to some narrow treadmill of labor with
the limited field of thought suggested by its environ-
ment, that we miss the richest experiences of life.
Many there are who live a barren, trivial, and self-
centered life because they fail to see the significant
and the beautiful which lie just beyond where their in-
terests reach! Many there are so taken up with their
own petty troubles that they have no heart of sym-
pathy for fellow humanity! Many there are so ab-
sorbed with their own little achievements that they
fail to catch step with the progress of the age

!

It is not well to specialize too early in our inter-
ests. We miss too many rich fields which lie ready
for the harvesting, and whose gleaning would enrich
our lives. The student who is so buried in books that
he has no time for athletic recreations or social diver-
sions is making a mistake equally with the one who is

»o enthusiastic an athlete and social devotee that he
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neglecU hui gtudiwi. Likewiw.. the youth who is go
taken up with th*» study of one particular line that he
applies himself to this at the expense of all other
lines IS inviting a distorted growth. Youth is the
time for pushing the sky line hack on all sides; it is
the time for cultivating diverse and varied lines of
interests if we would grow into a rich experience in
our later lives. The physical must be developed, but
not at the expense of the mental, and vice versa.
The social must not be neglected, but it must not be
indulged to such an extent that other interests suffer.
Interest in amusements and recreations should be
cultivated, but these should never run counter to the
moral and religious. Specialization is necessary, but
specialization in our inter.^sts should rest upon a broad
field of fundamental interests, in order that the selec-
tion of the special line may be an intelligent one,
and that our specialty shall not prove a rut in which
we become so deeply buried that we are lost to the
best in life.

It behooves us, then, to find a proper balance in cul- a proper
tivatmg our interests, making them neither too broad bJ-JUlfVt"nor too narrow. We should deliberately seek to dis- •m^lfo;*
cover those which are strong enough to point the way

'°'*"'*'

to a life vocation, but this should not be done until
we have had an opportunity to become acquainted
with various lines of interests. Otherwise our decision
in this important matter may be based merely on a
whim. We should also decide what interests we should
cultivate for our own personal development and hap-
piness, and for the service we are to render in a sphere
outside our immediate vocation. We should consider
avocations as well as vocations. Whatever interests
are selected should be carried to efficiency. Better a

our
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reasonable number of carefully selected interests well
developed and resulting in efficiency than a multitude
of interests which lead us into so many fields that
we can at best get but a smattering of each, and
that by neglecting the things which should mean
the most to us. Our interests should lead us to
live what Wagner calls a " simple life," but not a
narrow one.

Some educators have feared that in finding our occu-
pations interesting, we shall lose all power of effort
and self-direction; that the will, not being called suf-
ficiently into requisition, must suffer from non-use;
that we shall come to do the interesting and agreeable
things well enough, but fail before the disagreeable.
This question will be discussed more fully in the chap-
ter on the will, but one or two observations are in place
here. In the first place it may be said that the devel-
opment of the will does not come through our being
forced to do acts in which there is absolutely no in-
terest. Work done under compulsion never secures
the full self in its performance. It is done mechanic-
ally and usually under such a spirit of rebellion on
the part of the doer, that the advantage of such train-
ing may well be doubted. Nor are we safe in assum-
ing that tasks done without interest as the motive are
always performed under the direction of the will. It
is far more likely that they are done under some ex-
ternal compulsion, and that the will has, after all, but
very little to do with it. A boy may get e . uninterest-
ing lesson at school without much pressure f m his
will, providing he is sufficiently afraid of the master.
In order that the will may receive training through
compelling the performance of certain acts, it must
have a reasonably free field, with external pressure re-
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moved. The eoT>ip-llin*r force must come from within,
and not from without.

On the otlier hand, there is not the least danger that But .houid
we shall ever find a place in life where all the dis- ^^^ '"

?.

agreeable is removed, and all phases of our work made
'
""*

""
"

smooth and interesting. The necessity will always be
rismg to call upon effort to take up the fight and hold
us to duty where interest has failed. And it is just
here that there must be no failure, else we shall be
mere creatures of circumstance, drifting with every
eddy in the tide of our life, and never able to
breast the current. Interest is not to supplant the
necessity for stem and strenuous endeavor, but rather
to call forth the largest measure of endeavor of which
the self IS capable. It is to put at work a larger
amount of power than can be secured in any other
way; in place of supplanting the will, it is to give it
Its point of departure and render its service all the
more effective.

Finally, we are not to forget that bad interests have inter«tthe same propulsive power as good ones, and will lead "1"^"-
to acts just as surely. And these acts will just as read-
ily be formed into habits. It is worth noticing that

, uJu'
""^^ ^*'* ""* i^*'rest; in the act lies the seed

of a habtt; ahead of the act lies behavior, which grows
^nto conduct this into character, and character into
destiny Bad interests should be shunned and dis-
couraged. But even that is not enough. Good inter-
ests must be installed in the place of the bad ones from
which we wish to escape, for it is through substitution
rather than suppression that we are able to break from
the bad and adhere to the good.

^^ ^terests are an evolution. Out of the simple
interests of the child ^row the more complex inter^
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of the man. Lacking the opportunity to develop the
interests of childhood, the man will come somewhat
short of the full interests of manhood. The great
thing, then, in educating a child is to discover the
fundamental interests which come to him from the

race and, using these as a starting point, direct them
into constantly broadening and more serviceable ones.

Out of the early interest in play is to come the later

interest in work ; out of the early interest in collecting

treasure boxes full of worthless trinkets and old scraps
comes the later interest in earning and retaining own-
ership of property ; out of the interest in chums and
playmates comes the larger social interests; out of in-

terest in nature comes the interest of the naturalist.

And so one by one we may examine the interests which
bear the largest fruit in our adult life, and we find

that they all have their roots in some early interest

of childhood, which was encouraged and given a
chance to grow.

The order in which our interests develop thus be-

comes an important questi^a in our education. Nor
isthe order an arbitrary one, as might appear on first

thought; for interest follows the invariable law" of

attaching to the activity for which the organism is at

that time ready, and which it then needs in its further

growth. That we are sometimes interested in harmful
things does not disprove this assertion. The interest

in its fundamental aspect is good, and but needs more
healthful environment or more wise direction. While
space forbids a full discussion of the genetic phase of

interest here, yet we may profit by a brief statement
of the fundamental interests of certain well-marked
per' is in our development.

The interests of early childhood are chiefly con-
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nected with ministering to the wants of the organism The in-
as expressed m the appetites, and in securing control ea'riv cU-mof the larger muscles. Activity is the preeminent *'°o^-

thing—racing and romping are worth doing for their
own sake alone. Imitation is strong, curiosity is
rising, and imagination is building a new world

• Speech is a joy, language is learned with ease, and
rhyme and rhythm become second nature. The inter-
ests of this stage are still very direct and immediate A
distant end does not attract. The thing must be worth
doing for the sake of the doing. Since the child's
hfe at this age is so full of action, and since it is out
of acts that habits grow, it is doubly desirous during
this period that environment, models, and teaching
should all direct his interests and activities into lines
which will lead to permanent values.
In the period from second dentition to puberty there The in-

is a great widening in the scope of interests, as well .**tT"h-iH
as a noticeable change in their character. Activity is

^^-
still the keynote; but the child is no longer interested
merely in .he doing, but is now able to look forward
to the end sought. Interests which are somewhat in-
direct now appeal to him, and the how of things
attracts his attention. He is beginning to reach out-
side of his own little circle, and is ready for handi-
craft, reading, history, and science. Spelling, writing
and arithmetic interest him partly from the activities
involved, but more as a means to an end. The interestm complex games and plays increases, but the child

^ not yet ready for games which require team work
He has not come to the point where he is willing to
sacrifice himself for the good of all. Interest in moral
questions is beginning, and right and wrong are no
longer things which may or may not be done without
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rebuke or punishment. The great problem at this stage
is to direct the interest into ways of adapting the means
to the end, and into willingness to work under volun-
tary attention for the accomplishment of the desired
end.

Finally, with the advent of puberty, comes the last
stage in the development of interest before adult life.
This period is not marked by the birth of new inter-
ests so much as by a deepening and broadening of
those already begun. The end becomes an increasingly
larger factor, whether in play or in work. The activ-
ity itself no longer satisfies. The youth can now play
team games; for his social interests are taking shape,
and he can subordinate himself for the good of the
group. Interest in the opposite sex takes on a new
phase, and social form and mode of dress receive atten-
tion. A new consciousness of self emerges, and the
youth becomes introspective. Questions of the ulti-
mate meaning of things press for solution, and What
and who am I? demands an answer. At this age we
pass from a regime of obedience to one of self-control,
from an ethics of authority to one of individualism.'
All the interests are now taking on a more definite
and stable form, and are looking seriously toward life
vocations. This is a time of big plans and strenuous
activity. It is a crucial period in our life, fraught
with pitfalls and dangers, with privileges and oppor-
tunities. At this strategic point in our life's voyage
we may anchor ourselves with right interests to a safe
manhood and a successful career; or we may, with
wrong interests, bind ourselves to a broken life of dis-
couragement and defeat.

Hi
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inteJ^stTurwhir
*'''"'*''' ''^ ^^^^ >^°" °"«« l^^d a strong

hZT 5"*.'!^*'*^ yo" now perform chiefly from force ofhabit and without much interest?

^
Are you more interested in play than in work? If so,

which vou f^l .w
^^^^^h*"^' do you lack certain interests

WK •
* y**" ^°"'<* possess?

to rpprlT"*'
"" "^"^ "°" *'^'"« ^^P^^'^^y *« <^"^t-ate?

^Have you as broad a field of interests as you can well take

Have you so many interests that you are sUehtinir thpdevelopment of some of the more impo'Lt ones? '

SUGGESTED READINGS

James, " Talks to Teachers," Chapter X.

m^n°v u1"""'
^^ Education," Chapters I-IH.

Xn-Xnr "^ °'°^ °' ^' ^development," Chapten,

Angell, ''Psychology," Chapter XXI.
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CHAPTER XIV

THE EMOTIONS

The rela-
tion o>

instinct
and
•motion.

Instincts and emotions are inextricably bound to-
gether. Every instinctive act has its feeling side and
every emotion has its instinctive type of expreiion
borne stimulus comes to us from the external world
and .nstmetively we respond in a characteristic way-
accompanying these physical responses is a character'
wtic feeling, which is the emotion. Thus the one object
in our environment may provoke both the instinctive
act and the emotion, since these are but the two sides
of the one situation. For example, when we are sit-
ting quietly in our room there comes unexpectedly a
terrific crash of thunder. Instinctively we start the
^eart stops, the breathing is interrupted, the face
blanches, and we are all in a tremble: these are the
characteristic physical responses to this particular
stimulus. At the same time a feeling of fear surges
over us

:
this is the characteristic emotional accompani-

ment of the starting, the interrupted heart beat, the
decreased arterial pressure, and the trembling. If
these physical responses do not occur on hearing the
thunder crash, the emotion of fear is absent ; if the emo-
tion of fear is lacking, it is evidence that these expres-
sions have not occurred.

FeViIig^^d y^l .™fy
^"^^ "iPon emotion, then, as a feeling state

emotion. of a htgh degree of intensity accompanying a complex
physical response to some stimulus. The distinction

212

Definition

:
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^n7.Z T^''""
^""^ ^^^^^^ '' ^ P"'«^y arbitrary oneamce the difference is only one of complexity Jd de-gree and many feelings may rise to the intensity of

ber of fatalities in a railway accident may suddenlybecome an emotion of grief if we learn that'a metwof our family is among those killed. A feeling ofgadness may develop into an emotion of joy or afeehng of resentment be kindled into an emotion o?

is a ) L'me7/*';f"' '"'°' ^^^"^*^°^ '- «° ^'"^tion Emotionw, (1) «>meo6;ec<o/co«sciottsnm,comingeitherfrom •?«*»»^«
immediate percention nr thi.r.,, u pty«c«i

tion nf „»„V ^ through memory or imagina- ««pom«.
tion, of such a nature that (2) characteristic physical
responses are set up. deep-seated enough to affecthe entire organism; and (3) the feelingstate whfchaco^panies these physical change and which we

new to' rhrh
''

'' "^'^^^ ^^^^-^ *^«* r-'th4

Thl^lr aVre^nlTaTct^^
'--^^^^-

which is b„t nLl 1
consciousness is motor,

s^rt culnt T^ """^ '^ ''^^•"^ ^^^^ «very sen-sory current of the cortex must find an outlet throurf.motor channels. Sometimes the motor diXgeTof
as when the subject frowns, strikes a blow, or ruMAt oqier times responses such as these may not take

ch2 in chlnl "°*T.r'^^^^ -^ regiLTV^ei

secrf^oLs or t,? !:
*'', ^^'^*^^°^' ^^^ ^^^^ beat, thesecretions, or the arterial pressure. We have also seen

the self The problem which remains, then is to dis

owThlS:T" ^"^'^'^"^"^ Physical expre. 0^ t-low the thunder crash, and why the particular feelinLquality which we call fear accLpan'ies .these e^p^:^
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sions; why certain particular physical expressions fol-
low a personal insult, and why the particular feeling
which we call anger goes along with these expressions.

In order to solve this problem we shall have first

to go beyond the individual and appeal to the history
of the race. What the race has found serviceable, the
individual repeats. But even then it is hard to see
why the particular type of physical response such as
shrinking, pallor, and trembling, which naturally fol-
low stimuli threatening liarm, should be the best. It
is easy to see, however, that the feeling which prompts
to flight or serves to deter from harm's way might
be useful. It is plain that there is an advantage in
the tense muscle, the set teeth, the held breath, and
the quickened pulse which accompany the emotion of
anger, and also in the feeling of anger itself, which
prompts to the conflict. But even if we are not able
in every case to determine at this day why all the in-
stinctive responses and their correlate of feeling were
the best for the life of the race, we may be sure that
such was the case; for Nature is inexorable in her
dictates that only that shall persist which is service-
able in the largest number of cases.

An interesting question arises at this point as to
why we feel emotion accompanying some of our motor
responses, and not others. Perceptions are crowding
in upon us hour after hour; memory, thought, and
imagination are in constant play; and a continuous
motor discharge results each moment in physical ex-
pressions great or small. Yet, in spite of these facts,
feeling which is strong enough to rise to an emotion
is only an occasional thing. If emotion accompanies
any form of physical expression, why not allT Let
us see whether we can discover any reason. One day
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ence of the Z "" "'""'"^ '""^'h'y i" ".o experi-

thought or hi^pl.J'T^r' "° °'"'™""" '" "«

cheeked Jd baffl d Z h? >,
° ^P'rience i,

which meMtTouthf ,

^^' "' """' '""'"^
«.:.\ thought, plans, acton, is blocksH i

into mental terms the .-„,• * ' Pitting it

readju^meT oflurTh! °T ?"" ''™^"«« »

eithitempot.rtrprfeltr"'" ""^ •"-

thenttertrtah:JT/"h'? ^"' '^P"™-^- -,w
»ent is necessariirXngi'duritLn ?h

""'^"'- "°"»°
also will live Wer Thf ,

'*"";°''' t^e emotion

thunder i, 4 iverbrirf fofth r'
J°""'" '"=

life, Z'z:ir:urz^T, '".Tr-^
""

over the loss of some one d^ar to h?m i^
' •"'"

short, because the cumnt of ^ T,'!,"?""""""'^
been so e,<»el, boJd^i^at^^pltiiVlf t^pet
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ences with the lost object as in the case of an older

person, and hence the readjustment is easier. The
grief of an adult over the loss of a very dear friend

lasts long, for the object grieved over has so become
a part of the bereaved one's experience that the loss

requires a very complete readjustment of the whole
life. In either case, however, as this readjustment is

accomplished the emotion gradually fades away.

If our description of the feelings has been correct,

it will he seen that the simpler and milder feelings

are fo'- the common run of our everyday experience;

they are the common valuer of our thoughts and acts

from hour to hour. The emotions, or more intense

feeling states, are, however, the occasional high tide

of feeling which occurs in crises or emergencies. We
are angry on some particular provocation, we fear

some extraordinary factor in our environment, we are

joyful over some unusual good fortune.

Since all emotions rest upon some form of physical

expression primarily, and upon some thought back of

this secondarily, it follows that the first step in con-

trolling an emotion is to secure the removal of the

state of consciousness which serves as its basis. This
may be done, for instance, with a child either by ban-
ishing the terrifying dog from his presence, or by
convincing him that the dog is harmless. The motor
response will then cease, and the emotion pass away.
If the thought is persistent, however, through the

persistence of its stimulus, then what remains is to

seek to control the physical expression, and in that

way suppress the emotion. If, instead of the knit

brow, the tense muscles, the quickened heart beat, and
all the deeper organic changes which go along with
these, we can keep a smile on the face, the muscles re-
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laxed, the heart-beat steady, and a normal conditionm all the other organa, we shall have no cause to fear
an explosion of anger. If we are afraid of mice and
feel an almost irresistible tendency to mount a chair
every time we see a mouse, we can do wonders in sup-
pressing the fear by resolutely refusing to give ex-
pression to these tendencies. Inhibition of the expres-
sion inevitably means the death of the emotion

This fact has its bad side as well as its good in the Depend,
feeling life for it means that good emotions as well IZl^as bad will fade out if we fail to allow them espres- •'-
Bion. We are all perfectly familiar with the fact in
our own experience that an interest which does not
nnd means of expression soon passes away. Sympa-
thy unexpressed ere long passes over into indifference
Even love cannot live without expression. Religious
emotion which does not go out in deeds of service can-
not persist. The natural end and aim of our emo-
tions is to serve as motives to activity; and missing
this opportunity, they have not only failed in their
office, but will themselves die of inaction.

But, while emotion may be inhibited by suppress- Relief
ing the physical expressions on which it is founded **'""«'?

so may a state of emotional tension be relieved by
"'"""°°*

some forms of expression. None have failed to ex-
perience the relief which comes to the overcharged
nervous system from a good cry. The- is no sorrow
80 bitter as a dry sorrow, when one cannot weep. A
state of anger or annoyance is relieved by an explo-
sion of some kind, either in a blow or its equivalent
in speech. We often feel better when we have told
a man " what we think of him."
At first glance this all seems opposed to what we

have been laying down as the explanation of emo-

I

" I
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tion. Yet it ia not so if we look well into the case.
We have already seen that emotion occurs when there
is a blockiner of the usual pathways of discharge for
the nerve currents, which must then seek new out-
lets, and thus result in the setting up of new motor
responses. In the case of grief, for example, there is
a disturbance in the whole organism ; the heart beat is
deranged, the blood pressure diminished, and the
nerve tone lowered. What is needed is for the cur-
rents which are finding an outlet in directions result-
ing in these particular responses to find a pathway
of discharge which will not produce such deep-seated
results. This may be found in crying. The energy
thus expended is diverted from producing internal
disturbances. Likewise, the explosion in anger may
serve to restore the equilibrium of disturbed nerve
currents.

All this is true, however, only when the expression
does not serve to keep the idea before the mind which
was originally responsible for the emotion. A person
may work himself into a passion of anger by begin-
ning to talk about an insult and, as he grows increas-
ingly violent, bringing the situation more and more
sharply into his consciousness. The effect of terrify-
ing images is easily to be observed in the case of one's
starting to run when he is afraid after night. There
18 probably no doubt that the running would relieve
his fear providing he could do it and not picture the
threatening something as pursuing him. But, with
his imagination conjuring up dire images of frightful
catastrophes at every step, all control is lost and fresh
waves of terror surge over the shrinking soul.
Among civilized peoples there is a constantly grow-

ing tendency toward emotional control Primitive
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races express grief, joy, fear, or anger much moiv
freely than do civilized races. This does not mean
that primitive man feels more deeply than civilized
man

;
for, as we have already seen, the crying, laugh-

ing, or blustering is but a small part of the whole
physical expression, and one's entire organism may
be stirred to its depths without any of these outward
manifestations. Man ha« found it advisable as he
advanced in civilization not to reveal all he feels to
those around him. The face, which is the moat ex-
pressive part of the body, has come to be under such
perfect control that it is hard to read through it the
emotional state, although the face of civilized man is
capable of expressing far more than is that of the
Mvage.. The same diflference is observable between
the child and the adult. The child reveals each pa&s-
ing shade of emotion through his expression, while the
adult may feel much that he does not show
The problem for each individual in this connection

18 to secure a proper balance between emotional ex-
pression and control. Nothing affects the type of
one 8 personality more than the quality of his emo-
tional life. No one likes the hard and cold person
who lives m the realm of intellect alone, or who feel-
ing deeply in his own soul, seeks to hide all his' emo-
tion under a passive exterior. The atmosphere about
such a one lacks the human quality-he is too frigid
On the other hand, we like no better the person who
18 too ready to reveal his emotions. Teare too freely
shed suffer in quality and no longer command our
sylnpathy. We feel that an emotion which is ever
ready to bubble over must He near the surfaee Pise
it would not so readily appear. Thus may any emo-
tion be cheapened by overexpression.

Growing
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A desirable
emotional
balance.
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do'^wf/h' 'X
°' '**''' "'"*** ^^^^^"^ ^^'«^ h«« »ore todo with the enjoyment we get out of life than our

at all, If all feeling were eliminated from human

feelings mmister to our enjoyment. Without sym-

f^^A It'
"""^ appreciation, life would be barrenmdeed. Moreover, it is only through our own emo-

tional experience that we are able to interpret thefeeling side of the lives about us. Failing in this wemiss one of the most significant phases of social'
e"!

dl7Z'V /"" '''* ^^*^ °"" "^ sympathies un-developed and our life by so much impoverished.
The interpretation of the subtler emotions of thoseabout us 18 m no small degree an art. The human

race and form present a constantly changing nanorama of the soul's feeling states to those who cLTad
their signs. The ability to read the finer feelings

^ ~ rrl*^'"^'^^^ ^° expressions too delicateTobe read by the eye of the gross or unsympathetic ob-
server, lies at the basis of all fine interpretation of
personality. Feelings are often too deep for outward
expression, and we are slow to reveal our deepestselv^ to those who cannot appreciate and understand

The emotions are to be cultivated as the intellector the muscles are to be cultivated; namely, through
proper exercise. Our thought is to dwell on thl
things to which proper emotions attach, and to shun
lines which would suggest emotions of an undesirable
type. Emotions which are to be developed must, ashas already been said, find expression; we must actm response to their leadings, else they become but
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Idle vaporings. If love prompts us to say a kind word
to a suffering fellow mortal, the word must be spoken
or the feeling itself fades away. On the other hand
the emotions which we wish to suppress are to be
refused expression. The unkind and cutting word is
to be left unsaid when we are angry, and the fear of
things which are harmless left unexpressed and there-
by doomed to die.

Much material for the cultivation of our emotions
lies m the everyday life all about us if we can but
interpret it. Few indeed of those whom we meet
daily but are hungering for appreciation and sym-
pathy. Lovable traits exist in every character, and
will reveal themselves to the one who looks for them
Miscarriages of justice abound on all sides and de-
mand our indignation and wrath, and the effort to
right the wrong. Evil always exists to be hated and
suppressed, and dangers to be feared and avoided
Human life and the movement of human affairs con-
stantly appeal to the feeling side of our nature if
we understand at all what life and action mean A
certain blindness exists in many people, however,
which makes our own little joys, or sorrows, or fears
the most remarkable ones in the world, and keeps us
from realizing that others may feel as deeply as we
Of course this self-centered attitude of mind is fatal
to any true cultivation of the emotions. It leads to
an emotional life which lacks not only breadth and
depth, but also perspective.

In order to increase our facility in this interpreta-
tion of the emotions by teaching us what to look for
in life and experience, we may go to literature. Here
we find life interpreted for us in the ideal by masters
of mterpretetion; and, looking through their eyes we

The emo-
tional fac-
tor in our
environ-
ment.

Literature
and the
cultivation
of the
emotions.
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Me new depth, and bresdtta of feelmg which we h.dnever before diM„ver«l. Indeed, litemu« del^ ,1^more m the aggregate with the feeling rirth™ wiftany other ..pect of human life And it i, i,^^*
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world among .1, pe^p,„. They are nnive4"

wJ™^ fc
^ ^'^ *'" ''"«" *° •« ""M'd. howeverWe may become »> taken up with the overw^u^tT

.tn%rrtn"Vl'^--r--rnro^ environment for the material which migS Z

her own coachman, whom d>e h«l compelled to wSfor her m the str^, wa, f^zen to deatS. ^ J^

t?d.3^ ' 5 '^'° *"'' P''y» should only help

Danger may eiist also in still another line- namelvthat of emotional overexcitement. Ther^ k Hi!/nervous strain in high emotional tS„"."NoS
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is more exhausting than a severe fit of anger; it leaves
its victim weak and limp. A severe case of fright
often incapacitates one for mental or physical labor
for hours, or it may even result in permanent injury.
The whole nervous tone is distinctly lowered by sor^
row, and even excessive joy may be harmful.
In our actual, everyday life, there is little danger

from emotional overexcitement unless it be in the case
of fear m children, as was shown in the discussion on
instincts, and in that of grief over the .oss of objects
that are dear to us. Most of our childish fears we
could just as well avoid if our elders were wiser in
the matter of guarding us against those that are un-
necessary, .'he griefs we cannot hope to escape, al-
though we can do much to control them. Long-con-
tinued emotional excitement, unless it is followed by
corpesponding activity, gives us those who weep over
the wrongs of humanity, but never do anything to
right them; who are sorry to the point of death over
hmnan suffering, but cannot be induced to lend their
aid to Its alleviation. We could very well spare a
thousand of those in the world who merely feel for
one who acts.

'

We should watch, then, that our good feelings do
not simply evaporate as feelings, but that they find
some place to apply themselves to accomplish good-
that we do not, like Hamlet, rave over wrongs which
need to be righted, but never bring ourselves to the
point where we take a hand in their righting. If our
emotional life is to be rich and deep in its feeling
and effective in its results on our acts and character.
It must find its outlet in deeds.
Emotions are among our strongest motives to action.

Love has often done in the reformation of a fallen life
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Emotions
as motives

Emotional
liabits.

What strength of will was not able to accomplish; ithas caused dynasties to fall, and has changed the map

Fear wT f'''^ ^ ' "°*^"^ ^^'^^^ '^ strong

IZr t
""''' ''""^ ""''''' ^"* °^ ^'^ ^ho fallunder its sway, causing them to trample helolesswomen and children under feet, whom in h^ir s^J,^moments they would protect with their lives ZZ

anT well me'ir-
''''' °' '^^^^°' ^"^ P-mpts pet? I

Tht f! 1 T^ ""'^ '" ""^"^'* murderous acts.Thus feehng, from the faintest and simplest feelingof mterest, the ranges of pleasures and pain hesenhments which underlie all our lives, on to themighty emotions which grip our lives with an over-powering strength-these constitute a large part ofthe motive power which is constantly urging us on

pomt, also, that we should have the right type of feel-

ones eliminated as far as possible
Emotion and feeling are partly habit. That is, wecan form emotional as well as other habits, and hey

Tne whi'l If°i^^^*'
°^ ""^'y ^'^t^""^' ^hile theone who habitually controls his temper finds it submittmg to the habit of remaining within b^nds Onmay cultivate the habit of showing his fear on all

occasions, or of discouraging its expression. He mayform the habit of jealousy or of confidence. It is pos-
sible even to form the habit of falling in love or of
80 suppressing the tender emotions that love fini little
opportunity for expression. And here, as elsewhere

tth tZ f;;r'
*'""^' P-forming'the acts uponwhich the habit rests. If there are .motional habitswe are desirous of forming, what we have to do « to
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indulge the emotional expression of the type we desire
and th« habit will follow. If we wish to form the
habit of living in a chronic state of the blues, then
all we have to do is to be blue and act blue sufficiently,
and this form of emotional expression will become a
part of us. If we desire to form the habit of living in
a happy, cheerful state, we can accomplish this by
encouraging the corresponding expressions.

EXERCISES

What are the characteristic bodily expressions which
accompany a feeUng of anger? of fear? of hatred? of love?
Which of these forms of expression may be easilv detected

by an observer? Are those which cannot be detected any
less real than the grosser forms of expressions?
What is the phUosophy in " counting ten " before you strike

wben you are angry?

Are you naturally emotional? To what emotions are you
the most subject?

Are you inclined to any form of emotional expression which
you are trying to suppress? Do you lack in some form of
emotional expression which you should cultivate?
Are you naturally responsive to the emotional tone of

others; that is, are you sympathetic?

^ you easUy affected by reading emotional books?
What are you doing to enrich your emotional life?

SUGGESTED READINGS

James, "Psychology," Briefer Course, Chapter XXIV
James, " Principles of Psychology," Chapter XXV.
Ribot, "Psychology of the Emotions," Chapters VU-nC
Angell, Psychology," Chapters XVIII and XIX.
Royce, " Outlines of Psychology," Chapter XIV
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CHAPTER XV

THE WILL

Mind se-
cures
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to environ-
ment.

The findamental tact in all life is movement ac-Umty. Starting with the lower forma of anin>2, a^dpa^ng «p throngh the higher, we find a conatMitly
growing range of movement and aetivitie. progrej

W ff Xl'"^'
"'*" " ™'*"»'»« -»™Pl«ity of men-

A wid^.J f°l:'^P»"<'™-=« « "ot »«« aceident.

tZ^A .Tf ™''*' °' "=*'""" » P«"il'le onlywto direa ed by a complex conaeiou«,ea., and Ihighly developed eonseionaness never accompanies anarrow and simple range of activities. The ti^yL
.
n.al drifting hither and thither in the tide ifvr,very simple and stupid mental life, not just becTu.^he was created thus, but because he has no need rfthigher complex con«,i„usness when he has no activitiesto perform which require direction. Indeed, ahSdeveloped mmd would not only be unneceasa7f»
aach an animal, but would be a positive detriment;for a complex conacwusness has no significance eicep

cZl. •.
",'"^.°' " 'o ^^^ "»»=« to the gre.^comp exity of activities which he must perform Al^^lousnesa « motor. Thought and'ieeC^'

oZn "'^ "'"" " '"^"'- They have de«"oped to their present stage in the human family not^e«ly along with g«wing activities, but bec.^^

298
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Volition concerns itself wholly with acts. The will Wiu con-
always has to do with causing or inhibiting some ac- witS'Jd""
tion either physical or mental. Here its function iv«»cu.**'''

begins and ends. »Iovements, like other phenomena,
do not just happen. They never occur without a cause
back of them. Whether they are performed with a
conscious end in view or without it, the fact remains
the B&me—something must lie back of the act to
account for its performance. During the last hour,
each of us has performed many simple movements
and more or less complex acts. These acts have varied
greatly in character. Of many we were wholly un-
conscious. Others were consciously performed, but
practically without effort on our part. Still others
were accomplished only after a struggle to decide
which of two lines of action we should take. What
is it that lies back of each of these classes of acts?
Is the cause the same in all cases, or does it vary as
the type of action varies? In order to answer these
questions let us look a little more closely into the char-
acter of the most important types of action.

First, there are going on within every living organ^
,

ism countless movements of which he is in large part Zu
unconscious, which he does nothing to initiate, and
which he is largely powerless to prevent. Some of
them are wholly, and others almost, out of the reach
and power of his will. Such are the movements of
the heart and vascular system, the action of the lungs
in breathing, the movements of the digestive tract, the
work of the various glands in their process of secre-
tion. We may even go to the very cells themselves
and find that here also ceaseless activity is the rule
wherever the process of metabolism is going on. The
entire organism is not only a mass of living matter.

16
'

Simple
reflex
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Inatinctive
acta.

but just because it is living no part of it is at rest.
Movements of this type require no external stimulus
and no direction. They take care of themselves, as
long as the body is in health, without let or hindrance
contmuing whether we sleep or wake, whether we are
in hypiiutic trance or in anaesthetic coma. With move-
ments of this type we shall have no more concern
since they are almost wholly physioK-gical, and come
scarcely at all within the range of the consciousness.

Next, there are a large number of such acts as clos-
ing the eyes when they are threatened, starting back
from danger, crying out from pain or alarm, frown-
ing and striking when angry. These may roughly be
classed as instinctive, and have already been discussed
under that head. They differ from the former classm that they require some stimulus to set the act offWe are fully conscious of their performance, although
they are performed without a conscious end in view.
Wmking the eye serves an important purpose, but
that IS not why we wink; starting back from danger
IS a wise thing to do, but we do not stop to consider
this before performing the act. And so on with a
multitude of reflex and instinctive acts. They are per-
formed immediately upon receiving an appropriate
stimulus, because we possess an organism calculated to
act m a definite way in response to certain stimuli.
There is no need for, and indeed no place for, any-
thing to come in between the stimulus and the act.
The stimulus pulls the trigger of a ready-set nervous
system, and the act follows at once. Acts of these
reflex and instinctive types do not come properly
within the range of volition, hence we will not con-
sider them further.

Finally, growing out of these reflex and instinctive
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as

act. is a broad field of action which is called volu VoiitioniU
ttonal. The dtsttnguiahing feature of this type of J^^^
action is that the acts are performed with a definite nonvouf
end in view. This end is something which we desire

*'°"'*

and which we purpose to attain through the proposed
act. In order to attain a desired end it is evident that
we must be able to purpose an act suitable for the
accomplishment of that end. But it is impossible to
purpose an act, the copy or image of which is not in
the memory; for there would be nothing present to
purpose. Now it happens that all random, reflex, and
instinctive acts once or many times involuntarily per-
formed leave their image in the mind; and these
images serve as ends which we can deliberately will
to attain. Prom this it follows that the scope of our
possible voluntary acts depends on the supply of im-
ages left by experiences of acts first voluntarily
performed.

Many of our acts follow immediately the appear- ideomotor
ance of the image in consciousness, without hesitation

'"*'*"'•

and without delay. This kind of action we name
tdeomotor. The pencil and paper are lying before
us, and we find ourselves scribbling; these familiar
articles have suggested the image of writing, and the
act has supervened almost without our consciousness
of it. A door starts to blow shut, and we spring up
and avert the slam; the image of the act necessary
to prevent the accident has entered the mind and
been acted upon at once. The memory of a neglected
errand comes to us, and we have started on its per-
formance before we are aware; the act has followed
immediately on the heels of the image. The move-
ments of the piano player's fingers follow unerringly
and with almost incredible speed his perception of
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the symbols on the printed page; each separate per-
cept has remained but the fraction of a second in
consciousness, but yet long enough for the movement
to follow. A crowd watching a football game may
be observed to lean forward with tense muscles in the
direction their favorite team is advancing The ges-
ticulations of a forcible speaker are often performed
in miniature by interested listeners. The thought of
climbing the stairs is followed by a feeling of inner-
vation in the muscles of the legs. The lips have a
tendency to pronounce the words as we read silently
from a printed page. And so we might go on and
give a thousand similar illustrations.

We may then lay it down as a rule that every
image of a movement tends to result in the actual
movement, and will so result unless checked by an
antagonistic image. In the run of our everyday ex-
perience there is a constant interplay of images, some
leading toward motor responses, and others restraining
from them. The child sees the lamp and starts to reach
for it, when the memory of yesterday's bum from a
like act comes in and interferes; the inhibiting image
is strong enough in this case to prevent the act. An
aching tooth suggests that we go to the dentist and
have it extracted, but the thought of the pain occurs
to us and we delay the ordeal. Finally, the pain may
become so severe that the immediate torture overbal-
ances the thought of the more distant suflfering, and
we find ourselves on the way to the dentist.
A waking man's behavior is at all times " the re-

sultant of two opposing neural forces. With unim-
aginable fineness some currents among the cells and
fibers of his brain are playing on the motor nerves,
while other currents, as unimaginably fine, are play-
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'ZrZJ^l ^"i.'""^°*«'
d«"»™in« or helping them,

alter ng their direction or their speed." No matterhow long or how severe may be the struggle between
the conflicting images, however, the act comes in theend as a result of the image which has triumphed, and
hence occupies the attention. And. further, when
attention has once settled down on the proper image,
the act IS sure to follow.

As long as these contending neural forces are bal-
anced against each other, as long as the images aren conflict to win the attention, we are in a state ofindecmon. This happens whenever the mind is occu-

knows for himself this state of inward unrest An

T!of TJl *^ T^ ''^''^ ^°"'^ «^ '^^^ promptan act; but before the act can occur, a contrary image

favoring the act. and is in turn counterbalanced byan opposing one. The impelling and inhibiting im.ages we call motives or reasons for and against theproposed act. While we are balancing the motives
against each other, we are said to deliberate t2
tMnr>! wu*'"'"*'""

"^"^^ ^^ °°> '^ '^^ continue tothink about the matter at all. until one set of imageshas triumphed over the other and secured the atten-

the deliberation is at an end. We have exercised thehighest function of the will and made a choice
Sometimes the battle of motives is short, the de-

cision being reached as soon as there i, tim^ to sut

oZrl r'^'^r ^'^ ''^"^ «^ ^^' ^"^tion. Atother times the conflict may go on for days or weeks

quish the other and dictate the decision. When the
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motivog are iomewhat evrnly balanopd we wisely paiwp
in making a deciaion, because when one line of action
ia taken, the other cannot be, and we hesitate to lose
eUher opportnnity. A state of indecision is usually
highly unpleasant, and no doubt more than one da-
emon has been hastened in our lives simply that we
might be done with the unpleasantness attendant on
the consideration of two contrary and insistent sets
of motives.

It is of the highest importance when making a de-
cision of any consequence that we should be fair in
considering all the reasons on both sides of the ques-
tion, allowing each its just weight. Nor is this as easy
aa It might appear; for, as we saw in our study of the
emotions, our feeling attitude toward any object that
occupies the mind is largely responsible for the sub-
jective value we place upon it. Tt is easy to be so
prejudiced toward or against a line of action that the
motives bearing upon it cannot get fair consideration.
To be able to eliminate this personal factor to such
an extent that the evidence before us on a question
may be considered on its merits is a rare accomplish-
ment.

A decision may be reached in a variety of ways,
the most important ones of which may now briefly
be described after the general plan suggested by Pro-
fessor James:

(1) One of the simplest tj-pes of decision is that
in which the preponderance of motives is clearly seen
to be on one side or other, and the only rational thing
to do is to decide in accordance with the weight of
evidence. If we discover ten reasons why we should
pursue a certain course of action, and only one or
two reasons of equal weight why we should not, then
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the decision ought not to be hard to make. TJie poiutu
to watch in this eaae are («) that we have really dia-
eovered all the important reasons on both aides of the
case, nnd (6) that our feelings of personal interent
or prejudice have not given some of the motives anundue weiRht in our scale of values. Decisions of this
type are called reasonable.

(2) It is to be doubted whether as many of our de-
cis.ons are made under immediate stress of volition aswe think. Ue may be hesitating between two sets of
motives, unable to decide between them, when a third
factor enters which is not really related to the ques-
ion at alUut which finally dictates the decision never-

theless. For example, we are considering the question
whether we shall go on an excursion or stay at home
and complete a piece of work. The benefits coming
from the recreation, and the pleasures of the trip are
pitted against the expense which must be incurred
and the desirability of having the work done on timeAt this point, while as yet we have been unable to
decide, a friend comes along, and we seek to evade
the responsibility of making our own decision by ap-
pealing to him, " You tell me what to do! " How
few of us have never said in eflfect if not in words,

1 will do this or that if you will "? How few
have never taken advantage of a rainy day to stay
from church or shirk an undesirable engagement?How few have not allowed important questions to be
decided by some trivial or accidental factor not really
related to the choice in the least?

This form of decision is accidental de> ion It does
not rest on motives which are vitally related to the
case, but rather on the accident of ex.^mal circum-
stances. The person who habitually makes his deal-
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sions in this way lacks power of will. He does not
hold himself to the question until he has the evidence

^ L'J*!"' ^f *^'° ^''"'"^^ ^''''^ h'« attention to

He ^rff. "'^K J^*'""/"^ ^ '^"'•^ '*« performance.He drifts with the tide, he goes with the crowd he
shirks responsibility.

'

(3) A second type of accidental decision may occurwhen we are hesitating between two lines of actionwhich are seemingly about equally desirable, and no
preponderating motive enters the field; when no ex-
ternal factor appears, and no advising friend comes
to the rescue. Then, with the necessity for deciding
hnist upon us. we tire of the worry and strain of de
liberation and say to ourselves, " This thing must besettled one way or the other pretty soon; I am tiredof the whole matter." When we have reached thispoint we are likely to shut our eyes to the evTdence

of tlT' .
^"^^' ^"^'^"^ '^P^" *h^ ^h™ «r mood

the nL T ;
7'^ ^'^'^y ^^ "^^* ""' decision

regret than we had for the decision. It is evident thatsuch a decision as this does not rest on valid motives.

hL^ Z °°
' T'^'"* "^ ^"^J^^*^^^ conditions

Habitual decisions of this type are an evidence of amental lazine« or a mental incompetence which ren-
ders the mdividual incapable of marshaling the facts
bearing on a case. He cannot hold them before hismind and weigh them against each other until one side
outweighs the other and dictates the decision. Of
course the remedy for this weakness of decision lies
in not allowmg oneself to be pushed into a decision
simply to escape the unpleasantness of a state of inde-
cision, or the necessity of searching for further evi-
dence which will make the decision easier
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On the other hand, it is possible to form a habit of Chronic
tndectston, of undue hesitancy in coming to conclu-

'"'*•'='•'<"»•

sions when the evidence is all before us. This gives
us the mental dawdler, the person who will spend
several minutes in an agony of indecision over whether
to carry an umbrella on this particular trip; whether
to wear black shoes or tan shoes to-day; whether to gc
callmg or to stay at home and write letters this after-
noon. Such a person is usually in a stew over some
mconsequential matter, and consumes so much time
and energy in fussing over trivial things that he is
incapabl*- of handling larger ones. If we are certain
that we .;ve all the facts in a given case before us,
and have given each its due weight so far as our judg-
ment will enable us to do, then there is nothing to be
gained by delaying the decision. Nor is there any
occasion to change the decision after it has once been
made unless new evidence is discovered bearing on
the case.

(4) The highest type of decision is that in which DecUion
the / IS the determining factor. The pressure of ex-
ternal circumstances and inward impulse is not enough
to overcome a calm and determined I will. Two
possible lines of action may lie open before us. Every
current of our being leads toward the one; in addi-
tion, inclination, friends, honors all beckon in the same
direction. From the other course our very nature
shrinks

;
duty alone bids us take this line, and promises Thi. th.

no rewards except the approval of conscience. Here '

'

is the crucial point in human experience; the supreme
test of the individual

; the last measure of man's inde-
pendence and power. Winning at this point man has
exercised his highest prerogative—that of independent
choice; failing here, he reverts toward the lower forms

under
effort.

teat of
power.
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and is a creature of circumstance, no longer the master
of his own destiny, but blown about by the winds of
chance. And it behooves us to win in this battle. We
may lose in a contest or a game and yet not fail, be-
cause we have done our best ; if we fail in the conflict
of motives we have planted a seed of weakness from
which we shall at last harvest defeat.
Jean Val Jean, the galley slave of almost a score

of years, escapes and lives an honest life. He wins
the respect and admiration of friends; he is elected
mayor of his town, and honors are heaped on him. At
the height of his prosperity he reads one day that a
man has been arrested in another town for the escaped
convict Jean Val Jean, and is about to be sent to
the galleys. Now comes the supreme test in Jean Val
Jean's life. Shall he remain the honored, respected
citizen and let an innocent man suflPer in his stead,
or shall he proclaim himself the long-sought criminal
and again have the collar riveted on his neck and
take his place at the oarst He spends one awful night
of conflict, in which contending motives make a battle
ground of his soul. But in the morning he has won.
He has saved his manhood. His conscience yet lives—
and he goes and gives himself up to the officers. Nor
could he do otherwise and still remain a man.
The ultimate test of the strength of the will is

found in the power of attention ; upon this all choice
finally rests. Given the ability to attend to one set
of motives to the exclusion of all others, and the de-
cision is already made. For decision finally consists
in mentally agreeing to attend to the images suggest-
ing the accepted line of action and shutting from the
mind those opposed to it. Once the decision is made,
the act which is to carry it out may either follow
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immediately or be delayed for a more appropriate
opportunity. This does not matter. When the act

comes, whether sooner or later, it is but the expres-
sion of the images which occupied the attention in

the decision.

The actual amount of volition exercised in making
a decision cannot be measured by objective results.

The fact that A follows the pathway of duty, while B
falters and finally drifts into the byways of pleasure,
is not certain evidence that the former has put forth
the greater power of will. In the first place, the
allurements which led B astray may have had no
charms for A. Furthermore, A may have so formed
the habit of pursuing the pathway of duty when the
two paths opened before him, that his well-trained
feet unerringly led him into the narrow way with-
out a struggle. Of course 4 is on safer ground than
B, and on ground that we should all seek to attain.

But, nevertheless, B, although he fell when he should
have stood, may have been fighting a battle and mani-
festing a power of resistance of which A, under simi-
lar temptation, would have been incapable. The only
point from which a conflict of motives can be safely
judged is that of the soul which is engaged in the
battle.

Several fairly well-marked volitional types may be
discovered -. \\) The impulsive type of will, which goes
along with a nervous organism of the hair-trigger
kind. The brain is in a state of highly unstable equi-
librium, and a relatively slight current serves to set

off the motor centers. Action follows before there is

time for a counteracting current to intervene. Put-
ting it in mental terms, wc act on an idea which pre-

sents itself before an opposing one has opportunity

Objective
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to enter the mind. Hence the action is largely orwholly tdeomotor and but slightly or not atallde.
hberattve It « this type of will which results Yn the

Ltr^f ::
'"'' °^ *'^ '^^^ *«* --^^^ed o" himpulse of the moment and repented of at leisurewhich compels the frequent, " I didn't think or iwould not have done it!" The impulsive pelnmay undoubtedly have credited up to him mlnyZl

eZI \ r 'V °^ spontaneity and whole-heart-
edness which go far to atone for his faults. The factremains however, that he is too little the master of

l^^ * '' " ^;'^' *"^ '^'^''y "^y «temarcir.
cumstances or inward caprice. He lacks balance

Impulsive action is not to be confused with quickdecision and rapid action. Many of the workTigreat^ and safest leade« have been noted for^^^!

out their decisions. It must be remembered, however
that these men were making decisions in fields welknown to them The, were specialiste in this line of
deliberation. The motives for and against cer^n
lines of action had often been dwelt upon. All poe-sible contingencies had been imaged ma^y times o^
?"he ta

H

""^^f
"P°° *^^ ^^^«^«»* "motive.:The vanous images had long been associated withc rtam definite lines of action. Deliberation u^ersuch conditions can be carried on with lightnbg

rapidity each motive being checked off as worth. s^much the mrtant it presents itself, and action can
follow immediately when attention settles on the
.proper motive to govern the decision. This is not im.pube but abbreviated deliberation. These facts sug-
gest to us that w« should think much and carefuOly
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over matters in which we are required to make quick
decisions.

Of course the remedy for the overimpulsive type is The remedy
to change ideomotor into deliberative action When '?'*«;'?«»-

the impulse comes to act without consideration pause -i""
""

to give the other side of the question an opportunity
to be heard. Check the motor response to images
which suggest action until you have reviewed the
held to see whether there are contrary images to be
taken mto account. Form the habit of waiting for all
evidence before deciding. " Think twice "

before
you act.

(2) The opposite of the impulsive type of will is 2 Th.ob-
the obstructed or halky will. In this type there is '^T^^
too much inhibition, or else not enough impulsion
Images which should result in action are checkmated
by opposing images, or do not possess vitality enough
as motives to overcome the dead weight of inertia
which clogs mental action. The person knows well
enough what he should do, but he cannot get started
He cannot get the consent of his will." It may be
the student whose mind is tormented by thoughts of
coming failure in recitation or examination, but who
yet cannot force himself to the exertion necessary
safely to meet the ordeal. It may be the dissolute
man who tortures himself in his sober moments with
remorse and the thought that he was intended for bet-
ter things, but who, waking from his meditations
go^ on m the same old way. It may be the child
undergoing punishment, who is to be released from
bondage as soon as he will promise to be good, but
who cannot bring himself to say the necessary words.
It not only may be, but is, man or woman anywhere
Who has ideals which are kno^n to be worthy and
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noble, but which fail to take hold. It is anyone who
IS following a course of action which he knows is be-
neath him.

No one can doubt that the moral tragedies, the
failures and the shipwrecks in life come far more
fi-om the breaking of the bonds which should bind
right Ideals to action than from a failure to perceive
the truth. Men differ far more in their deeds than
in their standards of action.

The remedy for this diseased type of will is much
easier to prescribe than to apply. It is simply to
refuse to attend to the contrary images which are
blocking action, and to cultivate and encourage those
which lead to action of the right kind. It is seeking
to vitalize our good impulses and render them effec-
tive by acting on them whenever opportunity offers.
Nothing can be accomplished by moodily dwelling on
the disgrace of harboring the obstructing images
Thus brooding over them only encourages them.
What we need is to get entirely away from the line
of thought in which we have met our obstruction, and
approach the matter from a different direction The
child who is in a fit of the sulks does not so much
need a lecture on the disagreeable habit he is forming
as to have his thought led into lines not connected
with the grievance which is causing him the trouble
The stubborn child does not need to have his will
broken," but rather to have it strengthened. He

may be compelled to do what he does not want to do-
but if this is accomplished through physical forc^
instead of by leading to thoughts connected with the
performance of the act, it may be doubted whether
the will has in any degree been strengthened. In-
deed It may rather be depended upon that it haa
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been weakened
i fop an opportunity for 8elf.control

The ultimate remedy for rebellion often lie. in greater

the chid ,ho„ld not obey rightful authority promptlyand «p„„,t|y b„, ,fc„ .^ ^ ,.^y^ external .^thorny „ p„„,b,, .i„^j .„,^„^^^ j^

»

child the opportunity for ..(/-compuUion.

tyD« of !r ''" """ '»"'«'' *''e«e two abnormal

win hZL " ^ """' "" "'"^ "' """"i
«d inWb«io^"lH" ' """^ "'*'° '«*'™«" ™P««»

o'er Witt ,1 T"""^'
"""' " '«*'»- •• ««klieJ

tern tha?i h " ' ""^ °' *''»«'" " *» ""«" «» «-tent that It becomes impossible. The evidence is all

r:'d:« d"' "°5 r-™ '-"^ -ighed. Tut"h^

Pnon.,*, «
allowed. The fleeting impulse is not

a-^frrstrr ''"«'—-'^

t"vM mL h
' ! ""T "'''* ""^""t* the mo-

tion^ Motivea «leoted a, guid«i to Jion must be

r.TT i-
"'"'*-"'""'«'' "« «««i«e of its nor-m«l fmiction. The function of the wiU is to dir^or cont«, in the actual affair, of our Ufe. ZTywell-meaning po«on, ,pe^ of tnuning the will as ifwe could separate it f«,m the interertf andr,^of our daily Uving, and in some way put itS^
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its paces merely for the sake of adding to its general
strength. This view is all wrong. There is no such
thing as general power of will. Will is always re-

quired in specific acts and emergencies, and it is pre-
cisely upon such matters that it must be exercised if

it is to be cultivated.

What is needed in developing the will is a deep
moral interest in whatever we set out to do, and a high
purpose to do it up to the limit of our powers. With-
out this, any artificial exercises, no matter how care-

fully they are devised or how heroically they are
carried out, cannot but fail to fit us for the real tests

of life; with it, artificial exercises are superfluous.

It matters not so much what our vocation as how it

is performed. The most commonplace human experi-

ence is rich in opportunities for the highest form of

expression possible to the will—^that of directing us
into right lines of action, and of holding us to our
best in the accomplishment of some dominant purpose.

There is no one set form of exercise which alone
will serve to train the will. The student pushing
steadily toward his goal in spite of poverty and grind-
ing labor; the teacher who, though unappreciated
and poorly paid, yet performs every duty with con-

scientious thoroughness; the man who stands firm in

the face of temptation ; the person whom heredity or
circumstance has handicapped, but who, nevertheless,

courageously fights his battle; the countle« men and
women everywhere whose names are not known to

fame, but who stand in the hard places, bearing the
heat and the toil with brave, unflinching hearts—^these

are the ones who are developing a moral fiber and
strength of will which will stand in the day of stress.

Better a thousand times such training as this in the
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thick of life's real conflicts than any volitional calis-

thenics or priggish self-deniala entered into solely for
the training of the will

!

We have seen in this discussion that will is a mode
of control—control of our thoughts and, through our
thoughts, of our actions. Will may be looked upon,
then, as the culmination of the mental life, the high-
est form of directing agent within us. Beginning
with the direction of our simplest movements, it goes
on until it governs the current of our life in the pur-
suit of some distant ideal.

Just how far the will can go in its control, just how
far man is a free moral agent, has long been one of
the mooted questions among the philosophers. But
some few facts are clear. If the will can exercise full
control over all our acts, it by this very fact deter-
mines our character; and character spells destiny.
There is not the least doubt, however, that the will
in thus directing us in the achievement of a destiny
works under two limitations: First, every individual
enters upon life with a large stock of inherited ten-
demies, which go far to shape his interests and aspi-
rations. And these are important factors in the work
of volition. Second, we all have our setting in the
midst of a great material and social environment,
which is largely beyond our power to modify, and
whose influences are constantly playing upon us and
molding us according to their type.

Yet there is nothing in this thought to discourage
us. For these very limitations have in them our hope
of a larger freedom. Man's heredity, coming to him
through ages of conflict with the forces of nature,
with his brother man, and with himself, has deeply
instilled in him the spirit of independence and self-
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control. It has trained him to deliberate, to choose,
to achieve. It has developed in him the power to will.
Likewise man's environment, in which he must live
and work, furnishes the problems which his life work
is to solve, and out of whose solution the will receives
its only true development.

It is through the action and interaction of these
two factors, then, that man is to work out his destiny
What he is, coupled with what he may do, leads him
to what he may become. Every man possesses in
some degree a spark of divinity, a sovereign indi-
viduaiity, a power of independent initiative. This is
all he needs to make him free—free to do his best in
whatever walk of life he finds himself. If he will
but do this, the doing of it will lead him into a con-
stantly growing freedom, and he can voice the cry of
every earnest heart:

Build thee more stately mansions, O my soul!
As the swift seasons roll!

Leave thy low-vaulted past!
Let each new temple, nobler than the last,
Shut thee from heaven with a dome more vast,
Till thou at length art free,

Leaving thine outgrown shell by life's unresting seal

EXERCISES

Give illustrations from your own experience of the various
types of actions mentioned in this discussion.
From your own experience of the last hour, what examples

of ideomotor action can you give? Would it have been
better in some cases had you stopped to deliberate?

AreyoueasUyinfluencedbyprejudiceorpersonalpreference
m makmg decisions? What recent decisions have been thus
affected?
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Can you clMsify the various ones of your decisions whioh

Under wh.chcla«s does the largest number faU? Have y^Ja tendency to dnft with the crowd? Are you indeLnZnt

What IS the value of advice? Ought advit« to .i^ «^han to assist in getting all the evide^^^^a L Jf^t^one who is to decide?
"eiore tne

tinn!!?r"
J^'**^ •"'^"•«*lf *ell enough to tell to which voU-

andfirmneJ S.nn r^* **^^'^" stubbornness

to !«!? r^^r ^°" "'^ y""' instructor, or a friendto assist you m class.fying yourself as to volitional tyT

wotk tol r''1 *''; •"'"•^•°"
=
^'"^ •«' ^° you hl^hard

decision? the r^e^ly?
''' '*"" "' ^^'^^ '^^^ "^ '«-

at "nTonriL"""°'"= ^"^" °' *'"' ^*" ^^^ «o"troI yourattention? Do you submit easily to temptation? Can vouhold yourself up to a high deg«e of effort? Can you pe«^ve~?Have you ever failed in the attainment of «^meT„ZiIdeal because you could not bring yourself to n»! ^^
"^

in sacrifice, or effort necessary? ^ ^ ^^ ***" P"**

Are you using the problems and difficulties of your evervday work to grow in st^ngth of will? Have Jou a p^'
cottr" "^ ^"^'"« ''''^y ^'^"^ *° accomphsh?XCcommg more and more to be the master of yoursoU?
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I>ewey, « Psychology," Chapter XXII
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SELF-EXPRESSION AND DEVELOPMENT

We have already seen that the mind and the body
are associated in a copartnership in which each is an
indispensable and active member. We have seen that
the body gets its dignity and worth from its relation
with the mind, and that the mind is dependent on the
body for the crude material of its thought, and also
for the carrying out of its mandates in securing adap-
tation to our environment. We have seen as a corol-
Uiy of these facts that the efficiency of both mind and
body IS conditioned by tl e manner in which each
carries out its share of the mutual activities.
No impression without corresponding expression has

become a maxim in both physiology and psychology.
Inner life implies self-expression in external activi-
ties. The stream of impressions pouring in upon us
hourly from our environment must have means of ex-
pression if development is to follow. We cannot be
passive recipients, but must be active participants in
the educational process. We must not only be able to
know and feel, but to do.

The nature of the impressions which come to us and
how they all lead on toward ultimate expression is
shown in the accompanying diagram (Fig. 19). Our
material environment is thrusting impressions upon
us every moment of our life: also, the material objects
with which we deal have become so saturated with

246
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social values that each comes to us with a double sig*

nificance, and what an object means often stands for

more than what it is. From the lives of people with

whom we daily mingle; from the wider circle whose

lives do not immediately touch ours, but who are inter-

preted to us by the press, by history and literature;

from the social institutions into which have gone the

lives of millions, and of which our lives form a part,

there come to us constantly a flood of impressions

whose influence cannot be measured. So likewise with

religious impressions. God is all about us and within

us. He speaks to us from every nook and comer of

nature, and communes with us through the still small

voice from within, if we will but listen. The Bible,

religious instruction, and the lives of good people are

other sources of religious impressions constantly tend-

ing to mold our lives. The beautiful in n&ture, art,

and human conduct constantly appeals to us in arathetic

impressions.

Each of these groups of impressions may be sub-

divided and extended into an almost infinite number

and variety, the different groups meeting and overlap-

ping, it is true, yet each preserving reanonably distinct

characteristics. A common characteristic of them all,

as shown in the diagram, is that they all point toward

expression. The varieties of light, color, form, and

distance which we get through vision are not merely

that we may know these phenomena of nature, but

that, knowing them, \ve may use the knowledge in mak-

ing proper responses to our environment. Our power

to know human sympathy and love through our social

impressions are not merely that we may feel these

emotions, but that, feeling them, we may act in

response to them.
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It is impossible to classify logically in any simple
•cheme all the possible forms of expression. ThT^!
gram will serve, however, to call attention to some of
the chief modes of bodily expression, and also to the
results of the bodily expressions in the arts and voca-
tions. Here again the process of subdivision and ex-
tension can be carried out indefinitely. The laugh can
be made to tell many diflFerent stories. Crying may
express bitter sorrow or uncontrollable joy Vocal
speech may be carried on in a thousand tongues. Dra-
matic action may be made to portray the whole rangeof human feeling. Plays and games are wide enoughm their scope to satisfy the demands of all ages andeveiy people. The handicrafts cover so wide I range

nni *^t" !. P'"^"" °' civilization can be classSunder them, and indeed without their development the
arts and vocations would be impossible. Architecture,
sculpture, paintmg, music, and literature have a thou-sand possibilities both in technique and content. Like-
wise the modes of society, conduct, and religion are
unlimited m their forms of expression.
While it IS more blessed to give than to receive, it is^mewhat harder in the doing; for more of the se'inl

fZI- 7^ '"^ "P"^'°° ^^^'^ »° impression.
Expression needs to be cultivated as an art; for whocan express all he thinks, or feels, or conceives! Whocan do his innermost .^If justice when he attempts to
express it in language, in music, or in marble t The
painter answers when praised for his work. "

If youcould but see the picture I intended to paint ! " The
pupil wys," I know, but cannot tell." The friend
says.

1 wish I could tell you how sorry I am " The
actor complains, "If I could only portray the passion
as I feel it, I could bring all the world to my feet!

"
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The body, being of grosser structure than the mind,
must always lag somewhat behind in exprpssing the
mind's states; yet, so perfect is the harmony between
the two, that with a body well trained to respond to
the mind's needs, comparatively little of the spiritual
need be lost in its expression through the material.
Nor are we to think that cultivation of expression

results in better power of expression alone, or that
lack of cultivation results only in decreased power of
expression. There is also a distinct mental value m
expression. An idea always assumes new clearness
and wider relations when it is expressed. Michael
Angelo, making his plans for the great cathedral,
found his first concept of the structure expanding and
growing more beautiful as he developed his plans.
The sculptor, beginning to model the statue after the
image which he has in his mind, finds the image grow-
ing and becoming more expremive and beautiful as the
clay is molded and formed. The writer finds the scope
and worth of his book growing as he proceeds with
the writing. The student, beginning doubtfully on
his construction in geometry, finds the truth growing
clearer as he proceeds. The child with a dim and
hazy notion of the meaning of the story in history or
literature discovers that the meaning grows clear as
he himself works out its expression in speech, in the
handicrafts, or in dramatic representation. So we may
apply the test to any realm of thought whatever, and
the law holds good : It is not in its apprehension hut
in its expression that a truth finally becomes assimi-
lated to our body of usable knowledge. And this
means that in all training of the body through its

motor expression we are to remember that the mind
must be behind the act ; that the intellect must guide
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the hand
;
that the object is not to make skillful fingers

alone, but to develop clear and intelligent thought as

Expression also has a distinct moral value There
are many more people of good intentions than of moral
character m the world. The rugged proverb tells us
that the road to hell is paved with good intentions.^d how easy it is to form good resolutions! WTio
of us has not, after some moral struggle, said "I will
break the bonds of this habit: I will enter upon that
heroic Ime of action

!
" and then, satisfied for the time

with havmg made the resolution, continued in the old
path, until we were surprised later to find that we had
never got beyond the resolution? It is not in the
moment of the resolve but in the moment when the
resolve is carried out in action that the moral value
inheres. To take a stand on a question of right and
wrong means more than to show one's allegiance to
the right—it clears one's own moral vision and gives
him command of himself. Expression is, finally the
only true test for our morality. Lacking moral expres-
sion, we may stand in the class of those who are merely
good, but we can never enter the class of those who
are good for something. One cannot but wonder what
would happen if all the people in the world who are
morally right should give expression to their moral
sentiments, not in words alone, but in deeds. Surely
the millennium would speedily come, not only among
the nations, but in the lives of men.
True religious experience demands expression. The Reiipou.

older conception of a religious life was to escape from 1±1Z'the world and live a life of communion and contem- "°°-

plation m some secluded spot, ignoring the world
thirsting without. Later religious teaching, however

-» II' ;.«»'«.-
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recognizes the fact that religion cannot consirt in
drinking in blessings alone, no matter how ecstatic
the feeling which may accompany the process; that it

18 not the receiving, but this along with the giving
that enriches the life. To give the cup of cold water,
to visit the widow and the fatherless, to comfort and
help the needy and forlorn—this is not only scriptural
but it is psychological. Only as religious feeling goes
out into religious expression, can we have a normal
religious experience.

The criterion of an education once was. How much
does he know? The world did not expect an edu-
cated man to do anything; he was to be put on a
pedestal and admired from a distance. But this cri-
tenon is now obsolete. Society cares little how much
we know if it does not enable us to do. People no
longer merely admire knowledge, but insist that the
man of education shall put his shoulder to the wheel
and lend a hand wherever help is needed. Education
IS no longer to set men apart from their fellows, but
to make them more efficient comrades and helpers in
the world's work. Not the man who knows chemistry
and botany, but he who can use this knowledge to make
two blades of grass grow where but one grew before is
the true benefactor of his race. In short, the world
demands services returned for opportunities afforded;
It expects social expression to result from social im'
prcssions.

And this is also best for the individual, for only
through social service can we attain to a full realiza-
tion of the social values in our environment. Only
thus can we enter fully into the social heritage of the
ages which we receive from books and institutions;
only thus can we come into the truest and best i^la-
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tions with humanity in a common brotherhood; only
thua can we live the broador and more signiHcant life
and come to realize the largest possible social self
The educational significance of the trutlw illustratedm the diagram and the discussion has been somewhat

8 ow in taking hold. This has been due not alone to the
slowness of the educational world to grasp a new idea
but also to the practical difficulties connected with
adapting the school exercises as well to the expression
side of edr ution as to the impression. From the fall
of Athens i down to the time of Froebel the schools
were const. _ted on the theory that pupils were to
receive education, that they were to drink in knowl-
edge that their minds were to be stored with facts
Children were to " be seen and not heard." Educa-
tion was largely a process of gorging the memory Vvi-j
information.

Now it is evident that it is far easier to provide for
this passive side of education than for the active side
All that is needetl iu the former case is to have teach-
ers and books reasonably full of information, and
pupils sufficiently docile to receive it. But in the lat-
ter case, the equipment must be more extensive If
the child is to be allowed to carry out his impressions
into expressions, if he is actually to do something
himself, then he must be supplied with adequate
equipment.

So far as the home life was concerned, the child of
several generations ago was at a decided advantage
over the child cf to-day on the expression side of his
education. The homes of that day were beehives of
industry, m which a dozen handicrafts were taught
and practiced. The buildings, the farm implements,
and much of the furniture of the home were made
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from the native timber. The material for the cloth-
insr of the family was produced on the farm, made into
cloth, and finally into garmenta in the home. Nearly
all the supplies for the Uble came likewise from the
farm. These industries demanded the combined efforts
of the family, and each child did his or her part.

But that day is past. One third of our people live
in cities, and even in the village and on the farm the
handicrafts of the home have been relegated to the
factory, and everything comes into the home ready
for ua«. The telephone, the mail carrier, and the de-
livei7man do all the errands even, and the child in
the home is deprived of responsibility and of nearly
all opportunity for manual expression. This is no
one's fault, for it is just one phase of a great indus-
trial readjustment in society. Yet the fact remains
that the home has lost an important element in edu-
cation, which the school must supply if we are not
to be the losers educationally by the change.
And modem educational method is insisting pre-

cisely on this point. A few years ago the boy caught
whittling in school was a fit subject for a flogging-
the boy IS to-day given bench and tools, and is in'
strurted in their use. Then the child was punished
for drawing pictures; now we are using drawing as
one of the best modes of expression. Then instroc-
tion in singing was intrusted to an occasional evening
class, which only the older children could attend, and
which was teught by some itinerant singing master;
to-day we make music one of our most valuable school
exercises. Then all play time was so much time
WMted; now we recognize play as a necessary and
valuable mode of expression and development. Then
dramatic representation was conaned to the occaaiooal
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exhibition or evening entertainment; now it has be-come a recognized part of our school work. Then itwaa a crime for pupils to communicate with each
other in school

; now a part of the school work is
planned so that pupils work in groups, and thus re-
eenre .xjial training. Then our schoolroom, were
destitute of every vestige of beauty; to-day many of
them are artistic and beautiful.

This statement of the case is'rather over-optimistic Unny
ir applied to our whole school system, however For •«^«}««- •«
there are still many schools in which all forms of S-
handicraft are unknown, and in which the only train-
ing m artistic expression is that which comes from
caricaturing the teacher. Singing is still an unknown
art to many teachers. The play instinct is yet looked
upon with suspicion and distrust in some quartersA arge number of our schoolrooms are as barren and
ugly to-day as ever, and contain an atmosphere as
titling to all forms of natural expression. We can
only comfort ourselves with Holme. 's maxim, that it
matters not so much where we stand as in what direc-
tion we are moving. And we certainly are moving
toward a larger development and greater efficiency
in expression on the part of those who pass through
our schools.

Finally, all that has been said in this discussion txp«hu direct reference to what we call character-that I^i,*
mysterious something which we so often hear eulo-
gized and so seldom analyzed. Character has two
distinct phases, which may be called the subjective
phase and the social phase; or, stating it differently,
character is both what we are and what we do The
first of these has to do with the nature of the real
innermost self; and the last, with the modes in which

no char-

1
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this self finda expression. And it is fair to say that
those about ua are concerned with what wc are chiefly
from its relation to what we do.

Character is not a thing, but a process; it is the
succession of our thoughts and acts from hour to hour.
It IS not something which we can hoard and protect
nd polish unto a more perfect day, but it is the
everyday self in the process of living. And the only
way in which it can be made or marred is through
the nature of this stream of thoughts and acts which
constitute the day's life—is through being or doing
well or ill.

The cultivation of character must, then, ignore
neither of these two lines. To neglect the first is to
forget that it is out of the abundance of the heart
that the mouth speaks; that a corrupt tree cannot
bring forth good fruit; that the act is the true index
of the soul. To omit the second is to leave the char-
acter half formed, the will weak, and the life ineffi-

cient and barren of reanlta. On the one hand, the
mind muat be supplied with noble ideas and high
ideals, with right emotions and worthy ambitions. On
the other hand, the proper connection muat be estab-
lished between these mental states and appropriate
acts. And the acts must finally grow into habits, so
that we naturally and inevitably tranalate our ideas
and ideals, our emotions and ambitions into deeda.
Our character must be strong not in thought and feel-

ing alone, but also in the power to return to the world
ita finished product in the form of •ervice.
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EXERCISES
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From what iouroes in nature do you receive the greatest

Wh.t did . ot«i Kulpto, me« when h. «ud th^^l

What examples have you observoH in «i.;ij-. .

I>o you number .^ r,^^*"**^'^'*"^'*^ »"«l» "chool?

SUGGESTED READINGS

Warner, "Phymcal Expression."
James "Talks to Teacher.." Chaptere I\'-VII

h1"'"J^. '^'r'*'
^'*"«^ °f *»»« ChUd," Chapter VH^ Mand and Hand." Chapte„ I. U. XI. xJff,tl^i
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Actloo, oomplts, 51.

Faetora involvvd ia, 51.
FetliDf and, 22S.

IdttdM and. 140, 141.

Idw-motor, 229.

ImafB and act, 280.
lutinctive, 228.

Reflex, 227.

8«Mory motor, 50.

VoliUonal preceded by noo-voli-
tiooal, 220.

Activity, fundamental fact in life

226.
'

In childhood, 800.
Neoeerity tor motor, 48.

Adoleeoence, intereeta of, 210.
Aofell, quoted, 165.

A«>ei*tion, devieaa for, 125.
E^rience unified by, 118.
How acoompUdied, 114.
li inexorable, 117.
Uweof, 114, 115.
Pkthe of, 50 (DlanwD).

Attention, 12-34.

Activity oooditiGoad by, 21, 22
Control of, 21.

Cultivation of, 18.

Effecti of, 18, 14.

How we attend, 15 (Fi«. ifl)

Hi»Wteof,22.
'

Intenet and, 19, 22.
Memoiy and, 126.

18 9

Attention, aatuiv of, 12.

1>P«of,21.

^nia, individual differancea in
110.

'

Nutrition and aflleteney of, 52.
Relation to mind, 25, 26.
Structure of, 82-35.

Bridgroan, Laura, cited in illuitm*
tion,40.

Celle, function of, 29.

Stnieture of, 28.

Undeveloped, 44.

Cerebellum, 32.

Cerebrum, 82.

Chamberlain, quoted. 174.
Cbwrneter, devekqiment of, 250.
£>Pf««ioa and, 255.
Intcreat and, 307.

Child, the, at birth. 162.

Cooeepi-^HiUding <rf, 148.
Feai» of, 176.

Intenata of, 209.

Paroept^building of, 83.
PIV» of, 177.

^tobiua which oonfroote, 82.
Thinkini of, 144, 145.

^«, how aooompliabed, 231.
Claarificatioo, bow accompliahed,
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Color, how produced, 174.

Concept, the, definition of, 149.

Nature and growth, 148.

Necessity for growth of, 153.

Use in classification, 147.

Use in judgment, 152.

Use in thinking, 149.

Consciousness, complexity of, re-

lated to action, 226.

Nature of, 4-10,

Personal character of, 1.

Threefold process, a, 10.

Wave of, the, 6, 7.

Cord, spinal, 30, 31.

Crammmg, effects of, 123.

Crises, and emotion, 216.

Decision, definition of, 236.

Emotional factor in, 232.

Immediate or delayed, 231.

Impulsive, 237.

Influenced by mood, 187.

Normal, 241.

Obstructed, 239.

Quick, 238.

Test of the will, 235.

Types of, 232-235.

Under effort, 235.

Deduction, forms of, 156.

Relation to mduction, 157.

Deliberation, 231.

Disposition, moods and, 188.

Division of kbor, in the cortex,

38-40.

In the nervous system, 37.

Donaldson, quoted, 44.

Dumont, quoted, 69.

Education, environment and, 52.

Expression and, 249-255.

Instinct and, 162, 165.

Education involves both mind and
body, 43.

Play and, 179.

Effort, influenced by mood, 187.

Interest and, 206.

Emotion, 212-225.

Control of, 216, 218.

Cultivation of, 220-223.

Definition of, 212.

Dependence on expression, 217.

Enjoyment and, 220.

Feeling and, 213.

Instinct and, 212.

Physical response and, 213.

Phynological explanation of, 214.
Relief through expression of, 217.

Emotional balance, 219.

Factor m decision, 232.

Habits, 224.

Overexcitement, 222.
End organs, function of, 36.

Response to stimuli, 40.

Environment, emotional factor in,

221.

Influence of, 173.

Richness of, 81.

Experience, conditions of thiujong,

90.

Crises of, and emotion, 216.

Freedom of will and, 244.

How conserved, 93.

Potentially possible to present,

94.

Present and future interpreted by,
91.

Race e/jpeiience and instinct,

161, 163.

Related to emotions, 215.

Sentiments grow from, 190.

Unified by association, 116.

Expression, cultivation of, 249.
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Expression, dependence of emotion
upon, 217.

Emotional, 214, 124.

Emotional reUef through, 2)7.

Impression and, 246, 248.

Limitations of, 249.

Possible forms of, 249.

Fatigue, recuperation from, 53.
Fear, heredity of, 175.

In life of child, 176.

Instinct of, 174.

In the dark, 175.

Of being alone, 176.

Feeling, 182-194.

Action and, 223.

As habit, 224.

Cognition and, 183.

Definition of, 182.

Emotion and, 213,

Importance of, 182.

Mood, or feeling tone, 185.

Qualities of, 184.

Fibers, association possible through
112, 114.

Development of, 48-50.

Function of, 29.

Kinds of, 35.

Origin of, 28.

Undeveloped, 45.

Freedom and mo<.or development.

Of the will, 243.

Habit, 56-69.

Achievement and, 63.

Attention and, 66.

Danger in, 66.

Economizing effort, 64.

Efficiency and, 64.

Experience conserved by, 93.

Habit, grows out of instincts, 168.
Imluence of, 56.

Interest and, 198.

Maxims for forming, (57, 68.
Memory and, 109-1 13.

Morality and, 66.

Of indecision, 235.

Physical, 57.

Physical basis of, 58.
Habits, emotional, 224.

Mental, 54.

Hearing, tones and noises from.
78.

Heredity, affects mode of imitation.
171.

Fear, 175.

Influence of, 161.

Hugo, illustration from, 236.

Ideals, action and, 140, 141.

Imagination and, 135.
Image and act, 230.

Motor power of an, 230.
Related to emotion, 218.

Imagery, development of, 103-105.
Experience conserved by, 93.
Mental, 90-106.

Types of, 96, 97, 99, 111, 112.
Value of wide range of, 99.
Varying power of, 97. 98.

Images, indecision a conflict of
231.

In interpreting literature, lOO-
102.

Introspective test of, 95-97.
Material of imagination, the, 13a

137.

Material of memory, the, 111.
Motor, 102, 229-231.

Reconstruction of, 104.
Viewed by introspection, 95.
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Imagination, 128-142.

Constructive power of, 136.
Conduct and, 134.

Emotion and, 218.

Factors in, 137.

Functions of, 129-135.
Ideals and plans through, 135.
In literature and art, 131.
Interpreting others' thought, 129.
Material of, 136.

Practical phases of, 133.
Science and, 130.

Thinking and, 132.

Imitation, conduct and, 171.
Conscious and unconscious, 172.
Individuality in, 171.

Instinct of, 170.

Language and, 171.

Impression, expression and, 246
248.

Sources of, 246.

Inattention, results of, 18.

Types of, 16, 17.

Induction, deduction and, 159.
Nature of, 157.

Necessity for broad, 157.

"Inductive leap," the, 158.
Listinct, 161-181.

Blindness of unmodified, 164.

Definition of, 162.

Emotion and, 212.

Human, 169.

Individual habit and, 168.

Modified by education, 165.
Of fear, 174-177.

Of imitation, 170-173.
Of play, 177-180.

Racial habits and, 164.

Result of race experience, 161.
163.

Instinctive acts, 228.

Instincts, succession of, 165.
To be utilized, 168.

Transitoriness of, 166.

Useless, 167.

Utilization of, 181.

Interest, 195-211.

Attention and, 19, 22.

Character and, 207.
Direct and indirect, 199.

Dynamic phase of, 117.

Evolution of, 208.

Habit and, 198.

Nature of, 196.

Objective and subjective side of.

197.

Order of development of. 208-
210.

Selection among, 203.

Specialization in, 204.

Transitoriness of, 201.
Value of, 202.

Will related to, 207.
Interests, balance among, 205.
Narrow and broad, 204.

Introspection, images known by, 95.
Means of knowing mind, 2.
Test in, 95-97.

James, quoted, 163, 169.
Joints, sensations from, 81.
Judgment, definition of, 150.
In concepts and percepts, 151.
Influenced by feeling, 187.
Leading from particulars to gen-

erals, 152.

Remedy for faulty, 153.
Vahdity of, 152

Knowledge, dependence on ex-
perience, 77.

From various senses, 72.
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Knowledge, raw material of, 81.
Through judgment, 152.'

Laws, of memory, 113, 114,
Light, how produced, 73.
Localization of function, in the

cortex, 38, 39.

In the nervous system, 37, 40,

263

Meaning, dependent on relationship.
143.

^'

Memory, 107-127.

Devices for, 125.

Discriminative, 120.
Factors involved in. 111.
How exercised, 108.

Improvement of, 122, 123.
Laws of, 113, 114.

Materials of. 111, 112.
Physical basis of, 108,

Specialized, 121.

What is a good, 118-120.
What is retained in, 107, 108.

Mmd, 1-11.

And brain, 25, 26.
At birth, 27.

Contents of stream of, 8-10.
Dependent on senses, 42.
Known by introspection, 2.
Nature of, 4, 5.

Process, a, 3, 4.

Mood, disposition and, 188.
How determined, 186.
Influence of, 186, 187.

Temperament and, 188.
Mosso, quoted, 161.

Motives, battle of, 231.
Emotions as, 224.
Interest as, 199.

Sentiments as, 192.

Motives, subjective, in decision, 234.
Motor "nages, 102, 22^231
Muscle and joint sensations, 81.

Nervous system, central, 30.
Conditions determining efficiency

of, 43-.54.
'

Development of, 46.

Division of labor in, 37-41.
Indelibly records acts, 61, 68
Peripheral, 30, 35, 36.
Relation to stimuli of, 40, 41,
Strain upon, from emotion, 222
Structure of, 28-36.

Neuron, structure of, 28.
Nutrition, brain efficiency and, 52
Factors in, 53, 54.

Objects, first-hand contact with
85.

'

How defined, 144.
How mind constructs world of

70, 83-85.
'

Interdependence of physical and
mental, 143.

Qualities of, exist in mind, 73.
Relations existing in, 147

Old fogies, 154.

Perception, 70-89.

And emotion, 214.
And imagination, 39.
And thought, 87.

Experience and, 85-87,
Of objects, how gained, 83-86.
Of space, 85.

Problem of the, 82.
Personality, influence of, 173,
Play, and initiative, 178.
And work, 177, 179.
In education, 179.
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Thy, instinct of, 177.

Interest in, 209.

Necessity for, 177.

Points to past and future, 180.

Purpose, factor in imagination, a,

139.

Qualities, objects known through,

76, 83.

Of objects exist in the mind, 73.

Reasoning, definition of, 156.

Forms of, 156-159.

Functions of, 154.

Process of, 155.

Recall, dependence on retention,

109, 111.

How accomplished, 113.

Relationship, among external \jrld

of objects, 147.

Discovered through reasonirg,

144, 154.

Meaning dependent upon, 143.

Near and remote, 144, 145.

Response, to emotion, 213.

To sensory stimuli, 47, 70.

Retention, and memory, 108, 109.

Dependence on habit, 113.

Difference in retentive power, 110.

More certain than recall, 109.

Self-expression, 246-257.

In play, 177.

Sensation, 70-89.

And feeling, 183.

And perception, 70.

Qualities given by, 76.

Processes of, 73-^1.

Simplest form of knowledge, 76.

Sensations, organic, 81.

Senses, aided by reason, 72.

Senses, servants of the mind, 42.

Work of, 26, 27.

Sentiments, as motives, 192.

How grow, 190, 193.

Important, 189.

Influence of, 191.

Nature of, 189.

Sight, qualities given by, 78.

Skin, the sensations from, 79,

8p.

Smell, qualities, 79.

Sound, how produced, 75.

Stimuli, appeal to senses by, 70.

Character of, 41.

Effects of sensory, 47.

End organs and, 40.

Syllogism, the, use in reasoning,

156.

Taste, qualities of, 79.

Temperament, classes of, 189.

Predisposes to mood, 188.

Temperature, distribution of end
organs of, 80.

Thinking, 143-160.

Affected by interest, 195.

Affected by mood, 186.

Concept in the, 147, 149.

Function of, 144.

Necessity for valid, 117.

Use of imagination in, 132.

Thought, dependence on experience,

90.

Dependence on sensation and
perception, 87.

Emotion and, 213.

Touch, sensations from, 80.

Valjean, Jean, illustrating type of

decision, 236.

Volition, see Will.
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WiU, 226-245.

Acta in directing attention,
236.

Freedom of, 243.

Highest form of mind, 243.
Interert and, 207.
Nature of, 227.

285

I

Will, objective teats of, 237
Training of, 241.

Types of, 237-241.
Work, play and, 178, 179.
Under incentive of interest, 198,

I Worry, evil effects of, 64.
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